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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

 In the increasingly diverse and ever-dynamic setting of the classroom, a teacher must 

have an equally diverse assortment of tools available to them to ensure the best learning 

experience for their students. Unfortunately, while substantial research exists on a variety of 

instructional methods and strategies which have been shown to increase student learning, many 

of these techniques are either ignored entirely, or implemented without sufficient knowledge or 

support to create any significant and lasting gains. This trend is particularly prevalent at the post-

secondary level, as the majority of professors have received little to no formal instruction in 

pedagogy, and often resort to the simplest and least time-consuming methods of instruction such 

as lecture-teaching and standard textbook/homework assignments. If lasting, systemic change is 

to be made to the instructional practices of teachers, there must not only be firm institutional 

support, but also sufficient buy-in on the part of the teachers. This can best be achieved by 

modeling current best practices in an actual course, such that the positive learning effects are 

made apparent to the teacher, their colleagues, and the institution as a whole. The target of this 

endeavor, CHM 414 Instrumental Methods, utilizes many alternative educational components 

such as Inquiry, POGIL, Simulations, and specifications/standards grading, though as yet it 

remains unclear as to which aspects are supported by literature, and if their execution is in 

keeping with recommendations in research. 

 In many cases the addition of a single element or strategy to pedagogical practice may be 

insufficient to fully address student needs, and in such cases a more comprehensive and 

integrated approach is needed. This raises the question; exactly how should new instructional 

methods be incorporated into everyday teaching?  Since all aspects of teaching practice and style 
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interact with each other in some respect, some combinations may be more effective than others, 

making it critical to examine the relationships between different instructional elements. In 

particular, there is a substantial amount of research supporting the implementation of inquiry 

learning alongside elements of formative assessment and development of metacognitive skills 

(Marshall, Horton, & Smart, 2009).   

By itself, inquiry as a method of learning has been shown to produce significant and 

sustained gains in student learning of both scientific concepts as well as practices/skills, making 

it an invaluable method to utilize in courses which are intended to teach both, such as courses 

with an accompanying lab section (Marshall & Alston, 2014). POGIL, a particular format of 

guided inquiry, presents a viable platform for replacing traditional lecture-style teaching with a 

more interactive and student-centric learning experience. POGIL has been shown to increase 

long-term knowledge/conceptual retention beyond that seen with lecture-learning (Vanags, 

Pammer & Brinker, 2013), aid in the development of more complex thinking and argumentation 

skills (Stanford, Moon, Towns, & Cole, 2016), and has been shown to be a viable method for use 

in large lecture-hall type classes, which are very common for introductory courses (Bailey, 

Minderhout & Loertscher, 2011). While research has indicated that the possible benefits of 

POGIL will manifest even in the absence of trained facilitation by the instructor (Vanags, 

Pammer & Brinker, 2013), the magnitude of these benefits can be greatly increased with proper 

training and facilitation (Daubenmire et al., 2015). Because of this, it is not enough to simply 

examine the presence of POGIL or even the quality of the POGIL activities used, but the nature 

of instructor facilitation must also be assessed to determine if this strategy is being utilized to its 

full effect.  
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 The incorporation of formative and metacognitive elements has been shown to increase 

the efficacy of numerous other instructional methods (Marshall & Alston, 2014).  While the 

successful utilization of formative elements requires sufficient student buy-in, formative 

assessment and actionable feedback can be incorporated seamlessly into instruction and 

activities, allowing students to better monitor their learning progress (Grob, Holmeier & 

Labudde, 2017). These formative elements, along with other aspects of instruction, can be 

refined with the aid of metacognitive strategies to increase their efficacy, and further empower 

students to monitor and regulate their own learning (Seraphin, Philippoff, Kaupp, and Vallin, 

2012). The development of this sort of autonomy is critical not only to students’ performance 

during their coursework, but also in helping them to develop into lifelong learners.  

 In addition to the aforementioned instructional elements, there are a variety of other tools 

which can easily be employed and integrated to further improve students’ learning. In keeping 

with the experiential constructivist theme of inquiry learning, PBL can be employed both within 

the classroom as well as the lab, and has been shown to provide an increase in learning beyond 

that seen with lecture-learning or cook-book/confirmatory experiments (Pease and Kuhn 2010). 

Additionally, while true hands-on laboratory work is generally limited due to available time, 

materials, and location, the use of computer simulations can provide students with a similarly 

exploratory and experimental environment (Smetana & Bell, 2012). This has the added boon that 

it generally only requires access to a computer of some sort, which has largely become the norm 

with most schools anyways.  

  While all of the strategies mentioned here can have significant positive effects for 

students’ learning, it is equally important to consider the manner in which the skills and concepts 

being learned are assessed. Ultimately student incentive in the classroom is closely tied to 
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obtaining a successful grade in the course and obtaining access to further coursework. As this 

grade is essentially determined by assessment, the nature of these assessments and how they are 

graded impacts students’ overall approach to learning. By changing the way in which grades are 

determined, such as using specifications grading or pass-fail grading, the driving force for 

students learning can be shifted (e.g. from simply attempting to obtain the necessary points to 

achieve some letter grade, to achieving proficiency/mastery in some given standard) (Dahlgren, 

Fejes, Abrandt-Dahlgren, & Trowald, 2009).If the focus and method of grading is not aligned 

with the focus/intent of the instructional methods used, then students lack incentive to buy into 

these new methods, decreasing their ultimate efficacy.  

Using this and other related literature, the instructional elements and course components 

of CHM 414 can be examined in order to determine their efficacy, and if any improvements can 

be made. Provision of this support will lend further weight to the use of these pedagogical 

methods, and give evidence to justify their continuation to other professors or administrators who 

remain unconvinced. Furthermore, the instructional model resulting from this project should 

serve as an example upon which other courses can be modeled, to allow for the design of modern 

curricula utilizing current science education best practices.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

Contemporary Trends in Science Education: History/Nature of Science 

 

Note: While the discussion and incorporation of HoS/NoS can help enhance many aspects of 

science education, and may yet be used in the course of this project, it was placed outside of the 

primary literature as it does not pertain as closely to the primary focus of this project as the other 

topics, and it is likely that to include HoS/NoS would broaden the scope of this project beyond a 

manageable level.  

 

 While the precise definition and focus of science education has developed and expanded 

in recent years, particularly with the growing emphasis of science practices in addition to 

content, there has simultaneously been a call to address what is referred to as the ‘nature of 

science’ (NOS). This includes general conceptions about what science actually is, how it works, 

its strengths, limitations, and other characteristics. The nature of science has even been included 

as a component in the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) which have been growing in 

popularity and use in science education. One promising method of presenting and discussing the 

nature and philosophy of science is through the review of its history, giving context to how it 

developed as well as its role in society over the years, as well as perhaps exposing some of the 

fallacies students hold about the nature of science. However, incorporation of such elements can 

be challenging due to a variety of factors including the breadth of the subject, time-constraints, 

as well as the risk of anachronisms in perspective and understanding of history.  
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 A study was performed in which a unit on optics was taught to a high school physics 

class, using the cultural and historical context to address aspects of the nature of science while 

simultaneously teaching the intended content (Forato, Martins, & Pietrocola, 2012). The overall 

intention of this study was to identify some of the issues and concerns when making use of 

science history as an educational tool in the classroom. From this, guidelines could be created for 

teachers to aid in future use of this tool, as well as providing some level of focus to further 

research on the history of science as an educational methodology. Video recordings of class, 

written assessments, and observational notes were used to collect data on the implementation of 

this unit and were analyzed to derive a list of problems that needed to be addressed when seeking 

to use history of science (HOS) to increase student understanding of the NOS. Results of this 

study were combined to create a list of ‘parameters’ to be considered when using HOS as a 

method to address NOS in the classroom (Forato et al., 2012). 

First, as the potential applications of using HOS vary broadly, a specific set of goals must 

be determined for its inclusion. Once these goals have been determined, the particular historical 

instance or series of events should be pared down in order to emphasize those components that 

correspond to the intended goals. Care should be taken to ensure that the omissions don’t 

compromise the integrity of the historical event’s recounting. Furthermore, the amount of non-

scientific context given to the HOS elements must be carefully balanced; excessive emphasis on 

non-scientific contextual factors can cause students to question the role and value of empirical-

science, whereas failing to discuss those factors at all can lead to students dismissing the rather 

substantial effect they can, and have, had on the development and practice of science. When 

studying science in its historical context, it is likely that students will encounter issues 

understanding certain aspects due to a lack of foundational knowledge such as mathematics 
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employed, scientific concepts which the event built upon, or even critical social/cultural context. 

These deficiencies must be addressed, or the value of using the HOS approach is nullified. 

Lastly, when studying the development of scientific ideas and theories, care must be taken to 

prevent students from immediately dismissing some of the incorrect, intermediate ideas which 

were part of the HOS due to their now-obvious falsity. Such anachronistic judgement prevents 

students from seeing the importance of those ideas within their historical context, and once more 

nullifies the value of its inclusion. One method proposed to help combat this is by use of 

student/class debate of such topics, as its forces students to take a perspective that they might not 

personally hold (Forato et al., 2012). 

While this article does present many useful ideas and considerations for the use of HOS 

as a teaching tool, the information was presented in a rather convoluted manner. The precise 

experimental design remained unclear, and the actual data and analysis portions were withheld 

from the article, merely showing the final conclusions. This raises a certain amount of skepticism 

about how the study was conducted, though the rather broad and qualitative nature of the 

reported results seems sufficiently conservative so as to be justified. The other primary weakness 

of this study is the limited size of its experimental population. That is not to dismiss the validity 

of the conclusions made, but it does firmly categorize these results as merely a starting point 

towards building a pedagogical model for the use of HOS for the development of student 

thinking on the nature of science. The challenges identified in this study, and the potential 

solutions suggested for each could serve as a strong background for further study, either by a full 

research study, or just as validly by use of action research. Sufficient tools and suggestion were 

given here that a teacher could design and execute an instructional unit incorporating HOS with a 
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reasonable amount of success, and further refine the process from their results (Forato et al., 

2012).  

To help encourage and enable new teachers in the use of NOS/HOS concepts in their 

teaching, an education course was developed for pre-service chemistry teachers focused on NOS 

instruction (Vesterinen & Aksela, 2012). This course was first designed and then implemented, 

with the participating students being interviewed to gather information on the success of the 

course. For the purposes of this course, NOS was defined as including the social context of 

science, the use of models and instrumentation, the technology that has been produced by 

science, the empirical and inferential nature of science, and the tentative nature of scientific 

knowledge. The methods by which these concepts were conveyed to the students included 

substantial reflection, both written as well as verbal/discussion. Throughout the course, teachers 

were additionally tasked with developing materials designed to incorporate NOS into lessons, to 

get them in the practice of doing so comfortably, making it a more practical once they start 

teaching. This process was scaffolded, guiding students through different strategies and methods, 

including the use of HOS (history of science) as a vehicle, often using collaboration and peer-

critiquing to enhance the process (Vesterinen & Aksela, 2012).  

 Interviews of the students following the course found that they greatly supported the 

establishment of a common view of NOS amongst them and their colleagues. They reported that 

such discussion did not occur in other classes, and that even though some aspects of their 

learning about NOS did not directly transfer to secondary teaching, it enhanced their own views, 

which they felt positively impacted their ability to address NOS when teaching. Furthermore, a 

link was found between teachers’ own beliefs on the value and justification of science education 

for all people and the degree to which those teachers incorporated NOS elements into their 
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instruction. As NOS is closer to being a philosophy than a set of facts, this is not unsurprising, 

that those teachers who were not comfortable with NOS themselves would be reluctant to teach 

it.  It was further found that simply teaching about NOS instruction and even creation of relevant 

materials was insufficient, necessitating the actual practice of delivering those lessons to students 

as practice. This was particularly important in the case of those candidates who had little to no 

prior teaching experience (Vesterinen & Aksela, 2012).  

 This study highlights how it is not only critical that teachers have a firm understanding 

and acceptance of the nature of science, but that they should also be explicitly trained in methods 

for incorporating it into their instruction. While this study presents one such methodology for 

doing so, the authors admit that this is a work in progress, and even discuss changes to be 

implemented in their program based on student feedback. With the deluge of supplementary 

themes and components which teachers are encouraged to utilize in their teaching (such as 

problem-based learning, inquiry, science skills, etc) teachers will generally make decisions about 

which elements to actually address based on their familiarity with the subject and the practicality 

of actually implementing it. By giving teachers practice in the teaching of NOS, the perceived 

and real difficulty of teaching NOS is diminished, just as would be the case with the 

development of any other pedagogical technique. For current in-service teachers, there is perhaps 

less fear concerning how to develop new teaching skills, as this is a best practice of teaching, 

though this still requires that there be a strong familiarity with NOS and exactly how it is being 

defined and considered in the context of the science curriculum (Vesterinen & Aksela, 2012).  

 While one of the strengths of this study is the cyclical, formative nature of it, with 

feedback constantly being used to modify and improve the design of the teacher-education 

program, the fact that the data provided was purely qualitative and restricted to a small number 
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presents a problem for broad use of the conclusions. This study had more akin with an action 

research spiral than a traditional scientific study, making it perhaps more practical in nature, 

though also difficult to separate from the setting. The methodology for the course development 

could be quite useful for teachers or schools interested in developing their own program towards 

this end however, making it valuable as a tool for further work.  

 While Vesterinen and Aksela (2012) and  Forato et al. (2012)  focused primarily on the 

issues encountered in the methodology of incorporating HOS into classroom teaching, neither 

provided substantial empirical evidence as to the benefits actually seen concerning student’s 

understanding of NOS. Numerous studies have made clear that student’s views of the nature of 

science are generally quite difficult to change, making evidence of the HOS approach’s efficacy 

critical. This problem is further complicated by the fact that many teachers hold misconceptions 

about NOS, essentially ensuring that those misconceptions get passed down to their students, 

perpetuating the problem.  

 In an effort to determine the effects that such an approach had on student’s understanding 

of NOS, Williams and Rudge (2016) performed a study using eleven pre-service teachers in an 

introductory biology course, incorporating HOS into the unit on Mendelian genetics. For the 

purposes of this experiment, NOS was described as the philosophy of science, the method of its 

practice, and the sociological structure encompassing it all. The instructional unit spanned 

approximately 8 hours of class time, focusing on Mendel’s work with hybridization using pea 

plants. Instruction included information about Mendel’s personal life, his education and 

endeavors, culminating with a review of Mendel’s original research paper. The original data was 

reviewed and analyzed by the students, with their conclusions being compared to those made 

during Mendel’s time, and used as a segue towards discussion on the contemporary views of 
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heredity during the mid-1800’s. Building upon this, students were then presented with computer-

simulations which modeled genetic crosses, prompting the students to exercise those practices 

they’d just discussed and analyze the heritance patterns seen. One of the simulations was 

purposefully difficult, the pattern being unclear (incomplete dominance and sex-linked traits 

were used) and did not fit the classic Mendelian ratios, the purpose being to produce uncertainty 

or ‘tentativeness’ in the students, which is an aspect the authors determined as integral to NOS. 

In the final lesson, key developments in the field of genetics since Mendel’s time were discussed, 

including items such as incomplete dominance and sex-linked traits, giving resolution to the 

partial and incomplete explanations the students had formulated from the simulations (Williams 

& Rudge, 2016).  

 Analysis of pre- and post-surveys in addition to interviews with the students were used to 

determine the success of the given method. The Student Understanding of Science and Scientific 

Inquiry (SUSSI) tool was used to assess student NOS, and showed some selective gains as a 

result of the HOS unit. Particularly, student understanding of the tentativeness of scientific 

theories, as well as the effect of prior knowledge and experiences in a scientist’s work showed 

notable improvement. Other areas of student understanding of NOS showed little improvement, 

though this was not unexpected, as the unit was not designed to address these other aspects. 

Information from the student interviews gave support to the conclusion that the improvements 

seen were a result of the inclusion of historical context in the content lesson (Williams & Rudge, 

2016).  

Overall, support was given for the positive effect of HOS methodologies on student 

understanding of NOS. While such a relationship has been seen in other studies, it is interesting 

to note that generally, positive effects of HOS methods are seen in shorter, single-unit studies 
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whereas whole-course studies have sometimes shown no effect. A further benefit of this 

approach, regardless of the impact on understanding of NOS is the fact that it still results in 

content instruction, and additionally gives students practice with and exposure to a number of 

scientific practices which are deemed critical in science education. It’s worth pointing out that 

some topics, such as Mendelian genetics or perhaps Evolution lend themselves well to being 

taught within a HOS structure, whereas others do not, so the potential benefits of HOS may be 

heavily influenced by the content-topics within which they are employed. A larger study of this 

might determine if these results are topic-specific, and might further identify other content topics 

which are particularly suitable for HOS/NOS inclusion. Due to the extremely small sample size, 

this study is insufficient to make such claims alone, but the fact that other studies examining the 

use of genetics content with HOS/NOS methods have produced positive results supports the 

specific implementation of HOS in the teaching of genetics to develop student understanding of 

NOS. The specific details of the experimental method make this model easy to replicated, 

however, and could be implemented at the high-school level without much trouble (Williams & 

Rudge, 2016).  

This study not only brings attention to one possible intervention for increasing student 

understanding of NOS, but it also highlights the issue of pre-existing misconceptions of NOS in 

students and adults, as well as teachers. While this study tested only one potential intervention, it 

gave mention to several other options which have been developed and bear testing for efficacy. 

As one’s understanding of NOS can affect many aspects of how science is practiced, discussed, 

and taught, it places the onus upon teachers to ensure that they themselves are not perpetuating 

misconceptions in the teaching of their students. While this could be addressed in education at all 
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levels, for those currently teaching this must be done independently, whether through PD or self-

study.  

 

Literature in Support of Project 

 

Increasing Learning and Engagement: Inquiry 

 

 While the practice of inquiry-based learning has both existed and been encouraged as a 

best practice for teaching science for years now, student performance and standardized test 

scores have continued to fall below desired standards. In part, this likely due to the fact that 

many teachers and educational programs continue to use traditional teaching methods despite 

theory and evidence which suggest they are not as effective. In an effort to not only demonstrate 

the efficacy of inquiry-based learning, but also cause real and lasting improvement to test scores, 

a professional development program called ‘Inquiry in Motion’ was designed and implemented 

in eleven different schools. The goal of this program was to increase the amount of inquiry-based 

learning occurring, and ensure that teachers were well trained in utilizing it fully. The belief was 

that if implemented properly, and often, an overall improvement in student performance would 

be seen, as well as a narrowing of the achievement gap differing student groups (Marshall & 

Alston, 2014).  

 The professional development program included two weeks of full-time instruction for 

the teachers over the summer as well as a minimum of four classroom observations and follow-

up meetings during the year. The first year focused primarily on individual teaching 

competences, with subsequent years incorporating more school and district-wide changes to 
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incorporate more inquiry-based learning. Summer PD consisted of training using Marshall’s 4E 

x 2 Instructional Model (Marshall, Horton, Smart, 2009), collaborative creation of inquiry-

teaching exemplars, and usage of the electronic quality of inquiry protocol (EQUIP) (Marshall & 

Alston, 2014, p. 811-812).  

The 4E x 2 model is unique in that it incorporates not only aspects of inquiry-teaching, 

but constructs for formative assessment and metacognitive reflection as well. The intention is 

that by combining these three elements they will synergize, resulting in a more comprehensive 

and effective approach to inquiry-teaching and science education as a whole. Research has long 

supported the value of reflection in improving the quality of teacher performance, though more 

recent studies have indicated that such practice is of value to students as well, increasing their 

understanding of content and learning. Combining this element consciously with an inquiry-

teaching model augments the innate aspects of inquiry-based learning, leading students to reflect 

upon the process of inquiry, leading to better development of related science practices (Marshall, 

Horton, Smart, 2009).  

 Actual implementation of the instructional model has four major components; Engage, 

Explore, Explain, and Extend. Metacognitive reflective elements and formative assessment 

pieces are incorporated at each stage, guided by the teacher as necessary. The Engage, Explore, 

and Explain steps are all rather standard to any inquiry-teaching model, with the ‘Extend’ 

component taking students a step further, tasking students with applying their newly acquired 

understanding in order to ensure assimilation and retention of the concepts and/or skills. The 

model can be executed with a large degree of variation, though in order to retain the interactive, 

inquiry-based nature of it the ‘Explain’ step must come after the ‘Explore’ step (Marshall et al., 

2009). 
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Each year of the study, student proficiency was measured using the Measure of Academic 

Progress test (NWEA), with each student taking the test once in the fall, and again in the spring, 

in order to show growth over the year. The MAP test incorporates both science content as well as 

science skills/practices. Student scores were analyzed, comparing performance from the fall vs. 

spring, as well as between students of teachers in the program vs. those outside of it. Use of a 

one-way Anova determined that student proficiency exhibited a significant growth for those 

students taught by teachers in the program compared to those without, peaking at approximately 

8% higher proficiency by the second year of the program (Marshall & Alston, 2014, p. 814). 

While the achievement gap did narrow between different ethnic groups as a result of the 

program, the difference was not significant. Additionally, there was no notable difference seen in 

the effects of the program on proficiency of students separated by gender.  

 These results are significant in that they lend clear, quantitative support to the belief that 

high-quality inquiry-based instruction can improve the development of student proficiency in 

both science concepts and practices, and that appropriate professional development can help 

increase the quality of this instruction. With the increasing popularity of Next Generation 

Science Standards (NGSS) and the accompanying increase in performance expectations, a 

method capable of adequately addressing both areas of learning will become much more critical.  

 However, the exact cost and requirements needed to implement this professional 

development program were not stated, which could prove to be an obstacle for other schools 

attempting to mimic this initiative. Additionally, the most notable significant gains from this 

program were not seen until 2-3 years after implementation, requiring a long-term commitment 

on the part of the districts, schools, and teachers. This requires a systemic change, incorporating 

inquiry-teaching into the culture of the teachers and students in order to truly be a success. That 
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said, most long-lasting improvements to educational programs take over a year to fully 

implement, making this example no exception. Furthermore, it is currently unknown what effect 

such training might have when incorporated into pre-service teacher education programs, as this 

was not included in the study. Despite this lack, the results shown make clear that extensive 

training and implementation of inquiry-teaching techniques has merit, and warrants further 

study.  

 As this study was primarily a professional development endeavor and took place in 

actual, functioning schools, there are inevitably a large number of variables that could not be 

controlled, such as the SES of the students studied, any additional professional development 

opportunities offered at the different schools, existing school culture, and level of teacher 

experience, to name a few. Additionally, the results of this study center on performance on the 

MAP test, which while widely used, is by no means ubiquitous.  Other tests and standards of 

performance should be evaluated in order to confirm that the proficiency gains seen are 

consistent across multiple means of assessment.  

That said, the strong, sustained improvement seen does lend support for the efficacy of 

the 4E x 2 Model going forward. Additionally, the inherent flexibility of the model allows it to 

be adapted to conform to specific school policy or curricula, while still maintaining the 

beneficial aspects of the combined, inquiry/metacognition/formative assessment approach. While 

this instructional model is by no means the only one, nor is it necessarily superior, it 

demonstrates the potential value of a diversified approach to inquiry-teaching. All three 

components of the 4E x 2 model are research-supported as being valuable elements in student 

learning, and by combining them, the benefits of all three are seen, supporting a student-driven 
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model of learning and providing opportunity for a deeper, more thorough understanding 

(Marshall et al., 2009).  

 The format of this model, as well as its effectiveness seen in the 2014 Marshall article 

raise several points of concern for the practice of inquiry-teaching, as well as any innovative 

teaching technique. This model, and the study describing its implementation demonstrates that in 

some cases the addition of a single element or strategy to pedagogical practice may be 

insufficient to fully address student needs, and that in many cases a more comprehensive and 

integrated approach is needed. This raises the question; exactly how should teachers incorporate 

new instructional methods into everyday teaching?  Since all aspects of teaching practice and 

style interact with each other in some respect, some combinations may be more effective than 

others, making it critical to examine the relationships between different instructional elements.  

 However, while the 2014 Marshall article provides an example where the 4E x 2 method 

was employed with notable success, there were other factors involved, diluting the direct link 

between this instructional method and the results seen. A more controlled study might clarify 

this, though such things can be difficult to implement in a live class setting. Additionally, with 

the stated possibility for such a high degree of variation, it is unknown which variants have 

greater efficacy, and if any introduce notable problems into the learning process.   

  

Supporting Inquiry: Formative Assessment 

 

As discussed by Marshall et al., (2009) and demonstrated in Marshall & Alston’s 

(2014) 5-year study, the multi-pronged approach to incorporating both formative 

assessment and metacognitive theory into a teacher’s approach to inquiry can increase the 
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possible benefits beyond what would be seen with inquiry alone. A study was conducted 

in order to further examine the implementation of formative assessment strategies with 

inquiry teaching, specifically to identify some of the strengths and weaknesses that can 

arise, as well as supports needed to ensure success. A cohort of teachers were recruited 

and tasked with incorporating one of three types of formative assessment into inquiry-

based lessons; written teacher feedback, student self-assessment, and peer-assessment. In 

total, eleven teachers participated over three semesters, drawn from physics, chemistry, 

and biology in order to represent the general science setting (Grob, Holmeier & Labudde, 

2017). 

Following completion of the inquiry-based unit, teachers reported on the usage of 

formative assessment and were interviewed, focusing on the strengths and weaknesses of 

the assessment methods used. These data were then compiled in order to create a list of 

general concerns felt by the teachers when utilizing formative assessment methods with 

inquiry-teaching, as well as what they felt was needed to support such methods. These 

requested support measures were compared with those stated in literature by researchers 

and policy makers, to determine if differences existed between the varying perspectives 

(Grob et.al., 2017, p.2, 3). 

 Challenges to utilizing formative assessment in inquiry teaching were ultimately sorted 

into five categories; “embedment of formative assessment activities”; “content and structure of 

the feedback”; “students’ engagement with the feedback”; “relation between formative and 

summative assessment”; and “effort needed” (Grob et.al., 2017, p.2, 3). Assessments needed to 

be integrated appropriately into the inquiry activity, such that students had enough information to 

discuss and learn from the assessment, yet enough time to adjust based on feedback given. 
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Additionally, the efficacy of formative assessment strongly hinged on the dedication of the 

students as well as their experience with conducting such reflection, both in giving feedback as 

well as utilizing it for growth. Lacking a clearly stated relationship between formative and 

summative assessment in most educational policy, some teachers found it difficult to justify time 

and effort expended on it, just as students had trouble taking it seriously, since most were fixated 

on their summative assessments and ultimate grades.  

 Six categories of support were determined as critical to ensuring the successful 

incorporation of formative assessment methods into inquiry learning. First, providing ample 

examples of good practices in work to both students and teachers, in the form of example work, 

rubrics, etc. Adequate time is required, as both inquiry teaching and formative assessment often 

take longer than more traditional methods. Additionally, teachers should receive targeted training 

and professional development on specific assessment methods, and given the opportunity to 

reflect upon such as well as collaborate with colleagues in the refinement and creation of new 

methods. Lastly, if the role and importance of formative assessment were to be clarified at the 

policy level, implementation and support of such could become more uniform (Grob et.al., 

2017).  

 In order to support the usage of formative assessment with inquiry teaching, there needs 

to be support from teachers, policy-makers, as well as students. Even if teachers possess the 

proper training and experience to utilize formative methods in inquiry-based units, without 

adequate time as well as support from educational policy, such methods may not be feasible on a 

larger scale. As the current educational system still places a majority of its weight upon 

traditional summative assessments, detailed inquiry-based experiences need to be given ample 

support to justify the time and effort spent by teachers and students when utilizing such.  
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 A notable weakness of this study is the definite lack of any quantitative data to support 

the qualitative and anecdotal claims. While it raises some interesting points, and perhaps 

identifies some of the key questions needing to be asked concerning the usage of formative 

assessment with inquiry teaching, quantitative follow-up studies would need to be conducted 

utilizing a much larger sample size with additional controls before any definitive conclusions can 

be made. Despite the fact that this study was performed in another country, the educational 

methods and accompanying issues should largely be the same, so this study may be valuable as a 

launching point for further research.  

 

Supporting Inquiry: Metacognition 

 As discussed previously in “Increasing Learning and Engagement: Inquiry”, the 

inclusion of metacognitive reflective elements into inquiry-based learning has been indicated as a 

method of increasing student achievement ( Marshal, Horton & Smart, 2009). Specifically 

applied to science education, such practices have the potential to provide a more reflective and 

analytical approach to science, mirroring the manner in which it is generally practiced 

professionally.  

 As the goals and outcomes of both metacognition and inquiry-teaching have a fair degree 

of overlap, Seraphin, Philippoff, Kaupp, and Vallin (2012) sought to examine the effects of 

incorporating metacognitive strategies into TSI (Teaching Science as Inquiry) professional 

development, to facilitate its use by teachers in the classroom. Over the course of a year, 84 

hours of PD was delivered to participants using a combination of face-to-face workshops, 

meetings, and online components. The content focus of the program was aquatic science, though 

this was used as a vehicle for incorporating the inquiry-teaching methods. Metacognitive 
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strategies were first taught and discussed directly with the teachers, followed by a demonstration 

of these components, and lastly the teachers were tasked with applying them in later workshop 

modules. Participating teachers then incorporated these same basic elements into their teaching 

of the aquatic science unit, developing students’ use of metacognitive skills while also 

employing inquiry-teaching methods.  Pedagogical development was assessed for the 

participating teachers, and their students were administered pre- and post-tests on the nature of 

science to determine the success of the metacognition/inquiry teaching (Seraphin et al., 2012). 

 Results from the PD and accompanying data-collection revealed a stark lack of 

knowledge on the teachers’ part concerning metacognitive skills and their incorporation into 

pedagogy. Throughout the year, qualitative data and teacher feedback indicated that not only did 

teacher metacognition increase, but so too did their evaluation of student thinking, helping them 

to facilitate student development of the same skills. Results from the pre- and post-tests 

administered showed a statistically significant increase in teacher understanding of inquiry-

teaching methods, as well as a significant increase in student understanding of the nature of 

science, which was the primary metric by which student success was being determined for this 

study (Seraphin et al., 2012)..  

 While the results of this study support the efficacy of Seraphin et al.’s (2012) program, 

and is in agreement with prior established literature on the value and effects of developing 

metacognitive skills, the data collected remains somewhat limited. Metacognition is notoriously 

difficult to assess, making it equally difficult to determine what exactly was accomplish by the 

PD. In addition to developing better tools for measuring this, it would be valuable to examine the 

results of other classes which were not exposed to the metacognitive strategies in order to 

provide a control group, to further strengthen results. Fortunately, these shortcomings were 
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recognized by the authors, and identified as items to be corrected in subsequent administrations 

of the PD program.  

 While the precise methodology put forth by this study requires further testing to 

strengthen its claims, it can be said with reasonable certainty that the inclusion of metacognitive 

components can increase the efficacy of inquiry-based instruction. Of particular interest in this 

study is the focus on developing those skills in the teachers first, recognizing the overall lack of 

such methods in most pre-service teacher training. It is unreasonable to expect teachers to be 

capable of efficiently teaching such practices to students until they have been thoroughly 

developed by the teachers themselves, so this identifies a valuable target for teacher PD. This 

deficiency could be ameliorated either by adjustment of pre-service training programs or by 

inclusion within in-service PD. Furthermore, this study provides further support to the argument 

made by Marshall et al. (2009) about the value of a multifaceted pedagogical approach, 

combining best practices from several areas to increase the ultimate quality of a students’ 

learning experience.  

 As teachers, it is important that we do not neglect our own development and habits due to 

our focus on those of our students. Many of the metacognitive practices mentioned in Seraphin et 

al.’s (2012) study are things that could easily be learned by many teachers via literature and 

practice, and could contribute to further refinement of their teaching technique. This study 

presents an area of improvement which could be addressed at the department or school level, 

being assessed and developed as part of the regular teacher observation and evaluation process.  
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As noted by Seraphin et al. (2012), one of the issues encountered when attempting to 

prepare teachers to incorporate metacognitive skills development into their teaching was the fact 

that many of those teachers lacked those skills themselves, or at least had never consciously 

thought about the importance of such skills and how to develop them. Generally, most 

researchers categorize metacognition to include both metacognitive knowledge as well as skills, 

though it is also worth mentioning the category labeled ‘metacognitive experiences’, which 

includes the emotions or feelings associated with moments of severe confusion and puzzlement 

as well as those of sudden clarity.    

In an effort to establish a clear and comprehensive picture of the state of metacognitive 

research and the current role of metacognitive practices in science education, a meta-study was 

performed by Zohar and Barzilai (2013) which reviewed current literature on the subject. Of 

particular interest was the identification of research-tested instructional methods that 

incorporated and taught metacognitive skills, and in what context they were being used. 178 

peer-reviewed studies from the year 200 onward were included in this review, with more in-

depth attention given to 66 of those studies, as they focused more centrally on metacognition. 

Following selection, the studies were coded by multiple parties, with checks being performed to 

ensure inter-rater reliability (Zohar & Barzilai, 2013).  

Analysis of the literature revealed that not only is the body of metacognitive research 

growing with increasing rapidity, but it has also begun to focus more specifically on the role of 

metacognition in specific scientific disciplines as opposed to examining it in a broader, 

interdisciplinary light. Most commonly found were investigations focusing on the incorporation 

of prompts into instructional methods in order to promote student metacognition, as was seen in 

the 2015 Opstal and Daubenmire study. Although the use of prompts dominated most studies, 
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there was also ample evidence for the successful application of discussion, concept webs and a 

variety of other modeling techniques for the inclusion of metacognitive elements in learning. 

Three factors were identified as common between all successful approaches: the importance of 

bridging metacognitive knowledge with the corresponding skills, demonstration of the benefits 

of metacognitive development, and extended practice in such skills to reinforce and make them 

habit. Assessment of the studies showed that the explicit discussion of metacognition’s value 

with students was fairly rare in most cases, highlighting a key area for improvement in later 

implementation (Zohar & Barzilai, 2013).  

Due to the lack of research involving the use of metacognitive strategies with younger 

grades, it is unknown what effect such methods might have with such students, or what methods 

might prove most appropriate. Of similar interest was the lack of research being done on the 

creation of professional development for both pre- and in-service teachers, indicating this as an 

area of high need. While some instances do exist, such as the program that formed the core of the 

Seraphin (2012) study, such programs have generally been specifically focused, and always 

conducted using in-service teachers, making the development of metacognitive strategies in 

teachers somewhat haphazard. As has been shown in the research, the long-term development 

and adoption of advanced metacognitive knowledge and skills requires long-term exposure and 

practice, which would necessitate its inclusion in pre-service teacher programs, or an extended 

in-service professional development initiative.  Due to the expense of executing such prolonged 

trainings, it would likely be far more efficient were this included into pre-service pedagogical 

instruction. Additionally, this would have the added benefit of presenting such skills pre-

integrated with other teaching techniques, since it is more beneficial when augmenting other 

methods as opposed to a stand-alone.  
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While this critical review did a thorough job on reporting the current state metacognitive 

research, identifying what subtopics and applications were being studied, it did not include any 

real hard data to support its statements. The types of studies were collated, and the number of 

each type reported, but the actual success or results of these tests were not included. To be 

absolutely certain of a validity of the claims made, the component articles would need to be 

checked to obtain the supporting data analysis. This runs counter to the overall purpose of such 

reviews, as they should provide a summation of the conclusions and relevant data of the 

composite articles.  

 With the meaning and characteristics of metacognition firmly established, it is no worth 

turning attention to instances of its successful implementation in the classroom. A study 

conducted by Opstal and Daubenmire (2015) focused on the implementation of a model designed 

to promote metacognitive development and use of skills in the laboratory setting. As labs 

generally involve a much more inquiry-based method, which has been shown to increase 

metacognition in students (Seraphin et al., 2012), this proved an ideal venue within which to 

develop and test a method of optimizing this. The Science Writing Heuristic (SWH) was the 

chosen vehicle for incorporating metacognitive practices into the laboratory. The basic format of 

the SWH is that of an inquiry-based structure consisting of prompts which facilitate not only the 

students’ inquiry process, but also reflection and application of metacognitive skills. It explicitly 

prompts students to plan out their course of action prior to the lab, take notes concerning their 

process during the lab, and then complete a post-analysis of the lab as well as their methods in 

executing it. This method also structures the completion of the students’ lab reports in a similar 

fashion (Opstal & Daubenmire, 2015).  
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 A population of 62 undergraduate students were selected for this study, with 

approximately half of them being exposed to a traditional, non-SWH laboratory experience 

which included use of a step-by-step laboratory manual and completion of reports with a focus 

on verification rather than inquiry. The other half utilized SWH-style laboratory methods, 

utilizing prompts rather than explicit procedures, needing to develop their own methods to 

answer the questions provided. Later in the semester, students from both groups were given 

open-ended laboratory tasks requiring them to develop their own method and plan of analysis to 

determine an answer. This common task allowed for the comparison of the SWH group to the 

traditional group, highlighting any differences in performance (Opstal & Daubenmire, 2015).  

 Results of this study identified several key differences in the two groups regarding the 

method and frequency with which students exercised various metacognitive skills. For example, 

students from the SWH group reported substantially higher levels of collaboration in their 

execution of metacognitive processes, particularly in the analysis stages. Collaboration in the 

non-SWH group was largely confined to the planning and procedure-writing phase, while the 

SWH group showed such behaviors at all points, using peers to compare and verify their results 

and conclusions. This behavior continued even outside of the classroom, demonstrating farther-

reaching consequences of these behaviors. Students in the SWH group additionally reported that 

the skills and methods employed in their structured labs taught best practices to employ when 

carrying out their open-ended laboratory tasks. They identified the structured labs as teaching 

thought processes and behaviors in addition to the specific task of the lab, recognizing the 

metacognitive nature of the activity (Opstal & Daubenmire, 2015).  

While no notable difference was seen on the content-knowledge of the two groups 

following this study, the metacognitive development may not have had as direct an impact on 
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their content learning as on other practices. Additionally, the POGIL method was heavily 

employed in their general classroom learning, so students were already quite familiar with 

inquiry-based practices, perhaps closing the gap between the SWH and non-SWH groups. 

Furthermore, this study was only conducted over the course of a single semester, which may not 

be enough to fully manifest notable differences in performance (Opstal & Daubenmire, 2015).  

This study, while lacking more long-term longitudinal data, provides support for the 

positive effects of not only inquiry-based learning methods, but metacognitive skills as well. The 

overlap in practices of these two methods makes their combination relatively easy, further 

supporting the development of students’ habits of the mind. Application of the SWH strategy 

shows promise as a convenient way to allow students to develop those skills and abilities while 

conducting laboratory experiments, providing a more comprehensive and broadly beneficial 

experience, teaching not only content but also science and metacognitive practices. Such an 

approach is in alignment with NGSS practices, and would could be incorporated into most 

teacher’s curricula with little disruption, assuming they’re given the proper training to prepare 

and facilitate that type of learning. Professional development would be necessary, as the crafting 

of proper inquiry/metacognitive prompts can be difficult, as it necessitates the proper balance of 

support, open-endedness, and reflection.   

 

Supporting Inquiry: Computer Simulations 

 

 In addition to utilizing formative assessment and metacognitive elements to enhance 

students’ experience of inquiry, computer simulations present a powerful tool which can be 

employed to provide additional opportunities and venue for more engaging, inquiry-based 
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instruction. Traditionally such things have been isolated to authentic laboratory experiences, but 

with the increasingly ubiquitous nature of technology and computers in education, simulations 

present an opportunity to augment those laboratory experiences and make them more generally 

available to students. However, as this is still a relatively new tool in the educational field, most 

teachers have likely not received formal training on how to properly integrate simulations into 

their teaching, or how to distinguish high-quality simulations from those with less educational 

value.  

In an effort to elucidate some of the characteristics needed to successfully utilize 

computer simulations, Adams et al. (2008) conducted a study focusing on aspects of simulations 

which either increased or decreased their value as educational tools. This study focused 

specifically on those simulations created by the PhET (Physics Education Technology) project, 

which while originally dealing almost entirely with physics-related concepts, has since expanded 

to include simulations from all science disciplines as well as mathematics. Conducting 275 

interviews with over one hundred students, Adams et al. (2008) collected information on student 

understanding of scientific concepts before and after (and sometimes during) usage of a related 

simulation. One portion of the test group was provided with a guiding question prior to 

beginning the simulator, whereas the other group was tasked with experimenting with the 

simulator absent any such guidance. Interviews were reviewed and interpreted by multiple 

independent parties to ensure objectivity of the assessment.  

Interviews highlighted the consistent importance that the simulators used be engaging to 

the students. While superficially this is an obvious statement, a number of elements were 

identified that contribute to this factor. The inclusion of puzzles or challenges, use of animation, 

the credibility of the simulation, level of interactivity, elements of fun were all critical factors. In 
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agreement with preexisting research on video-games, simulations are more engaging when 

students feel there is something to be gained by exploring. By withholding select pieces of 

information, students are then required to directly interact with the simulation in order to fill in 

gaps of their understanding. This requires that the controls and variables in the simulator be 

properly labeled, though not necessarily explicit on their definitions or usage, leaving that up to 

student exploration (Adams et al. 2008).  

Concerning the use of animation, it is critical that any animated elements also be 

interactive, and that they visibly show the effects of student manipulations. This gives incentive 

to student exploration of the simulation, and encourages them to experiment, as the effects of 

their manipulations will be visually (or aurally) displayed. Data suggested that in the absence of 

interactive components, animation has little value. Conversely, limiting the scope of student 

manipulation of variables serves as a form of guidance or scaffolding, ensuring students focus on 

a particular task or concept. Therefore, simulation elements should interactive, but also focused 

on the intended task or concept. While the inclusion of ‘fun’ design elements helps increase 

student engagement, such elements must be relatively minor and controlled such that they do not 

distract from the intended purpose of the simulation. However, a visually appealing display can 

additionally help alleviate student anxiety about the simulation difficulty, making them more 

likely to engage. Lastly, the apparent credibility of a simulation is paramount. The presence of 

glitches or errors, no matter how trivial, will compromise the perceived value of the simulation 

to the student, causing them to disengage (Adams et al. 2008).  

Unfortunately, this study limited itself to assessing exclusively physics-related 

simulators. While it is likely that the conclusions reached hold true with other disciplines, this 

cannot be definitively stated without further study. Additionally, only under-graduate students 
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were used for the test population, which raises concerns about whether additional issues arise 

when using simulations with younger students. Little attention is given to variation in the method 

by which students are introduced to the simulators or any outside guidance or scaffolding 

provided, though mention is given to a subsequent article which attempts to address these 

concerns. Assuming the quality of simulation is high, effective teaching and structuring is still 

required to ensure the educational value of the simulation. 

The results of this study highlight several areas of concern for the design and appearance 

of simulators, which is of use to both teachers and designers/programmers. This study sets forth 

a list of recommendations which can guide the creation of future simulations to ensure higher 

quality. Of equal utility is the fact that this list of design elements makes clear certain 

components which a teacher should be aware of when assessing the usefulness of available 

simulators before implementation in the classroom. As a majority of teachers lack the skillset to 

create their own computer simulations, they generally rely on using publicly available programs, 

which can be of unknown quality. From this information, a rubric of sorts could be derived by 

which simulations could be rated in order to facilitate the sorting of available programs by 

quality.  

Although the key aspects of high quality computer simulations for science education 

were discussed in depth by Adams et al. (2008), little was said about the effects of different 

methodologies in implementing them in the classroom. A study conducted by Hsin-Yi Chang 

(2016) gave greater focus to these concerns, examining the pedagogical aspects of computer 

simulations in addition to comparing two scaffolding methods used to facilitate usage of these 

simulations.  
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 The study first examined the comparative efficacy of observational-based simulations 

versus experimentation-based simulations, to determine which method resulted in greater 

learning gains. Students in the observational group viewed short clips of simulations which could 

be reviewed at their leisure, while the experimentation group utilized an interactive simulation 

which allowed them to manipulate variables and witness the effects their adjustments had. As 

discussed by Adams et al. (2008), a higher level of interactivity in simulations is generally more 

engaging to the students, though can also run the risk of being excessively complicated, 

intimidating, or allowing for deviation from the intended focus. The second portion of the study 

compared the differences in learning outcomes for students who were given only guiding 

questions to direct their learning with interactive simulations with students who were provided 

with a structured, scaffolded set of prompts. Student learning was assessed through the use of 

pre- and post-tests, examining student understanding of the relevant science concepts addressed 

by the activities (Chang, 2016). 

 Interestingly enough, the results of this study did not identify a significant difference in 

the learning gains experienced by students in the observational and interactive groups. Both 

experienced a substantial increase in conceptual understanding from the beginning of the 

activity, but there was no notable performance gap between the two. As this study only focused 

on a single activity at a single school, these results are by no means definitive, but it does raise 

the possibility that non-interactive means might prove equally valuable in certain circumstances. 

Further study is warranted, expanding on this and examining variations on the exact structure of 

the observational and experimental activities (Chang, 2016).  

 Analysis of the results for the second phase revealed no significant difference in the 

learning gains of students based on the degree of structure provided them. Both groups showed 
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the same degree of improvement relative to their pretest performance, and took approximately 

the same amount of time to complete the activity. However, it was noted that the more heavily 

scaffolded group were able to accomplish a greater number of experiments in the time allotted 

than the group that was given only a guiding question. Those students with the guiding question 

remained focused on their topic, whereas the other group had the opportunity to explore each 

possible variable as framed by the prompts. That said, student performance gains on the post was 

equal for both groups, so this cannot be indicative of a greater level of learning (Chang, 2016). 

 Given the very narrow, focused nature of this study, the conclusions made concerning 

manner of simulation as well as level of guidance provided cannot be uniformly applied. As the 

participants were exclusively eighth graders, it is quite possible that older students might respond 

different as a result of greater level of maturity or independence, as well as the development of 

science/inquiry skills.  Furthermore, as only a single simulation scenario was used, there is the 

possibility that design aspects of the simulator affected student utilization in one way or another.  

 Regardless, it is important to consider the possibility that interactive computer 

simulations do not represent the best technological vehicle for student learning. While the results 

of the Adams et al. (2008) argue in favor of greater interactivity, their results are exclusively 

qualitative, necessitating further data to lend them support. Furthermore, it is vital to consider the 

ultimate goal of using computer simulations in the classroom. Are these purely intended to 

increase efficiency of content-understanding and retention? Or are they also intended to aid in 

the development of science practices as supported by NGSS? If the latter is the case, similar 

experiments should be conducted in which both science content and practice gains are assessed 

in order to provide a more thorough picture of the value of the opposing observational and 

experimental approaches.  
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 As somewhat conflicting conclusions were put forth by Adams et al. (2008) and Chang 

(2016) concerning the usefulness of interactive computer simulations in science education, it is 

worthwhile examining a larger breadth of research to identify any prevailing trends in the 

numerous studies conducted, particularly on the subject of scaffolding and support for student 

usage. Due to the rapid development of technology (and educational technologies as a result) 

over the last several decades, this becomes all the more critical, as hardware and software are 

likely to continue to advance unabated.  A literature review was conducted on 61 peer-reviewed 

science education and technology articles concerning the use of computer simulations ranging 

from the 1970’s until 2010 (Smetana & Bell, 2012), providing a long-term view of how 

simulations have been used in science education, and to what effect.  

Following selection of all relevant articles, an inductive qualitative analysis was 

performed, with studies and corresponding conclusions sorted into several categories. Studies 

were assessed primarily for evidence of the effect of computer simulations on development of 

content knowledge, science skills and processes, the exposure and correction of prior scientific 

misconceptions, as well as an assortment of other issues. Altogether, a vast majority of the 

studies indicated a positive impact for use of computer simulations in science education, with 

only one study showing negative effects of their usage. Additionally, it was consistently shown 

that simulations had the greatest impact when used as supplements to other methods of 

instruction, rather than as stand-alone units. Used in conjunction with or in preparation for real, 

authentic laboratory experiences, simulations add an additional method of representing scientific 

concepts and processes, particularly those that are more abstract, and often in a more controlled 

and focused fashion. While there was no overwhelming data to support the order in which 
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simulations were combined with other teaching methods, the importance of pairing it with other 

methods was undisputed (Smetana & Bell, 2012).  

 Carefully structured support was necessary for students to successfully utilize 

simulations, and gains were maximized when the simulation was used to challenge student 

assumptions about concepts, allowing them to explore the concept and expose any 

misconceptions. While the exact manner of recommended support varied (see the discussion on 

the 2016 Chang article for more on this) based on the ability level of the students as well as the 

particular simulator and content used, it was consistently supported that reflection and 

discussion, whether collaborative or solo, was important for solidifying student learning gains. 

Combination of these elements produced a more student-focused learning experience, with the 

teacher acting as a facilitator and support system. Allowing students to experiment with and 

manipulate simulation variables was shown to help students develop more concrete 

understanding of abstract concepts, as well as to explore their own questions and hypotheses in a 

controlled fashion (Smetana & Bell, 2012).  

The primary weakness of this article is the antiquity of some of the studies included in the 

review. While many aspects of pedagogy and technology usage hold true, the available 

technologies have changed drastically, especially over the last twenty years. Furthermore, the 

degree and quality of experimental controls varied greatly from study to study, making the finer 

details and conclusions of this review potentially suspect, though the overall trends and wider 

conclusions should remain valid. Ideally, a mixed method of data collection should be employed 

to provide a big-picture understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of different aspects 

of simulation use. Lastly, a number of the included studies addressed peripheral questions 

concerning simulator use, but were not adequately verified by other studies, raising questions 
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without any definitive answers. Namely, the varying effect of simulator usage between different 

age-groups, possible differences in efficacy and impact for more diverse and higher needs 

student populations, as well as the potential role of simulators in enabling more interactive 

scientific inquiry for students.  

While the benefits of computer simulations were roundly supported by this meta-study, 

the precise details of how best to implement them have remained largely obfuscated. The three 

key elements identified by the review provide a certain amount of guidance, and highlight the 

critical areas for teachers to focus on when utilizing simulations, but specifics of pedagogy are 

still left up to the teacher. More modern, focused research is required to provide more 

information before any sort of policy can be put in place, but it is clear that not only are 

simulations a valuable and worthwhile tool, but that high quality simulations are insufficient to 

ensure positive gains, instead requiring appropriate facilitation by the teacher. Professional 

development programs for teachers should be created to that end, ensuring teachers are given 

some amount of training on how to usefully integrate technology and computer simulators into 

their teaching. As the ideal method seems to vary based on content and student ability level, the 

details of what degree of scaffolding to provide, order of inclusion and other factors may be best 

addressed by local usage of an action research plan. This would provide practical, specific 

feedback to teachers suited to their particular circumstances, helping to ensure optimal 

utilization.  

 

Implementing Inquiry 

 With a solid, multifaceted model of inquiry established, as well as a possible tool for 

aiding it its implementation, it is important next to consider some of the practical/logistical 
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concerns of actually implementing inquiry in the classroom as well as issues of teacher 

preparedness to utilize such methods. Teachers must likewise accept the benefits of teaching 

science via inquiry, and their view of the nature of science must be in alignment with this is 

order to effectively present science as inquiry. Furthermore, to date there is generally a stark lack 

of institutional support or incentive for professors to spend additional time and effort to utilize 

more effective (yet sometimes more challenging) pedagogical methods. Lacking this incentive, 

as well as (in many cases) support for formal professional development towards learning to teach 

such methods, many professors do not see inquiry teaching as a practically achievable goal.  

 An educational endeavor known as the Inquiry Teaching Project (ITP) was implemented 

in a number of universities, wherein participating professors (all taken from the Biological 

sciences) were tasked with incorporating inquiry into their teaching with a number of intended 

goals (Alkaher & Dolan, 2011). The intention was not only to enhance student learning, but also 

embed elements of research and other scientific practices into the classroom. Three of these 

professors, from differing backgrounds, were selected to additionally participate in a qualitative 

study which examined the methods they used to transition to inquiry teaching, and how they 

sought to accommodate the various challenges posed to doing so. The students enrolled in these 

courses included both science majors and non-majors of varying grade levels. The inquiry 

teaching was incorporated into lessons spanning a period of ten weeks, so there was ample time 

for long-term effects to be seen. Data was collected via a series of interviews with the 

participating professors and analyzed to identify any common themes (Alkaher & Dolan, 2011).  

 First, it was noted that all three participants, while indicating that their implementation of 

inquiry was a success, had also noted a variety of changes/improvements to make in future 

implementation, stressing that this transition was not an instantaneous one, requiring monitoring 
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and adjustment to achieve the best results. Group and class discussion was consciously increased 

by all three teachers, as they felt that it helped students to improve their understanding of 

concepts, and provided additional formative opportunities for the teacher and students. After 

completion of one round of this inquiry study (it progressed for another year, following) it was 

realized that students required a certain level of scaffolding and guidance beyond what was being 

given, which is unsurprising given that most students are inexperienced with inquiry, and require 

instructional support to increase its benefits and efficiency. This is in keeping with the idea of 

using a more guided form of inquiry such as POGIL in the classroom, as it includes the 

necessary guidance to ensure students’ learning outcomes are in keeping with the curriculum of 

the course. More open inquiry can still be used, sporadically, though the laboratory setting is 

better suited to this (Alkaher & Dolan, 2011). 

 Based on the results of this study, it was recommended that any professional development 

intended to prepare and support teachers in incorporating inquiry include an explicit reflective 

element, as there is yet no clear set of best practices for implementing inquiry in the college 

classroom (most research has been done at the secondary level, instead) and therefore reflection 

and modification will be an ongoing part of this process. Additionally, as this is a learning 

process, it would be best if several teachers were trained in this pedagogical method together, so 

that when they implement it, they will do so with the trained support of their colleagues, rather 

than independently and haphazardly. Furthermore, implementing inquiry as an educational 

community increases the chances of teachers actually embracing it as a teaching method. Some 

of the teachers in this study, who were largely independent at their respective universities 

remained skeptical of inquiry-teaching, and while they were committed to using some aspects of 

inquiry teaching, planned to continue using lecture as well, despite the research which speaks 
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against its relative efficacy. This speaks to the critical importance of ensuring not only student 

buy-in, but teacher buy-in as well. As the idea of inquiry as a practical teaching method is still 

relatively unfamiliar to many teachers, and the challenges involved in initially making the 

transition can seem quite daunting, the provision of professional training and the support of 

colleagues and institutions appear to be necessary to ensure its successful and continued use in 

the classroom.  

 

PBL: A Model for Extended/Large-Scale Inquiry 

 

 Highly similar to inquiry, and focusing on many of the same educational principles is 

Problem-based learning. Problem-based learning (PBL) has been put forth as a promising 

method for making education more ‘authentic’ by centering learning and educational tasks on 

problems that might be encountered in the ‘real’ or professional world. The intention is that such 

models should present a more complex and integrated approach to knowledge and problem 

solving than traditional methods might entail, helping to make learning more relevant and 

engaging. Due to the increasing push to gear education towards making students college- and 

career-ready, this has been lauded as one such strategy for achieving this. However, there has 

been a notable lack of clear experimental data to verify the efficacy of this method. Additionally, 

PBL has been implemented with a large degree of variation, making it difficult to isolate which 

components are critical to eliciting positive effects.  

 An experiment performed by Pease and Kuhn (2010) sought to determine not only if PBL 

was an effective pedagogical method for increasing student learning, but also to try to examine 

which aspects of PBL methods were responsible for these gains. 127 undergraduate students 
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were divided into two sections of a physics, both taught by the same teacher. One section was 

instructed used a lecture and discussion (LD) format for the first two weeks, whereas the other 

was taught using PBL. For the subsequent two weeks, the sections switched methods. Both 

sections were label as ‘mixed-methods’ to prevent students from consciously selecting one or the 

other. The instructor for the courses was trained and experienced in both methods, having been 

highly rated by students in classes using each method, diminishing the effects that teacher 

experience might have on students’ learning between the two sections. Content covered during 

these 4 weeks was assessed periodically as the semester progressed, to determine long-term 

retention (Pease & Kuhn, 2010).  

 Results showed that a majority of the students achieved in the highest level for the 

material they learned via PBL, contrasted with a much lower percentage for material learned via 

LD. Much more notable however is the fact that this trend persisted with the later assessments of 

the same material, administered up to nine weeks following the actual learning, indicating that 

this difference was persistent.  Furthermore, comparison of individual student performance for 

between their LD and PBL units showed that a majority of students performed better on their 

PBL unit than on their LD unit, further reinforcing the outcomes. With the efficacy of PBL 

established, Pease and Kuhn (2010) then sought to isolate the PBL components from the 

collaborative/group aspect that generally accompanies it, to determine if the social/collaborative 

aspect was a critical component.  

A second study phase was commenced in which all students learned via PBL, though the 

exact components used were modified to allow for comparison. Collaborative vs. solo PBL was 

examined, as well as whether the division of labor that generally accompanies group work was 

impactful or not. Results showed that performance did not suffer when all members of a PBL 
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group had to complete all work (no division of labor). Additionally, no significant difference was 

seen for the group versus individual PBL. This is interesting to note, as it effectively rules out the 

social, collaborative, and work-sharing components as the driving force behind the positive 

effects seen with PBL. This points towards the other elements, such as the nature of learning 

being framed within an ‘authentic’ context as being the crucial component (Pease & Kuhn, 

2010).  

This study makes it clear that PBL does indeed present an effective model of learning, 

leading to an increase in student achievement. However, as stated in the article, there is a fair 

degree of further research required to identify exactly which elements of PBL are critical for 

eliciting the effects seen. Additionally, this study was performed with only one teacher, with 

undergraduate students, so effects may vary with other teachers, or particularly with lower grade 

levels where autonomy and planning skills may be less developed. The primary weakness of this 

study is its limited focus, though this may or may not truly be a weakness as the authors make 

note of this, and hedge their claims based on the data that is actually available.  

With the strong quantitative support seen for PBL, it’s worthwhile for teachers to attempt 

use of the PBL method in the classroom, even if it is on a more small-scale isolated level. The 

lack of a consistent instructional framework for PBL may make this difficult to do, warranting 

further study and curricular work, but PBL, by its very nature, can be easily confined to a single 

problem or scenario making it relatively easy to introduce in a class without having to overhaul 

the entirety of the curriculum. Additionally, the elimination of the collaborative aspect of PBL as 

an essential component allows teachers to consider variable implementations of PBL, including 

individual project-type assignments which could be done in addition to (or, augmenting) more 

traditional classroom instructional methods.  
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 When implemented, PBL generally appears in one of two forms: either an investigation 

or a performance task. The former deals with examining and deciphering existing phenomena, 

whereas the latter has students either producing a product or planning an action to alter a 

situation or item. Performance-type PBL more closely aligns with real-world application, and 

therefore is better suited to fulfilling this purpose, though some studies have indicated that 

certain performance PBL curricula (pPBSc) achieve this benefit at the cost of decreased content-

learning. As discussed by Pease and Kuhn (2010), a wide variety of methods and curricula exist 

for PBL, with some being more effective than others, underscoring the importance of studying 

and developing curricula which increase both relevance and authenticity, while not sacrificing 

their efficacy in teaching content.  

Whereas Pease and Kuhn’s (2010) study utilized a subtractive approach to rule out the 

necessity of social or collaborative elements, Kanter (2009) started by identifying what prior 

research had established as necessary elements for promoting student understanding of scientific 

content, and then build a curriculum around these elements. Kanter’s curriculum design focused 

on addressing three concerns: creating a need for science content-knowledge (the problem), 

constructing said knowledge (research), and then organizing it (solution design). Following 

design of the curriculum, it was reviewed by a team of teachers, educational researchers as well 

as content specialists to identity any issues and derive solutions to them prior to usage.  

One of the primary issues identified was the task of creating the targeted need for content 

knowledge in students without simultaneously taking away taking away their autonomy and 

opportunity to predict the content’s future utility. One possible solution consisted of guiding 

students to subdivide their original ‘problem’ into sub-questions, making it clearer what pieces of 

knowledge were missing. Another method focused on having students attempt solutions based on 
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existing knowledge, and then analyze their failure. The final solution proposed was the 

promotion of cognitive dissonance, which has been discussed in many other pedagogical 

methods as a valuable tool to increase student engagement and learning (Kanter, 2009).  

The other two issues identified both pertained to the actual performance or execution 

phase of the PBL. First, it can often be the case that while certain content knowledge may be 

pertinent to the task, it may not be required by the student to construct a solution, therefor 

resulting in some content being skipped or forgotten. There is no simply solution to this, 

requiring teachers to carefully analyze their selected problems/projects to predict such problems, 

and either adjust or create new projects accordingly. The other issue encountered was the 

problem of time; As the while PBL process works together to increase student learning, if too 

great of a gap occurs between the initial and final phases of the project, knowledge and 

motivation can be lost, decreasing the efficacy of this method. This can best be addressed simply 

by proper planning, either using inherently smaller problems, or by chunking a larger problem 

into several smaller ones, such that students complete one smaller PBL cycle before beginning 

the next one (Kanter, 2009).  

Implementation of the curriculum designed produced results showing significant growth 

in student knowledge and understanding as a result of the PBL, though this was determined using 

purely a pre-/post-test method, lacking a non-PBL control group to compare to. While the growth 

amounts were compared to some established average values in literature, due to the questionable 

reliability of cross-study comparisons it is difficult to say whether the pPBSc employed was in 

fact more efficacious than a more traditional teaching method. Additionally, while the identified 

problems and solutions certainly make sense based on prior research, there was no actual testing 

or data analysis involved in the revision process. Though the key design components and ensuing 
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challenges identified give fair guidance to the creation of further PBL activities, the lack of 

comparative data should prompt the pursuit of more concrete information such as that found in 

Pease and Kuhn’s (2010) article. When viewed in combination with other research studies 

though, a viable framework to aid in the creation of PBL instructional content takes shape, 

giving sufficient support for teachers or schools interested in producing such, at which point it 

would be best served by implementation via action-research.  

 While the results of both Pease & Kuhn (2010) and Kanter (2009) both speak to the value 

of PBL as a learning tool as well as suggesting certain aspects about how it should be designed 

and implemented, there remains a great many questions about how it has been used to date, to 

what degree of success, and what viable variations exist for PBL. Most research concerning PBL 

has focused on upper-level education, especially focusing on undergraduate and higher levels. 

This is unsurprising, as PBL had its origins in medical education, prompting students to learn by 

interacting with real or simulated patients. While its practice has spread to other fields, including 

education, the body of literature specifically focusing on the use of PBL in education, and in 

STEM education specifically, remains relatively thin.  

 A critical review of literature was performed (Merritt, Lee, Rillero & Kinach, 2017), 

specifically focusing on quantitative research of PBL use in primary and secondary education. 

The review was focused on answering three questions: how is PBL being defined by researchers, 

what elements are necessary for it to be successful, and how effective is it at increasing student 

learning? After filtering for subject-matter, content-level, presence of quantitative methods, and 

relevance to the research focus, nine articles were selected for review (Merritt et al., 2017).  

 Review of these articles identified no consistent definition for PBL, as this seemed to 

vary based on the theoretical background and focus of each study. Despite this variation, there 
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was a common thread between its implementation in the studies reviewed. In all, learning was 

initiated when students were confronted with a problem or series of problems, with subsequent 

learning spawning from their pursuit of this, rather than conveyed to them by the teacher via 

more traditional means. The clarity of the problem posed varied by age group, with younger 

grades receiving more explicit and clearly defined problems, whereas older groups often were 

given more complex scenarios or case-studies, requiring additional analysis. Additionally, a 

small-group setting was seen in each study. This is worth noting, as Pease & Kuhn’s (2010) 

study provided evidence that this was not an essential component, though their research was 

conducted with college-level students, so this may not hold true with younger grades. The final 

ubiquitous element was a focus on student-driven inquiry practices, enabling their pursuit of 

solutions to the given problem. Other elements such as the provision of literature resources, 

technology, a presentation aspect, as well as instructional support and facilitation by the teacher 

were also present in varying degrees (Merritt et al., 2017).  

 Data concerning the efficacy of PBL was categorized as focusing on achievement, 

retention and the development of conceptual understanding. Almost all of the studies showed a 

significantly higher performance of students experiencing PBL style lessons as opposed to 

traditional methods, with the few exceptions showing no significant difference. This indicates 

that PBL methods are at least as good as, and in most cases more effective that traditional 

learning methods. The effect of PBL on students’ attitudes towards science was also examined, 

though results were not consistent between studies, with positive, negative, and no effect being 

seen in different cases (Merritt et al., 2017).  

 The focus of this study was relatively narrow, leading to its inclusion of only nine 

articles. The further reinforcement of the value of PBL as a learning tool is useful, as it further 
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incentivizes the use and research of PBL, which can lead to the development of more and better 

methodologies for its implementation. Despite this utility, it did fairly little to identify any 

previously-unknown characteristics or outcomes of PBL, merely reinforcing previously made 

conclusions. The most noteworthy aspect of this review is that it suggests that the basic aspects 

and positive outcomes of PBL hold true even when used with lower grade levels, barring certain 

necessary modifications such as the simplification of problem presentation as well as concerns 

about the availability of resources of appropriate reading level for students.  

 As the efficacy of PBL has been quite strongly supported by a number of studies, and the 

basic components of its design have been defined, the next step in furthering the utility of PBL is 

the development and testing of curricula and specific structures to support the use of PBL in the 

classroom. One way to accomplish this would be the further use of a subtractive-strategy such as 

that used in Pease & Kuhn (2010), selectively eliminating the components identified in Merritt et 

al.’s (2017) study, in order to rule out any non-essential elements, and once the critical 

components have been identified, work could be done to refine them. Such work would be best 

done at the professional-research level, though would require collaboration with classroom 

teachers to adequately test this. However, setting aside the optimization and further clarification 

of PBL methodology, this still presents a viable instructional method which could be 

implemented by teachers without great trouble, at largely any grade level.  

 

POGIL: A Model for Guided Inquiry 

While PBL has been shown to be a viable learning method, and incorporates many of the 

benefits of inquiry-learning, it is not suitable for all contexts, and generally must be done over 

longer periods of time. While this makes it quite appealing as a model for student projects and 
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more independent work, it is often insufficient to take the place of regular everyday learning. An 

alternative method, POGIL, presents yet another option for teachers wishing to engage students 

in a more interactive and organic learning process.  

 Intended as a replacement for lecture-teaching, POGIL is a model which consists 

primarily of a carefully structured series of questions designed to guide students through an 

inquiry-type process of learning, with students collaborating in small groups. One of the primary 

distinctions between POGIL and PBL is the greater level of structure and guidance provided in 

POGIL. Generally consisting of an exploration phase, concept formation phase, and an 

application phase, POGIL will present students with information in the form of text, graphs, 

images, and other forms, engaging students to utilize and analyze this information in the 

answering of the questions, leading to the construction of their conceptual and practical 

understanding of the given topic. The role of the teacher in POGIL is more as a facilitator rather 

than a director, helping students with any difficulties that arise, but ensuring that students come 

to their conclusions and concept formation themselves. Assistance is generally offered in the 

form of further guiding questions rather than outright answers. When implemented in more 

upper-level coursework, POGIL activities can be prefaced by homework or other preceding 

assignments designed to remind and review the necessary foundational knowledge. While the 

bulk of POGIL usage has been with smaller class sizes, there have been studies demonstrating its 

efficacy when adapted for larger classes, as is often the case with post-secondary courses.  

 A study conducted by the Winona State University (Hein, 2012) sought to determine the 

effects of POGIL on student performance in a two-semester Organic Chemistry course. Three 

years of students were taught using traditional, non-POGIL methods, and the subsequent three 

years were taught using POGIL, by the same teacher. Performance on the Organic Chemistry 
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section of the ACS standardized examination was used to determine the difference in student 

learning between the two methods. Assessments and other grading criteria used were the same 

between both methods (Hein, 2012).  

 After accounting for differences in students as well as a change in the ACS examination 

which occurred 4 years into the 6-year study, it was determined that students in the POGIL group 

overall performed better in most cases than their traditionally taught counterparts. A statistically 

significant increase in performance was seen when comparing the POGIL students to the non-

POGIL students, and relative to national averages, there was a substantial increase in 

performance for the POGIL groups. Additionally, the number of lower performing (<25th 

percentile) students greatly decreased, indicating a benefit for traditionally lower performing 

students when using POGIL. While this effect was quite pronounced, improvement was seen for 

higher performing students as well, indicating benefit for all student demographics. The 

alterations made in the ACS test raise some doubt about the validity of the results, but the 

magnitude of the difference seen, as well as the consistency of this difference suggests that the 

implementation of POGIL did in fact cause an improvement, even if the true magnitude of this 

improvement may be different (Hein, 2012).  

 Despite the strong evidence in support of POGIL, PBL, and other more student-centric 

learning methods, these continue to be the exception rather than the rule in post-secondary 

education. In support of best practices in teaching, these methods need to be introduced to post-

secondary educators, with faculty being given adequate instructional support and encouragement 

for the development of the necessary materials to allow for their use. While the initial time 

investment for transitioning to POGIL, PBL, and other related methods is not inconsiderable, 

their use has been shown to be more effective in facilitating student learning, and it has been 
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demonstrated as a feasible method for larger and more conceptually advanced post-secondary 

courses. This study does raise questions about how textbooks are being used in courses, 

however, and whether they are truly necessary depending on their utilization. In more traditional 

courses where material is taught directly via lecture, the argument could be made, based on the 

results of the ‘read rarely’ category that a text is not needed, and serves as an unnecessary 

expense. However, as has been seen in studies on PBL and similar techniques, textbooks can be 

necessary as a content-resource when learning is more student-centric and content knowledge is 

sought and built by the student as needed in pursuit of the task or problem. This supports the 

argument that a textbook would be of greater importance in classes that utilize lesser degrees of 

lecture-style teaching in favor of more active models of learning.  

 While the results of Hein’s (2012) study strongly established the efficacy of POGIL as an 

instructional method, what remained unclear was the exact aspects of POGILs and their 

implementation which were responsible for the benefits seen. As POGIL learning formed one of 

the predominant vehicles for content learning and practice for CHM 414, the necessary qualities 

to ensure its benefits bear examination. This is further supported by the fact that the amount of 

time and effort required in constructing new POGILs as well as implementing them in the 

classroom is not inconsiderable. 

 A study conducted by Vanags, Pammer and Brinker (2013) compared content/concept 

retention in students who were subject to several variations of POGIL in an undergraduate 

psychology course. A group of 354 students were assigned to one of four conditions: POGIL 

facilitated by a trained leader and utilizing the common POGIL component of ‘reporting out’ 

(where groups present their answers at the conclusion of the activity and discuss them till 

consensus is achieved), POGIL facilitated by a trained leader without using the ‘reporting out’ 
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feature, POGIL lead by an untrained/inexperienced facilitator, and traditional instruction. Prior 

knowledge was assessed by a pretest to identify any differences between experimental groups. 

Following execution of the activity, a post-test was administered. Long-term retention was 

assessed through use of a follow-up assessment two weeks later. Students were not notified 

about this follow-up assessment, to ensure that it solely tested retained knowledge, eliminating 

the risk of students re-learning/studying immediately before taking it (Vanags et al., 2013).   

 When comparing prior knowledge of the different experimental groups, the control group 

rated slightly higher than the others. It was theorized that this was simply due to differences in 

the motivation and interests of the students in this course section, and was not given much 

further consideration. This does however make it a bit more interesting to note that while the 

control (traditional instruction) group exhibited a significant decrease in student knowledge on 

the follow-up assessment, none of the three POGIL groups showed this. Unexpectedly, there was 

no significant difference seen between those POGIL groups who were led by an 

experienced/trained facilitator and those without, suggesting this may not be an essential 

component of POGIL. However, as this study was executed over only one lesson, this lack of 

difference is by no means definitive. Furthermore, student feedback indicated that students in the 

POGIL groups with ‘reporting out’ had lower confidence in their knowledge than those students 

in the other groups. It was determined that the facilitator dealt with the ‘report out’ group 

differently than ‘no reporting’ group. Namely, in adherence to standard POGIL method, they 

refrained from explicitly confirming or rejecting student conclusions in the ‘report out’ group, 

but not for the ‘no reporting group’, meaning that students in the latter group had their 

conclusions validated by an authority, giving them greater confidence in their constructed 
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knowledge, which could have an impact on both confidence and performance (Vanags et al., 

2013).  

While this study was unable to fully determine the significance and role of the instructor 

in using POGIL as a substitution for lecture, several salient points remain. First, the benefit of 

POGIL on long-term retention was firmly supported by this study. Second, as this benefit was 

seen in all variations of POGIL, even if there is a significant benefit when facilitated by 

trained/experienced instructors, benefits still exist over traditional instruction even when 

facilitated by an instructor who is inexperienced with POGIL. This means that the use of POGIL 

to substitute lecture should reap gains in student learning regardless of the level of teacher 

experience with the method, suggesting its viability for near-universal implementation by a 

program or university. Further research is necessary to provide clarification concerning the 

necessity or lack thereof for trained facilitation, as well as the role of the instructor in all of this, 

but the fact that at least some significant benefits of POGIL seem to be inherent to the method 

regardless of the manner of instructional support gives weight to its use in lieu of traditional 

lecture-learning.   

As Vanags et al.’s (2013) study merely differentiated between the effect of an 

‘experienced’ facilitator and one who was ‘inexperienced’, without controlling the exact 

methodology of facilitation, it was unable to validly determine the effects of proper facilitation in 

accordance with recommended POGIL procedure. A study conducted by Daubenmire et al. 

(2015) sought to compare two parallel classes of POGIL-style second-semester General 

Chemistry, taught by two professors who were both highly experienced with POGIL use, but 

facilitated it in slightly different ways. One teacher (Professor ‘A’) would respond to students’ 

questions with relatively direct responses, whereas the other teacher (Professor ‘B’) would 
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respond to students’ questions by simply asking additional questions to help guide their thought 

processes. Baseline student performance was compared prior to the course, using SAT and 

GALT scores, as well as first-semester Chemistry grades. The algorithmic and conceptual scores 

from the ACS exam were taken following completion of the course, and used to compare both 

POGIL sections against non-POGIL sections, as well as against each other, to identify any 

differences in performance related to their learning conditions. While the algorithmic questions 

can be answered with a more superficial, knowledge-only type understanding of chemical 

concepts, the conceptual questions require a more in-depth understanding, providing a more 

nuanced reflection on how POGIL and different types of facilitation affect different aspects of 

students’ learning (Daubenmire et al., 2015).  

 Based on the preliminary testing, there was no significant differences between the two 

POGIL groups prior to the course. After completing the course, analysis of ACS test results 

revealed several things. First, compared to the non-POGIL students, both POGIL classes 

performed significantly higher (approximately 10%) on both the algorithmic and conceptual 

portions of the ACS exam. Additionally, exhibiting a pattern similar to the control students, the 

POGIL students showed higher algorithmic scores than conceptual, by approximately 10%. 

What is particularly interesting however, is that while both POGIL classes performed roughly the 

same on the algorithmic questions, students taught by Professor ‘B’ performed significantly 

better on the conceptual questions than those taught by Professor ‘A’(by slightly more than 

10%), indicating an impact of the different teaching styles. Coding and subsequent analysis of 

observations revealed that students in Professor ‘B’’s class engaged in significantly more group 

discussion in which students compared conclusions and sought to resolve any conflicts between 

their understandings. Additionally, while in class ‘B’, students were frequently observed asking 
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questions and seeking help from more knowledgeable or confident classmates, students in class 

‘A’ were more passive, and would listen when being given assistance, but not seek out or initiate 

the process. Lastly, more and higher levels of argumentation was observed to occur in Professor 

‘B’’s class. As Professor ‘B’ was observed to respond to student questions almost exclusively by 

providing additional guiding questions, it is believed that by requiring students to construct their 

own knowledge and justify their explanations, these students developed better argumentation 

skills, giving more and better opportunities to deepen their conceptual understanding of those 

concepts. The provision of direct answers and instant confirmation by the teacher was seen to 

sabotage this process, resulting in the lower development of conceptual understanding seen on 

the ACS assessment (Daubenmire et al., 2015).  

 While the sample population for this study was relatively small, it does raise several key 

points. First, in keeping with the previously reviewed studies, the use of POGIL has clear 

benefits over traditional lecture-teaching, as borne out by significantly higher performance on the 

ACS assessment. Second, and in this case of greater note, is that the teacher, and the exact mode 

of facilitation they utilize, has a notable effect on student performance. While POGIL elicits 

benefits regardless of the nature of the teacher’s facilitation, by taking an approach which 

reinforces POGIL’s preexisting mechanism of helping students construct their own knowledge, 

and by encouraging/requiring students to defend their explanations helps students to develop an 

even stronger understanding of the content. While the Vanags et al. (2013) study seemed to 

indicate no notable effect for skilled teacher facilitation, they do admit that their facilitator was 

observed to be providing direct answers to student questions, not eliciting further discussion and 

argumentation, which as seen in Daubenmire et al.’s (2015) study results in lower levels of 

student conceptual learning. As this questioning element was absent in the Vanags et al. (2013) 
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study, the absence of significant effects for teacher facilitation does not contradict the findings in 

the Daubenmire et al. (2015) study.  

As argumentation was identified as being much more common in Daubenmire et al.’s 

(2015) study, this provides a promising direction of further investigation. Scientific 

argumentation presents an ideal vehicle for students to review the learning which has taken place 

during the inquiry process, synthesize it further, and practice effectively communicating these 

concepts and conclusions to their peers. The requirement of justifying and defending claims 

made follows the real-world practice of science, making students’ learning more authentic.  

 A study examined the effects of varying teacher facilitation on students’ scientific 

argumentation skills in a POGIL classroom (Stanford, Moon, Towns, & Cole, 2016). A physical 

chemistry course was observed two separate years, both being implemented using POGIL, 

though with teacher facilitation manifesting in slightly different ways. The first year, student 

groups presented their conclusions to the class orally, before being prompted to resolve any 

inter-group conflicts. In the second year, groups were given whiteboards upon which their 

answers/conclusions would be written, so that all answers could be seen simultaneously. 

Additionally, students in the second-year were pressed much harder to provide justification for 

their answers during any POGIL activities, with the teacher prompting students to resolve any 

discrepancies seen between different groups on the whiteboards via discourse. In both years, 

classes were recorded, and discourse analysis performed to determine the frequency and quality 

of argumentation taking place. The inquiry-oriented discursive moves (IODM) framework was 

used in addition to Toulmin’s Model of Argumentation for coding and analysis. Coding was 

verified by having a separate researcher recode 25% of transcripts for comparison, showing 80% 

agreement (Stanford et al., 2016).  
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Comparison of arguments by year found that the second year had approximately 70% 

more instances of scientific argumentation, showing an increase for all types (rebuttal, 

consensus, alternate), but especially an increase in initial arguments. Additionally, 43% more of 

the arguments observed in the second year were supported with a warrant (not only providing 

data, but then explaining how the data supported their claim), making them more complete, and 

making learning more student-centered. However, it was noted that while the number of 

arguments (backed by data and warrants) increased, there was still a deficit of arguments focused 

on the reasons for and value of equation derivation when this was a component of learning. This 

points to the need for additional modifications or instruction to help enable students to apply 

argumentation skills to more mathematical settings (Stanford et al., 2016).  

As such a notable difference in the quantity and quality of argumentation was observed, 

greater attention was given to the exact differences in teacher facilitation that resulted in this. It 

was found that in the second year, the teacher’s prompts and interactions were more restricted to 

asking students to clarify, explain, and justify, whereas the first year was characterized by 

questioning  and telling students, where learning and knowledge construction was more guided 

and teacher-centric. Another valuable teacher strategy seen in the second year was the reporting 

of conflicting student responses, as a preface to promoting discourse to resolve the conflict 

(Stanford et al., 2016). 

While this was essentially a case study of a single teacher, this study’s conclusions are 

largely in agreement with those of Daubenmire et al. (2015). The specific inclusion of 

whiteboards seemed to be an important difference in promoting student argumentation, as it 

helped mitigate the likelihood of students with conflicting conclusions failing to contest this 

conflicts, as their answers had to be publicly shown prior to seeing other groups’ conclusions. 
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While whiteboards were used in this case, and would serve well for smaller class sizes, it is 

likely that some other medium could serve equally well, including any number of technological 

tools such as student response clickers. The key components that resulted in increased 

argumentation seemed to be these: the presentation of all groups’ answers simultaneously, and 

facilitation by the instructor to promote argumentation in resolving conflicts between groups, 

focusing namely on requiring students to clarify/explain and justify their answers. Additionally, 

just as was seen in the Daubenmire et al. (2015) study, it is important that the teacher refrain 

from directly telling students answers, or providing excessive guidance, as this compromises the 

constructive element of POGIL.  

 

POGIL: Modifications for Large Class Sizes 

 

 As POGIL has been shown in various studies to be beneficial to student learning, one of 

the next steps is to consider some of the practical concerns in implementing POGIL in a standard 

college classroom. While many POGIL studies have been conducted in smaller classes, due to 

the almost universal reality of larger class sizes (particularly for lower level sciences), these 

issues must be examined. Likewise, it is important to confirm that POGIL remains efficacious 

when administered with greater numbers, and if special modifications need to be made to 

accommodate the greater student to teacher ratio.  

 A study by Bailey, Minderhout and Loertscher (2011) examined the efficacy of POGIL 

when applied to a large biochemistry class. This course contains approximately 180 students per 

section, taught in a large, traditional lecture hall. While the course does have TAs, their role is 

generally confined to grading, and therefore are not present in the lecture-hall. To facilitate 
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POGIL in a class of this size, Power-Point slides (previously made and used for traditional 

instruction in prior years) were used and modified in the following ways: some slides were used 

to facilitate mini-lectures (which are used in a variety of POGIL approaches), though much of 

the rest were converted into POGIL activities which completed by students in groups, and 

augmented by the use of personal response clickers. Think-Pair-Share was commonly used 

during the mini-lecture portions, so that even these possessed active-learning elements. Students 

sorted into groups of 3-4 students, with the group roles of manager, recorder, and presenter 

rotating each class period. Teacher facilitation followed the guidelines discussed in previous 

literature reviews, refraining from direct instruction (Bailey, Minderhout & Loertscher, 2011). 

 One of the initial concerns in this approach was engendering student buy-in, as POGIL 

was a novel learning method to most of these students. When introducing the POGIL method, 

students were queried about past experience on sports teams, leading to use of a team analogy for 

POGIL, with the guided-inquiry small-group work being analogous to practicing with 

teammates. Similarly, a music-group analogy was offered to appeal to other students. The 

instructor’s role was presented as analogous to that of a coach or conductor, whose role was less 

to teach directly but rather to provide guidance and critique for improvement. Use of this or a 

similar analogy is intended to help students understand the dynamic as well as the reasoning 

behind a POGIL approach (Bailey et al., 2011).  

 Analysis of student responses on surveys (over 500 respondents over three years) at the 

end of the course indicated an overwhelming support (over 80%) for this implementation of 

POGIL. There was similarly massive support for the use of the clicker questions, online quizzes 

and in-class quizzes which were additionally used to reinforce learning and provide formative 

experiences. Differences in student responses year to year were less than 3%. Based on 
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observations and feedback, it was determined that the frequent and candid communication about 

students’ learning with students, and explanation of the POGIL process were essential for its 

adoption by students. Additionally, it was noted that due to more frequent opportunities for 

interaction between the teacher and individual students or small groups (as opposed to a 

traditional large lecture-format), the teacher was able to form more connections with students, 

providing a more personal experience than would otherwise be possible. In the case of this 

course, being predominantly pre-professional science majors, it was also noted that student 

behavior in class (demonstration of autonomy, leadership, etc.) would also contribute to the 

likelihood and quality of recommendations, as an additional incentive. While this incentive 

would not apply to non-majors courses, the stress on frequent and open communication remains 

paramount. Additional support tools used included the use of online discussion boards 

(especially for POGIL groups) not only for inter-student use, but also as a platform for the 

teacher to provide timely feedback to groups. This, combined with use of clickers and online 

assessments provided a varied structure of support. Lastly, as the role of open sharing of 

students’ ideas and answers in class was critical, it was equally important that the teacher work 

to maintain an open and accepting environment so that students viewed mistakes as simply a part 

of the learning process, and were able to give and use feedback from other groups readily (Bailey 

et al., 2011). 

 This study makes clear that POGIL and other active-learning strategies are viable on the 

large-class scale. Assuming ready access to internet for all students, as well as feedback tools 

such as clickers, a large lecture course could be reorganized to utilize POGIL learning. 

Additionally, despite the radical differences from traditional learning, student buy-in can be 

achieved if adequate communication is taking place with students regarding the reason and value 
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of these methods. While further incentive and buy-in strategies will need to be investigated for 

the case of non-majors science courses, the working model in this study provides some direction 

as to how a larger scale active learning environment can be created.  

 

Engagement of Non-Majors Students 

 In speaking with the collaborating professor for this endeavor, concern was raised about 

both the viability of implementing more innovative and engaging teaching strategies with larger 

class sizes, as well as the issue of student buy-in and engagement to support these non-traditional 

methods. This issue is even greater when considering their use in classes of non-majors, who 

generally have less interest in the content, and less incentive to try as hard. Generally speaking, 

student engagement is a necessary prerequisite for any sort of teaching method to succeed, as 

otherwise it will simply be ignored. Engagement is often categorized as one of four types: 

engagement with the learning process, with the topic/content, with the context, and with the 

human condition. The often traditional presentation of science as a collection of cold facts can 

often lead to it being perceived as irrelevant or unapproachable to the non-science student, 

reducing engagement and by extension reducing student performance and opinions of science.  

 A qualitative study was performed in which several modifications were made to an 

undergraduate environmental science course, with the intention being to increase student 

engagement, as this was predicted to then improve science literacy and critical thinking (Gill, 

2011). Direct lecture time was reduced, substituting in more inquiry-type activities, including use 

of case-studies, guided-inquiry and student-designed experiments, as well as the use of 

technology and group-work to allow for a greater amount of interaction. Additionally, content 

was reorganized so that it was studied from a much more contextual, ‘real-world’ approach. 
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Engagement was measured using a ‘chain-note’ style assessment, administration of a portion of 

the NSSE (National Survey of Student Engagement), and finally an end-of-course survey 

examining students’ learning behaviors, time spent on various tasks, and aspects of their learning 

and engagement in different types of activities (Gill, 2011).  

 Analysis of student responses to the NSSE identified several notable points. 

Approximately 50% of students reported that they never contributed to discussions in class. 

When examining other data, including observational logs, the chain-notes, etc. it was clear that 

students were in fact participating in group discussions and other comparable smaller-scale 

activities, but did not perceive this to qualify as class discussion. This suggests that students give 

lesser value to the discussions they participate in with their peers, compared to whole-class 

discussions led by the teacher. As it is not viable to have all students regularly participating in 

whole-class discussions (due to sheer numbers in large-lecture courses) smaller group discussion 

remains the best setting for this sort of participation to occur, making it critical to recognize and 

incentivize this sort of participation for students. A second result identified was that students in 

this course were notably more willing to collaborate with peers when doing classwork than a 

comparison traditional-instruction group. Of greater interest is that students in this modified 

course reported significantly higher incidences of discussing content and ideas from class with 

others that were not part of their class, indicating an interest in the content beyond the class (Gill, 

2011).  

 When assessing students’ responses on the end-of-course survey, students reported that 

they felt traditional lectures and watching video-clips were the most helpful modes of instruction. 

Again, this is intriguing when considered in conjunction with other data sources, which showed 

higher levels of engagement with the non-lecture portions of the course, suggesting that students 
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are almost ‘conditioned’ to perceive non-traditional learning as less useful than more 

conventional and passive means such as lecture. This makes clear that in order for students to 

fully engage and buy-in to non-traditional learning methods, not only do they need to be 

legitimately beneficial, but students’ perceptions about these non-standard methods need to be 

addressed as well. This could be approached in a variety of ways, though in all cases it would 

likely require continuous and open communication with students about their method of learning, 

including both an explanation of how the instructional methods used work as well as evidence of 

its efficacy. While some suggestions for addressing this potential bias can be found in other 

literature (for example, in  Bailey et al.’s (2011) work), there still does not seem to be any well 

developed and tested method for going about this. It would likely be best to first refine active-

learning adaptations for large lecture courses with science majors first, where buy-in is less of a 

concern, and then test various means of changing students’ perceptions about active/inquiry 

learning methods.  

 

 

The Role of Laboratory and Research Experiences 

 While the inclusion of laboratory components as well as other hands-on experiences such 

as research or internships have long been accepted and assumed as necessary and valuable 

contributors to student learning in STEM, there have been only a handful of properly designed 

studies to examine the exact impact and value of these experiences. Of these, most studies 

generally focus on only one of these forms of experiential learning, leaving the relative values of 

the different methods unclear. While laboratory components in particular are ubiquitous in 

STEM coursework, the presence and role of research experiences remains somewhat 
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inconsistent, with some students formally performing extensive research via Independent Study, 

whereas others might complete their degree without ever having truly performed research. As 

research and other related learning experiences can require a substantial investment of time and 

resources, it is worth examining the value of these experiences to students’ education in STEM.  

 A comparative study was executed by Thiry, Laursen and Hunter (2011) to qualitatively 

examine the benefits of undergraduate research opportunities for students in STEM, and to 

determine if these benefits were present in other forms of learning (such as traditional 

coursework) or if they were unique to research. This study took the form of a series of interviews 

conducted with both students and faculty at four liberal arts colleges. Those interviewed included 

both those who had or were currently participating in research, as well as students who had 

participated in other experiential learning opportunities, but not explicitly undergraduate 

research. Interviews were repeated several years following graduation and compared to initial 

reports, to ensure there was minimal presence of retrospective distortion of the data (Thiry et al., 

2011).  

 While the majority of responses were positive regarding all forms of learning, there were 

some notable differences seen. Predictably, only a small number of students reported gains in 

their understanding of the processes involved in research when experiencing only general 

coursework. Interviews reported substantially greater increases in critical thinking skills as a 

result of authentic, extended research experiences compared to other forms of learning.  

Development of academic independence was seen to benefit almost equally from most types of 

experiences, whereas the formation of student-teacher mentor-type relationships was much 

greater for students who participated in research. Likewise, research students expressed much 

higher confidence in their ability to attempt open-ended tasks independently, as well as their 
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readiness for Graduate education. Research also resulted in increased formation and refinement 

of career or educational aspirations relative to other experiences. This effect was especially 

pronounced for students who reported being discouraged or disengaged as a result of more 

negative coursework experiences. Skills development was most notably reported as a result of 

coursework, however, including development of communications skills and writing ability, 

though development of technical skills including instrument use was reported higher as a result 

of research experiences. Lastly, as a point of validation for student-reported gains, in many cases 

(though not all) professors were available for interview to triangulate conclusions made from 

interviews (Thiry et al., 2011).  

 While the qualitative nature of the data collected makes it difficult to precisely determine 

the exact magnitude of gains made by students as a result of their different experiential forms, 

this study does identify some of the primary strengths and weakness of different learning forms. 

Many of the less obvious, yet still greatly desired outcomes of STEM education, such as interest 

in pursuing STEM education or careers, professional attitude and practice, as well as the ability 

to work autonomously benefited more notably from research learning experiences than pure 

course-work. It is important to note however, that the strength of these impacts was entirely 

dependent on the quality of the research and other non-coursework experiences. Poorer quality 

experiences, including those that were not challenging, authentic, or properly supported elicited 

none of these benefits.  

 While it may not be reasonable or feasibly to ensure the involvement of every student in 

an authentic, comprehensive research experience outside of their coursework due to limitations 

of budget, supervision, etc. it is perfectly manageable to incorporate such experiences, albeit to a 

slightly lesser degree, into coursework and laboratory offerings. The use of more authentic tasks, 
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and larger scale research-based projects and laboratory experiments can engage students in many 

of the experiences examined above, providing a degree of the benefits seen. Particularly suitable 

for mid and upper-level coursework, where class sizes are generally smaller and tasks can 

become more authentic and research-focused, the incorporation of a heavy research project or 

similar component can ensure that all students receive at least some level of authentic research 

experience in the completion of their degree program.  

 

 

Inquiry in the Lab: Using Scientific Argumentation 

 

 The practice of incorporating hands-on laboratory experiences into science education is 

wide-spread, and is generally considered to be a valuable opportunity for students to learn the 

practice of science by performing it. The development of scientific argumentative skills in 

students has long been a part of science education, as this is often one of the prime methods by 

which students can demonstrate their mastery of content and concepts, via argumentation. This 

process is also a critical component of the process of authentic scientific discovery, wherein 

arguments must be constructed using the data at hand, and the ultimate acceptance or rejection of 

new ideas and theory are then determined by these arguments. Laboratory activities, particularly 

those of an inquiry-type nature therefor present a promising opportunity for the practice and 

development of argumentative skills. In the course of constructing their argument, students could 

not only advance their ability to think and write critically, but this process is also supported by 

cognitive theory as an effective means for reinforcing student learning of concepts. However, it 
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has been suggested in a number of studies that this platform has been traditionally underutilized 

towards this end.  

 A study conducted by Katevich, Hofstein and Mamlok-Naaman (2011) sought to 

compare the instances of scientific argumentation seen in confirmatory and inquiry-type 

experiments, to determine if there was a difference in the method and quality which it manifested 

with these different levels of laboratory structure. The study was conducted with a population of 

116 chemistry students in 11th/12th grade over the course of two years, including 12 extended 

laboratory units of both confirmatory and inquiry format. Inquiry laboratories generally consisted 

of six lessons, with students first observing the phenomenon of interest, then formulating and 

conducting an experimental design before analyzing it (very similar to the final open-ended 

research lab of CHM 416). Confirmatory experiments were more structured, with students tasked 

with confirming the identity or some set list of characteristics of a given substance (similar to the 

nickel-composition lab, or the FTIR-fiber lab in CHM 416). Structured observations were 

conducting during laboratory activities, and semi-structured interviews as well as student 

laboratory reports were used to assess the presence and form of argumentation in the laboratory. 

These data were analyzed with particular focus given to any claims being made, evidence 

presented, and the formation of scientific explanations. It is worth mentioning that the reports 

collected and analyzed were written during and immediately following the conducting of the 

experiments, so they are a reflection of the thought processes and argumentation occurring 

during the activity, rather than a postmortem (Katevich et al., 2011).  

 Analysis of data found a higher level of argumentation present in the more open-ended 

inquiry experiments as compared to the confirmatory laboratory activities. The fact that the 

inquiry activities were more student-centric, and that there was no pre-determined ‘correct’ result 
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(as opposed to confirmatory experiments) required students to formulate their own explanations, 

and then back them with data gathered in the experiment. An interesting observation is that, 

while the level and complexity of argumentative discourse that occurred during inquiry 

experiments was much higher than that seen in confirmatory activities, the average complexity of 

arguments presented by students in their final reports was, on average, the same. This suggests 

that students are still capable of applying these more advanced argumentative skills in 

confirmatory experiments, but that this may not be occurring until after completion, in the course 

of writing the report. It was also suggested that the higher level of writing in confirmatory 

reports may be due to the high quality of the questions and structured elements guiding students’ 

report writing. Setting aside this relative parity in writing quality, analysis of interviews and 

observations made clear that more open and inquiry-based activities can positively affect the 

practice and complexity of students’ formulation of scientific arguments (Katevich et al., 2011).  

 It was noted that when more advanced argumentative discourse was occurring, students 

already had a firm grasp of the foundational concepts which the activity was concerned with, yet 

were still presented with concepts and challenges beyond their prior experience. This is in 

keeping with the common education concept of the Zone of Proximal Development. While this 

study was relatively small, and further testing (with more stringent controls) would be necessary 

to give a more quantitative answer concerning the benefits of inquiry on argumentation, this 

study does suggest the possibility of yet another positive effect for the use of inquiry-based 

laboratories. One of the primary difficulties with inquiry experiments is the precise level and 

form of facilitation/support needed from the teacher, such that the lesson remains student-centric 

and open-ended, yet students are not ‘abandoned’ or left without necessary support. Encouraging 

this sort of argumentation in the course of these activities would require further facilitation, 
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either directly by the teacher, or through the training of students to act as leaders for lab group 

discussion. However, the development of these practices during labs should help increase the 

sophistication and quality of students’ arguments in their reports/writing, which is ultimately 

necessary for long-term success in the sciences. This approach could easily be combined with a 

detailed, universal laboratory report structure (and accompanying grading rubric, as discussed by 

Timmerman, Strickland, Johnson and Payne (2011) in Inquiry in the Lab: Measuring Inquiry) 

to increase the overall quality of students’ critical thinking and writing in the sciences.  

 

Inquiry in the Lab: Measuring Inquiry 

 

 As discussed in “Increasing Learning and Engagement: Inquiry,” inquiry is a powerful 

and promising form of learning available to teachers and students for use in both the classroom 

and laboratory. The strength of inquiry-teaching have been thoroughly supported in literature, 

and it is becoming increasingly popular in almost all levels of schooling. Furthermore, as seen in 

Thiry, Laursen and Hunter’s (2011) article on the value of research and other hands-on 

experiences in STEM, research, and research-related activities such as heavy inquiry laboratory 

experiments have a number of positive benefits beyond simple knowledge acquisition. However, 

the actual implementation of inquiry can be quite challenging, particularly to those inexperienced 

in pedagogical theory or lacking formal training in such methods. As a result of this, it is often 

the case that teachers attempt to incorporate inquiry into their teaching, but their efforts fall short 

as a result of any number of factors. In the case of CHM 416, inquiry as a scientific approach 

was discussed and encouraged, though it remains unclear to what degree the various laboratory 

activities fully embraced this. It is useful, therefor, to be able to reliably rate and identify the 
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degree to which an activity utilizes inquiry, so that the CHM 416 experiments can be rated, 

identifying any model activities, as well as highlighting those that might benefit from revision.  

 In order to define the level of inquiry present in a laboratory activity, Buck, Bretz and 

Towns (2008) created a rubric toward that end. Due to the varied definitions of ‘inquiry’, they 

focused on the ‘guided’ and ‘structured’ aspects, as well as the level of student independence 

supported/required by the activity. Building upon prior examples of inquiry rubrics (though 

tailoring them for undergraduate usage) the rubric was built using criteria of inquiry as stated in 

research as well as laboratory manuals and experiments. Activities were scored based on whether 

six components were included or not included in materials provided to students: the problem, 

background theory and information, laboratory procedure, methods of analysis, how their results 

are to be reported (paper, oral presentation, formatting, etc.) and expected (“correct”) results or 

conclusions. The more components which were student-dependent and not initially provided, the 

‘higher level’ of inquiry present. Based on these criteria, the rubric describes five levels of 

inquiry for laboratory experiments, ranging from a score of 0 Inquiry (Confirmatory 

Experiments) up to Authentic Inquiry, wherein students are not provided with any of the 

components, and synthesize all aspects themselves (Buck et al., 2008).  

 In order to determine inter-rater reliability, the rubric was applied to 36 different 

laboratory activities by the three researchers separately, with ratings being compared. Inter-rater 

reliability was determined to be 83%, which is safely above the generally required minimum 

(70%). However, it is worth noting that testing of this rubric was only done by the researchers 

themselves, who possessed an intimate familiarity with the rubric, having created it. Therefore, 

the actual working inter-rater reliability might be lower, depending on the rater’s familiarity with 

and perspectives of the criteria. Of interest is the fact that almost all laboratories examined were 
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rated at a scoring of 0 (Confirmatory) or ½ (Structured Inquiry), with a small number of 1s 

(Guided Inquiry) and almost no 2s (Open Inquiry) or 3s (Authentic). This suggests that actual 

implementation of inquiry laboratory experiments occurs at a relatively low rate, stressing the 

importance of verifying the level of inquiry actually present, should modification be needed 

(Buck et al., 2008).   

 Use of this rubric could allow for classification of the CHM 416 labs in terms of inquiry. 

As not all laboratories are intended to promote inquiry, it is not necessarily a detriment for a lab 

to be given a lower scoring, but it is important to ensure that the intended purpose of the activity 

is in fact supported by the nature of the activity. For example, if the purpose is to promote 

development of instrumental skills and techniques, then a Confirmatory or Structured Inquiry lab 

is suitable. If however the intention is to promote development of inquiry-related skills such as 

question formation, experimental design, or other components, then the activity should be 

scoring appropriately. This rubric will serve as a useful tool in performing a quality check, 

though it will also require specification of the precise pedagogical purpose of each activity (by 

itself a valuable task).  

 

Laboratory Writing 

 

 Despite the universal requirement of laboratory report writing in essentially all college 

labs, the amount of variation that exists in the goals of these reports and the activities they 

represent, and how they are assessed, is sometimes staggering. Furthermore, as many professors 

have not been formally trained in assessment methods and other related pedagogy, the formative 

aspects of report rubrics are often underutilized. This is especially troubling, given the great 
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potential which laboratory report-writing represents for the development of writing and 

argumentation skills in students. As the value of inquiry-type laboratories is further supported, 

and their use becomes more common, it becomes increasingly critical to ensure that the rubrics 

or other tools being used to grade these assessments actually measure the intended constructs, 

and further, that they can be consistently implemented without substantial danger of inter-rater 

reliability issues.  

 Timmerman, Strickland, Johnson and Payne (2011) sought to create a universally 

applicable rubric for use in undergraduate science laboratories, specifically designed for 

assessing inquiry-style labs. By making the rubric universal across multiple courses and 

disciplines, a degree of consistency can be created regarded expectations for students’ scientific 

writing, as well as the critical thinking skills and inquiry practices required in the execution of 

such activities. As it has been shown that in many cases, consistency in learning and 

performance expectations can help facilitate greater student learning, supporting this as a 

potential best practice. Furthermore, from a pedagogical standpoint, the use of a more universal 

rubric would allow for more accurate comparison of longitudinal student performance, helping to 

track growth as well as identify weak points in programs and curricula.  

 The rubric was created over a three-year period, drawing upon existing educational 

research on assessment and related rubrics already in use, as well as consultation and feedback 

from pedagogical experts in addition to active higher-education science professors and graduate 

assistants. Once completed, it was tested by applying the rubric to a collection of laboratory 

reports taken from several different Biology labs (of different level and content). One set of the 

graduate assistant raters received formal training in the use of the rubric, whereas the rest were 
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only given basic instructions on using the rubric. Completed rubrics were then compared 

between the different raters to determine inter-rater reliability (Timmerman et al., 2011).  

 Inter-rater reliability of the rubric was determined to be 0.85, for the cumulative score, 

indicating a highly consistent scoring. This rating was consistent for all three biology courses 

tested, suggesting that this attribute is independent of the content or course level. While some 

individual criterion reliability was substantially lower, this is thought to have been due to minor 

inconsistencies in the administration of the laboratory assignments, and generally should not 

pose an issue as any use of the rubric would entail use of many criteria, giving a high total 

reliability. As expected, those raters who received only minimal training in the use of the rubric 

had substantially lower reliability that the formally trained group, which supports the importance 

of a thorough and consistent understanding of the rubric on the part of educators/raters. 

However, it was almost universally reported by raters in this study that the rubric helped make 

easier the grading process, and that it helped provide consistent and actionable feedback to 

students about areas of weakness in their critical thinking and writing skills (Timmerman et al., 

2011).  

 While this rubric may not completely suit the curricula or departmental goals of each 

university, it does present a strong foundation which could be used and edited if necessary. 

Perhaps of greater interest however is the idea of utilizing a universal rubric across an entire 

department, which would result in a more cohesive and consistent coverage of many of the 

constructs of interest to all science courses. It would also ensure that all students within a 

department receive useful, constructive feedback, rather than leaving it up to the individual 

pedagogical talents and experience of the professor, graduate assistant or laboratory instructor. 

However, to maximize the benefits of a rubric in this context, it would be necessary for the 
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instructor to ensure that the constructs assessed by the rubric are actually addressed in the 

laboratory experience, and that students are aware of these criteria so that they can address them 

in the course of their work. This can help ensure better formative use of laboratory reports, and 

ensure a uniformly higher standard of learning across all laboratory courses.  

 

Textbooks: Supporting Learning 

 The use of textbooks as an essential course material is essentially ubiquitous in school, 

especially at higher levels of education. Students are generally expected to use their textbooks 

for course readings before and/or after class, as a review tool, for questions, examples, and other 

purposes. Additionally, as discussed in “PBL: A Model for Extended/Large-Scale Inquiry,” 

textbooks can be a critical resource for when utilizing PBL. However, despite the fact that it is 

consistently used as a learning tool, there has been somewhat spotty results regarding to what 

degree students are actually reading their textbooks, as well as the correlation between student 

textbook usage and academic achievement. Due to the generally high expense of textbooks as 

well as the amount of time which students are instructed to spend using them, it is worth 

examining whether substantial benefits are seen, and if so, how textbook usage can be 

encouraged in students who are underutilizing them. More specifically, in the conduction of 

CHM 414, the lecture portion, text readings were regularly assigned to students, intended to be 

their initial exposure to content with class-time spent on utilizing and building upon this initial 

understanding. Reading Quizzes were administered to reinforce reading and track basic 

understanding of content.  

 French et al. (2015) conducted a study of twelve undergraduate science courses including 

a total of over one thousand students, examining how textbooks were used in the course as well 
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as by the students. A survey was administered which questioned students about how textbooks 

were utilized by the teacher, how convenient and user-friendly their text was, the frequency with 

which they used it, and how useful they found it for completing the course. These responses were 

paired with students’ final course grades in order to identify if any relationship existed between 

performance and textbook use. All classes studied utilized a textbook, and in all cases lecture 

notes were additionally posted, which in most cases could serve as a substitute for reading the 

text. Several of the courses included reading quizzes to incentivize text use, and a portion of 

questions and material were derived exclusively from the reading (French et al., 2015).  

 Almost all students stated that they had access to a textbook during the course, though 

most likewise stated that they felt the cost of a textbook was excessive. Text use was reported as 

the primary method of learning by 36% of students, compared to 46% who stated class as their 

main mode. Students who reported reading the text often (over 75% of assigned reading) 

performed higher than those who only read it sometimes. Oddly, however, students who reported 

reading the book only rarely (less than 25% of assigned reading) performed equally well as those 

who read it often. The timing of text use (before/after class, or for exam preparation) did not 

show a significant effect on overall performance. Students generally reported that textbooks were 

useful for understanding material covered in class as well as for studying, but not for assignment 

completion or homework (French et al., 2015).  

 Complicating these findings is the fact that survey participation was voluntary, and based 

on results from similar studies, self-reported student text use is often inflated from the true value. 

Regardless, once can conclude that while thorough use of the textbook might be beneficial to 

some students (those that read ‘often’) it must be acknowledged that some students’ learning is 

more exclusively derived from classroom instruction (those that read ‘rarely’). That said, these 
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courses were introductory, and it is possible that those students who read only rarely had prior 

experience with the topic via an AP course at the secondary level. Examination of more 

advanced courses would be required to determine if trends differ when material is completely 

unfamiliar. Furthermore, the fact that most of the classes studied posted notes which contained 

most if not all formal content material brought into question the importance of a text. Based on 

the results of this study, particularly results of some sub-tests regarded classes where instructors 

reported more heavy and explicit textbook use, it would be logical to conclude that when class-

time and notes are not being used for direct instruction (as is often the case with more active 

learning styles such as PBL and POGIL) that textbook usage would raise in importance.   

Continuing in the same thread as the discussion of French et al.’s (2015) study, it is worth 

considering the manner in which text is being presented to students, and their ability to learn 

from such text. Textbooks and other informationally dense text are challenging to sift through, 

and with rising concerns over students’ literacy (especially with informational text) strategies to 

help aid comprehension of informational text may increase student performance, and make text 

usage more worthwhile for science coursework. Reading Education research stresses the 

importance of teaching such skills to students, at all levels, though research focusing on the 

implementation of such strategies in upper-level science courses is scarce. In courses where 

reading is assigned to students, or it forms a large portion of a course’s instructional method, the 

incorporation of reading strategies can greatly enhance learning for students with less developed 

verbal skills or inadequate training in comprehension methods.  

 Smith, Holliday, and Austin (2010) sought to create a question-based reading-

comprehension strategy to help facilitate learning when reading textbooks. Using the elaborative 

interrogation technique, students were presented with short summaries of progressive sections of 
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the reading, and then prompted to explain why statements made about these summaries were true 

using justification from the reading. Twenty-one such questions were interspersed throughout a 

reading on human digestion, with half of the students receiving this intervention, and the other 

half given the reading without the elaborative interrogation questions (‘why questions’), being 

instructed to read the passage twice, a commonly used and effective strategy for increasing 

comprehension. Prior knowledge was assessed using a pretest, which was then compared to 

posttest results to determine the efficacy of the intervention (Smith et al., 2010).  

 Results showed that students who were in the intervention group significantly 

outperformed those in the control group, even when accounting for variations in prior knowledge 

and verbal skills. When the quality of students’ responses on the ‘why questions’ was taken into 

consideration, a significant link was seen between those students with accurate, on-topic 

responses and higher posttest performance. While the intervention group took slightly longer to 

complete their reading assignment with the accompanying questions (15% difference) it has been 

shown in numerous studies that raw study time does not directly correlate with improved 

performance. This makes clear that the provision of specific, targeted reading-comprehension 

interventions can have a significant effect on students’ acquisition of knowledge from textbooks. 

As those students who did not respond to the prompts or provided less detailed and on-topic 

responses performed lower on the post-test, this further points to the intervention as the source of 

the improved performance. However, it should be noted that this strategy was only implemented 

and studied using a single text, and the assessment data collected was short-term only, making it 

unclear if the effects seen would be universal, and if the impact of such reading-comprehension 

strategies is long-term (Smith et al., 2010).  
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 While it is not necessarily feasible for teachers to create elaborative interrogation 

questions for the entirety of their textbooks, this study does bring to light the potential benefits of 

including reading strategies to enhance textbook usage. More tempered, and less work-intensive 

methods could be tested, including the assignment of reading summaries, or the facilitation of 

small-group discussion on assigned readings. Such strategies could easily be incorporated into 

other group work, and would serve to provide students with reading support without requiring 

excessive investment of time on the part of the teacher. Alternatively, such methods could be 

taught to and ultimately facilitated by Teaching Assistants when appropriate. Regardless, with 

the increasing concern over students ability to decode advanced technical texts, some sort of 

intervention or accommodation should be included to help ensure those students with lower 

verbal abilities successfully read and comprehend text. Given the heavy use of a textbook in 

CHM 414, as well as the regular use of reading quizzes, the incorporation of reading strategies 

would be beneficial to student performance. As most work in the course consists of PBL and 

POGIL type work, completed in groups, collaborative review of the assigned text could be 

seamlessly integrated into the daily classwork to reinforce and incentivize reading while also 

helping students to summarize and process the text for improved comprehension.  

 

Grading Variants 

 

 As the ultimate success or failure of a student’s education (and correspondingly a 

teacher’s performance) is generally based heavily on grades, it is important to consider the 

various methodologies which are in use as well as their relative strengths and weaknesses. Of 

frequent concern is the validity and reliability of grading systems, as well as how they should be 
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compared (norm- vs. criterion-referenced) as well as reported. More recently, there has been an 

increasing push towards the use of Standards-Based Grading (SBG), in which grades are 

explicitly determined by the meeting of specified standards, with unrelated factors such as 

behavior or work ethic assessed separately if at all.  

 A critical review of grading research was performed, focusing on five sub-topics: grade 

reliability, the validity of report-cards and other final grade reporting methods, perceptions of 

grading, the use of SBG (including how closely it predicts performance on larger high-stakes 

tests), and lastly grading conventions in post-secondary education (Brookhart et al., 2016). 

Concerning reliability, the development of the now-common A-F scale was discussed, stressing 

that this system is more valid than a 0-100 scale as it is less subject to the effects of small errors, 

variation, and the difficulty of differentiating 100 unique levels of achievement. It is interesting 

to note, however, that while A-F is generally used for most final grades, a 100 point scale is still 

employed for a majority of sub-final assessments and assignments, merely being converted at the 

end of the course after summation or averaging.  

When examining grading for validity, it was found that assigned grades were only 

moderately correlated with student performance on larger standardized assessments, indicating 

that grades were not necessarily measuring the same thing as those same assessments. Grades 

were found to be products of not only academic ability, but also numerous non-academic factors 

including writing ability, attendance, behavior, effort, etc. which were lumped together, making 

the final grade a less valid representation of that student’s knowledge or skill in the given 

content-area. In the studies focusing on teachers’ perception of and opinions about grades, they 

were generally treated as something a student had to earn, not only through their ability and 

knowledge of the material, but also work and good behavior. Due to beliefs of fairness, grades 
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were often adjusted by teachers due to non-academic factors such as life-circumstances, teacher 

experience, prior student performance, and other variables (Brookhart et al., 2016). 

It was found that, while SBG often was identified as being more preferable or 

informative, many students and parents still attempted to interpret the results of such in terms of 

traditional grading scales, highlighting the importance of adequate communication about the 

exact meaning and purpose of SBG. Additionally, while there was indication of widespread 

support for SBG, reported implementation of SBG methods fell far short of this. Similar to the 

trend seen with traditional grading, there was only moderate correlation between SBG grades and 

standardized test performance. Despite the intended focus of SBG on standards, most SBG 

studies showed the presence of non-academic factors being introduced and used to affect 

students’ grades, drawing attention to the pervasiveness of this teacher behavior. It was 

suggested in several studies that such factors could still be included, but that they should be 

addressed separately, and their use should be justified. Lastly, there was an overall lack of 

empirical studies determining the efficacy of SBG relative to more traditional methods, 

highlighting the need for further evidence (Brookhart et al., 2016).  

Overall, this literary review served to identify more problems and complications rather 

than identify any particular set of best practices for grading. The general lack of empirical 

evidence (either quantitative or qualitative) concerning the value of SBG makes it difficult to 

make any definitive conclusions about it, though discussion and some general results have 

suggested that the system bears further merit, and at the least can help serve as a method of more 

effectively communicating details of student learning towards formative ends. Furthermore, the 

ubiquitous inclusion of non-academic factors in grading poses the question of the true intent of 

grades, and what they are supposed to be indicative of. Addressing this question can help guide 
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the selection/design of an appropriate grading system and ensure it is both valid with respect to 

the constructs it is intended to assess, and reliable in its reporting.  

  

 

Specifications Grading 

  

‘Specifications Grading’ (Nilson & Stanny, 2015), or SPECS is a system of grading 

intended to reduce some of the difficulty and time needed to grade, increase student ownership 

and control of the grading process, and increase rigor, motivation, and validity of grades in 

depicting student achievement. Centered on a set of specific learning outcomes or standards, it 

utilizes elements of pass/fail grading and formative assessment. Emphasis is placed on students 

reaching mastery of the specified outcomes, with grades then being based on the number of 

outcomes or standards students have mastered, rather than a summation of points. This allows for 

prioritization of different learning outcomes based on importance, and potentially aligns a 

student’s grades more accurately with the learning outcomes they are supposed to represent.  The 

provision of multiple attempts to reach proficiency and mastery can increase incentive and 

motivation for students to reflect and improve upon their work, emphasizing the formative role 

of assessments in this context.  

 A specific framework for the implementation of SPECS, centered on learning objectives 

built using Marzano’s Taxonomy of Learning, was designed and implemented in an 

undergraduate introductory chemistry course (Toledo & Dubas, 2017). Proficiency for each 

learning objective was evaluated based on a combination of assessment types including 

homework, small weekly quizzes and larger unit assessments. The unit and final exams were 
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split, with one portion focusing on assessing comprehension of content, whereas the other 

portion consisted of higher analysis-type questions, assessing student ability to apply content 

knowledge. The grading system was set up such that analysis-type assessments were given 

greater importance, with proficiency in these items being necessary for higher end-grades. 

Additionally, students were given eight ‘tokens’ for the semester, which could be used to re-

attempt assignments and assessments for which they did not meet proficiency. This added a 

strong formative elements while still stressing the importance of preparation and quality of work, 

since the opportunity to retry assignments was limited (Toledo & Dubas, 2017).  

 Results from the course indicated that students struggled more with the analysis-type 

assessments than the comprehension ones, which is in keeping with the difficulty and level of 

thinking involved. Some improvement was seen when comparing unit assessment performance 

to final assessment performance, but the changes overall were small. However, when comparing 

the performance of these students to other sections which did not utilize a SPECS model, there 

was a notable increase in the number of students who earned final grades of a ‘B’ or higher, 

suggesting a positive impact for this system as opposed to traditional grading methods. Student 

feedback indicated a high level of confusion regarding the SPECS model, due to its deviation 

from more traditional grading, and that further explanation of the grading system would be 

required for students to fully understand and make use of it. A key issue concerning this is that 

students’ overall performance, and how each item affected their final grade were not regularly 

reported to students, relying instead upon self-monitoring. Increased communication, or use of a 

grading interface or display might have facilitated greater reflection and use of assessment 

results on the part of the students (Toledo & Dubas, 2017).  
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 While the data from this study are relatively few, and no true control groups were 

present, this study serves as a solid foundation for further experimentation and refinement of the 

same or similar methods of grading. While quantitative evidence in support of specifications 

grading is relatively lacking, this is a very new method (approximately 3 years), and many of the 

components it makes use of such as formative assessment, reflective/corrective elements, and the 

framing of assessments around learning objectives have all been shown to positively impact 

student learning outcomes. However, it was not reported whether students utilized all 8 retry 

opportunities or not, which would further indicate if students were taking advantage of the 

formative aspects of this method. It is clear from this study, however, that due to the uniform 

implementation of traditional, points-based/averaging grading, the transition to a SPECS model 

of grading would require not only adequate preparation of the model, but also thorough 

education of the students on how it works, how to monitor it, and what benefits it offers over a 

traditional system. One of the prime benefits of this method of grading is that as it emphasizes 

proficiency/mastery with individual learning objectives rather than simply requiring some 

averaged total grade, this may diminish the effects of random guessing and the ambiguous nature 

of partial credit. Furthermore, as the grading and assessments are generally objective-specific, it 

can help streamline the use of assessment results in the modification of instruction to address 

learning deficiencies. Lastly, as it is the ultimate proficiency of students with each learning 

objective that is the goal, this system would better support those students who, during the course 

of the semester or year, exhibit large amounts of growth, diminishing the damage done by their 

longer learning-curve.  

One of the primary concerns brought up by Toledo and Dubas was the lack of students’ 

knowledge concerning alternative grading methods such as SBG or specifications grading, and 
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therefore it was made clear that specific and explicit effort needed to be made to educate students 

about the differences and benefits of SBG to elicit student buy-in and ensure success. A study 

performed by Buckmiller, Peters, and Kruse (2017) involved the implementation of an SBG 

grading method in an undergraduate course focusing on educational technology. Data was 

collected via interviews as well as written responses, focusing on student perceptions of the SBG 

system, including pros and cons of its use.  Prior to the course, only a small percentage of 

students had experienced or studied standards-based grading, so perceptions were largely based 

on this one experience. After initial explanation of the grading system, a fair amount of 

apprehension and anxiety was reported, though students stated this was more due to a lack of 

familiarity with it, and its difference from traditional methods rather than any specific complaint 

about SBG. As the course progressed and students gained experience with SBG and its inherent 

differences from traditional grading, students reported that the method was not only more 

rigorous, but that it also facilitated a more fair and authentic assessment of their knowledge and 

ability, rather than simple test-taking skills and short-term memorize/forget strategies 

(Buckmiller et al., 2017).  

 Another reported positive aspect of SBG was that students felt it increased their ability to 

monitor and manage their own learning. The fact that all assessment specifically derived from 

their ability to demonstrate mastery of specific learning objectives, which were pre-determined 

and readily available, made clear what knowledge and skills were necessary to achieve a good 

grade. Less than a quarter of the students interviewed reported doubts about the value of SBG in 

their learning at the end of the course, with the majority affirming that it had helped create a 

more formative, rigorous, and rewarding experience (Buckmiller et al., 2017).  
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 Based on student feedback from the various points of the course, a number of 

recommendations were made for use in further implementation of SBG in the classroom. First, it 

was suggested that if some form of SBG is being considered, the teacher, and school, should 

clarify the intended purpose(s) of grading. As SBG is more geared towards a formative, 

development-type application of grading, this may not be suitable for all situations. Secondly, 

when using SBG, care should be taken to ensure that grades will in fact be indicative of a 

student’s knowledge or skills concerning the relevant standards, with any non-academic factors 

such as effort or behavior being dealt with separately. The final element identified as critical to 

SBG is the provision of multiple attempts to demonstrate proficiency/mastery throughout the 

semester. As the goal of this grading system is assess students’ ultimate competence in the 

learning objectives, it is key that their initial performance not dictate their final assessment. This 

gives students a great deal of incentive to assess and reflect upon earlier attempts, and 

encourages the asking of questions and the review of concepts until mastery is reached. Contrary 

to most usage of formative assessment, which relegates it to being exclusively a teaching tool 

without any real impact on grade, SBG brings some of those formative practices and benefits 

into the larger scheme of grading and assessment. Limiting the opportunities for reassessment 

still maintains these benefits, while also ensuring that re-assessment stays manageable for the 

teachers while additionally requiring planning and preparation on the part of the students 

(Buckmiller et al., 2017).  

 While this study was decidedly smaller-scale, and the data gathered of an exclusively 

qualitative nature, the benefits and issues (such as the need for student buy-in, increased rigor, 

etc.) reported here are largely in agreement with those seen in Toledo and Dubas’ (2017) article, 

giving greater weight to the conclusions made. Between these two studies, a clear set of 
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guidelines can be seen for the proper implementation of an SBG-type grading system, making 

this viable for use in the classroom, particularly if coupled with further student reporting and data 

analysis to further its refinement. As learning is increasingly shifted to focus on the achievement 

of learning objectives, both course-level and smaller-scale, the use of a grading system which 

explicitly aligns with them presents great potential for ensuring that assessments and grading 

support their intended purpose.  

Although the number of studies examining the efficacy of specifications grading are 

scarce, it has begun to draw attention, and some preliminary data can be found concerning their 

implementation. An informal study was conducted in an undergraduate mathematics course, in 

which specifications grading was utilized, with data collected on student learning outcomes as 

well as feedback about the grading system (Williams, 2018). While a more formal study on this 

system would be desired, it is very new, and there are very few formal studies specifically 

focusing on its implementation and benefits, making this article valuable as a starting point if 

nothing else. The course described in this study was taught using aspects of inquiry-based 

learning which was facilitated by the professor. Verbal and written feedback were used for 

classwork and homework/tests respectively, with three tiers of possible grades given: Mastery 

(equivalent to the “pass” grade in CHM 414/416), Progressing (a “conditional pass’ equivalent, 

which could be improved and resubmitted to potentially achieve mastery), and Insufficient (a 

“No pass”, which cannot be resubmitted, requiring the student to use a token to make another 

attempt at achieving mastery on this specification). The inclusion of the ‘Progressing’ grade 

takes the place of partial-credit scenarios, where students are close to achieving mastery, but 

missing one or two key components (Williams, 2018).   
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 Similar to those implemented in CHM 414/416, learning objectives were somewhat 

tiered, with one category of objective being ‘ranked’ higher than the others, being given 

somewhat greater importance when determining final grades. Overall, the form of grading 

implemented here mirrors that seen in CHM 414/416, with the one exception that it utilized the 

token system to limit learning-objective retries, so that students did not abuse them, and work 

remained manageable for the teacher. The teacher reported that the primary task for initially 

implementing this system was identification of the learning objectives around which grading was 

centered. Objectives were categorized based on foundational importance (e.g. ‘what do I need to 

know/be able to do for further learning in this subject?’), with the absolutely essential 

components requiring mastery to receive an C, these same components plus other useful but non-

essential objectives to receive a B, and all objectives (including useful but nonessential, highly 

challenging objectives) to receive an A (Williams, 2018).  

The teacher noted that students first had to be educated about how the grading system 

worked, and then educated on the benefits for them of this system. While initially some students 

were quite reluctant/resistant (as predicted/discussed by Buckmiller et al., (2017)), over the 

semester most came to acknowledge this system as being more within their ability to monitor 

and control, preferring it to traditional grading. In an end-of-course survey, 87% of students 

reported that they felt grades were assigned fairly. As students’ progress with learning objectives 

were recorded and displayed via a shared google sheet with students, they could monitor not only 

what their current grade was, but precisely what they needed to do to improve it, in terms of 

concepts/skills to master, which reduced the amount of ‘point hunting’ which can occur with 

traditional grading systems. Additionally, the decreased time required by grading (as it was 
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simplified to three tiers) allowed for increased time to be spent on providing detailed feedback 

for those assignments (Williams, 2018).  

While overall this grading system did seem to be successful in shifting the focus of 

grades towards formative learning, and it made some aspects of grading more efficient, this may 

not feasible for standard large-lecture class sizes of 80+ students, barring additional technology 

adaptations. As the onus of tracking grades is placed more on the student, this then requires the 

teacher to make this information available to them at all times. In the case of this article, a 

google sheets file was used to track specifications. This can serve well, though updating keeping 

track of this for each student can become increasingly difficult if a large number of specifications 

were used. If the number of specifications were consolidated or ordered to some degree, keeping 

it to a manageable number (for both student and teacher) then it may be possible to utilize this 

system with larger class sizes. However, due to the lack of extensive empirical studies on its use, 

it would be better to first thoroughly study and tweak this system in a smaller, 20-30 student 

class as this is more accommodating of a higher level of communication between teacher and 

student, and would allow for further refinement of the system.  

When examining the research done on standards and specifications-based grading, there 

was relatively limited empirical evidence either supporting or rejecting the system as a whole. 

Additionally, expected benefits of SBG focused mainly on how it encouraged and facilitated the 

use of feedback, stressing a more formative approach. However, one of the frequently included 

components of SBG, pass-fail grading, has been discussed and researched to a somewhat greater 

degree, and while its use is not nearly as widespread as systems with a greater number of 

gradations, a number of universities as well as individual courses have adopted this system. As 
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grades are generally taken to be the ultimate sign of a student’s success or failure in learning, it 

carries a great deal of weight in driving educational decisions.  

 Dahlgren, Fejes, Abrandt-Dahlgren and Trowald (2009) hypothesized that the nature of a 

grading system used influences the manner of assessments which are employed, and the way 

they are delivered. By extension, they believed that these assessments then impact the way 

students learn and view their learning, conferring a great deal of influence to the grading system 

employed. Specifically, Dahlgren et al. sought to examine this chain of influence empirically, to 

determine the effects which different grading systems had on assessment and learning. Surveys 

were distributed to approximately 400 students across thirteen different programs, with 125 

students in pass/fail programs and the rest in courses with traditionally graded assessments. 

Grading systems in the second category contained between three to five gradations (Pass with 

Distinction, Pass, Fail, and standard A-F type systems).  

 Results were sorted into three categories; data relating the connection between the 

grading system and the nature of assessments, the relationship between assessments and 

students’ learning methods, and then the connections between all three. Interestingly, compared 

to students in the graded courses, students in exclusively pass/fail courses reported that course 

assessments focused much more heavily on the important, core parts of their coursework, and 

that questions generally demanded a greater level of knowledge ‘production’ (or, synthesis and 

application of knowledge and concepts learned in the course) as opposed to simple 

‘regurgitation’ type responses. Concerning the connection between assessments and learning, a 

large portion of students reported that they felt that pass/fail grading helped facilitate learning, as 

well as encourage collaboration with classmates. Additionally, the role of using previous 

assessments when preparing for future assessments was ranked higher for students in graded 
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courses as opposed to pass-fail. Lastly, upcoming assessments were reported as being of 

paramount importance in determining study and learning habits to students in graded courses, 

whereas this was given lesser emphasis (only 50% reported assessments of high importance, as 

opposed to 70%) by students in pass/fail courses. One of the most significant bits of data 

collected is that 72.6% of students in pass/fail courses saw assessments as an opportunity and 

tool for learning, as opposed to only 32.5% of students in graded courses. This, when combined 

with the other data, indicates a fundamental difference in the pass/fail courses. In graded courses, 

assessments (and the grades they create) seem the primary driver for students’ learning 

experience, whereas in pass/fail courses it is just another component of the course, serving to 

assist in learning rather than dictate it (Dahlgren et al., 2009).  

 While the study was unable to truly pair the experimental groups (the courses used in the 

two groups were of various subjects, and from different schools), the trends seen were strong and 

consistent to the degree which it is highly likely they would hold true in a more controlled study. 

Furthermore, while the data collected was essentially isolated to students’ perceptions of 

assessments, learning, etc., in this case, student perceptions are notable, since they drive 

students’ attitudes and approaches towards learning. If the use of pass/fail grading makes 

students’ learning habits more independent from assessment, this is a step closer towards 

internalizing their motivation, and bringing them closer to being life-long learners. However, it 

must be stressed that, as evidenced in this study, more than simply the grading method varied 

between these two populations. The nature of the assessments used also varied, and it is possible 

that other pedagogical changes were associated with the implementation of pass/fail grading. 

This means that it would not be enough to simply change the grading system used, without also 

executing corresponding changes to how assessments are being utilized. While this article does 
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specify exactly how to execute these changes, it does reinforce the connection between grading 

method and assessment, and the importance of considering these factors together if a change 

were to be implemented.  
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Chapter 3: Overview of Course Methods  

Section 1: Alternatives to Lecture 

Course 

Component: 

Alternatives to Lecture: POGIL 

Prior Format (If 

Applicable): 

Direct Instruction/Lecture, with text as supplement  

Component 

Description: 

POGIL, standing for ‘Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning’ is a 

constructivist method of learning originally developed in 1994 as a way of 

teaching chemistry. Since then, it has been adapted and grown for use in 

other fields, especially in the other sciences. Contrary to lecture-based 

classrooms where the teacher directly conveys information to the students, 

the POGIL method utilizes carefully constructed activities which guide 

groups of students through the process of constructing their own 

understanding of concepts and processes from select information provided. 

In this method, the teacher acts as a facilitator rather than a pure instructor, 

providing whatever additional assistance needed to help students work 

through the material. This method stresses not only acquisition of content 

knowledge/facts, but also the process of learning. 

Within CHM 414/416, POGIL was the primary method of classroom 

learning, with the professor present to monitor group work, ask additional 

guiding questions as necessary, and to evaluate the accuracy of groups’ 

final conclusions and help groups refine or correct them as necessary at the 

end of the process.  

 

Example from 

Course 

“Instrumental Calibration: Method of Standard Additions” (Lantz & Cole, 

2014 

Relevant 

Literature: 

Current Format: When compared with the essentially ubiquitous lecture 

method of teaching, the use of POGIL has been shown to result in increased 

academic performance (Hein, 2012), as well as increased content/concept 

retention over time (Vanags et al., 2013). Research has shown that while 

essentially all methods of POGIL implementation reap benefits for students, 

the magnitude can vary depending on the details of facilitation techniques. It 

is worth noting that what little research doesn’t indicate POGIL being 

outright better than lecture shows that it is at least equal to it in efficacy, 

making this a best practice educationally.  

  

Suggestions:  As the research has shown that POGIL is almost universally beneficial, there 

is little reason not to pursue this as a method to alternate with or even fully 

replace lecture-learning.  

 

However, as the method of instruction is radically different from traditional 

courses, students may initial express resistance to the POGIL method, 

requiring clear and consistent communication on the teacher’s part as to the 
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reasons for and benefits of using POGIL, to develop student buy-in when 

first implemented.  

Notes for 

Implementation: 

Successful use of POGIL hinges upon several things 

• The activity must be properly structured, scaling from questions on 

foundational concepts or initial trends/patterns, and then using the 

answers to these questions to build towards more complex ideas. 

Lacking this careful structure, a POGIL activity is just another 

worksheet. 

• Assuming proper activity structure, questions and tasks must be 

completed in order, as skipping around would disrupt the progressive 

construction of understanding. 

• Students must be provided with sufficient information with which to 

work and build upon. This can take the form of short readings 

interspersed throughout the activity, short mini-lectures given by the 

teacher prior to group-work, or some combination of the two.  

• A key aspect of facilitating POGIL-style learning is that the teacher 

should avoid answering questions directly, rather providing 

additional, more focused guiding questions to help students get back 

on course. This maintains the integrity of the constructivist method, 

and has been shown to result in better conceptual understanding by 

students (Daubenmire et al., 2015).  

• When students’ conclusions conflict, this disparity should be 

highlighted and used as a springboard for more in-depth student 

discussion toward resolution. This process will help clarify any 

student misconceptions (Stanford et al., 2016). 

Critique of 

CHM 414/416 

Implementation: 

• Greater effort needs to be made to explain the process and value of 

guided inquiry, to assure students that they are not being 

‘abandoned’, as they might feel when denied traditional direct 

instruction.  

• As the intent is for students to explore and construct their own 

understanding of concepts in a structured fashion, adequate 

resources need to be available for students to draw upon to support 

this exploration. In most cases, the text book suffices for this 

purpose. For some select activities, namely those involving 

technologies not covered by the text (such as activities requiring 

Mathematica), additional resources should be made available. If the 

learning curve is too steep, the search for supporting materials 

supplants the process of concept construction.   

Modifications 

for Larger Class 

Sizes: 

POGIL can and has been used successfully in larger courses, though it does 

require certain modifications to maintain feasibility (Bailey et al., 2011). Use 

of clickers and other electronic response methods help enable large-group 
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sharing, and depending on class size additional facilitators (such as TAs) can 

be useful.  

Teacher 

Buy-In 

Trainings are offered by POGIL to help instructors learn proper facilitation 

methods, and a great number of high-quality materials have already been 

made for a wide range of science courses, addressing the issue of front-

loaded work to create POGIL activities. 

 

Example: POGIL execution vs. a possible Lecture/Discussion class over a 3-day span 

 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 

POGIL 1. 5 minute intro to topic 
a. Overview of 

background info 
b. Clarification of 

learning objectives 
2. Assignment of POGIL 

groups 
3. Group work on POGIL 
4. Reporting out at end of 

section  
a. Resolve any conflicts 

in student reports 
through scientific 
argumentation 

1. Resolve any remaining 
conflicts from yesterday’s 
reporting 

2. Group work on POGIL 
3. Reporting out at end of 

section 
a. Resolve any conflicts in 

student reports through 
scientific argumentation 

1. Completion of POGIL in groups 
2. Submission of completed POGIL 
3. Discussion of overarching 

concepts/learning objectives 
from POGIL (if small class) OR 
break into small groups to 
discuss (if large class) 

4. Application of understanding via 
complex problems or authentic 
task 

Lecture/ 

Discussion 

1. Intro to topic 
a. Overview of 

background info 
b. Clarification of 

learning objectives 
2. Lecture w/ aid of 

PowerPoint (and/or 
overhead/board) 

3. End on whatever slide is 
reached 

1. Brief review of what was 
covered yesterday (~5 
minutes) 

2. Continue lecture till 
complete 

3. Assignment of written work 
(usually completed 
individually) 

1. Review/Correction of written 
work 

2. Discuss any issues/incorrect 
questions 

3. Reteach select topics/ideas as 
needed 
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Course 

Component: 

Alternatives to Lecture: PBL 

Prior Format (If 

Applicable): 

• Direct Instruction/Lecture, with text as supplement  

• Confirmation or Structure-Inquiry Labs 

Component 

Description: 

Problem-Based Learning (PBL) is a method of student-driven learning 

much like POGIL which focuses student’s learning on the resolution of a 

problem, which is intended to model more authentic ‘real-life’ situations. In 

the course of creating a solution to the problem, students would draw upon 

prior knowledge, research additional information as needed, and 

collaborate with peers, refining their methods till a viable answer is found. 

The instructor acts as a facilitator and ensures students have access to any 

necessary materials or references as needed, and can coach students on the 

process if necessary.  

Example from 

Course 

‘Fiber Fun’ Activity 

Relevant 

Literature: 

Research has indicated that students perform better on assessments when 

material was learned via PBL methods compared to lecture/discussion 

methods, and that this advantage persists even weeks/months afterwards, 

indicating benefits to retention as well. PBL can be sorted into three primary 

tasks or problems: creating a need for science content-knowledge (the 

problem), constructing said knowledge (research), and then organizing it 

(solution design) (Kanter, 2009).The basic aspects and positive outcomes of 

PBL hold true at varying levels, simply requiring corresponding adjustment 

of problem complexity and the accessibility of reference materials, meaning 

it should be broadly applicable for all levels of course complexity (Merritt, 

Lee, Rillero & Kinach, 2017).  

Suggestions: • The key when using PBL is to monitor students’ level of 

struggle/frustration. The instructor’s role is to facilitate and provide 

additional resources as necessary, but taking an overly active role 

can rob the students of the learning process. Even an incorrect course 

of action can be beneficial, as students can be prompted to conduct 

error analysis and determine a better course.  

Notes for 

Implementation: 
• When creating a PBL assignment, the first task is determining an 

appropriate problem. The problem must meet the following criteria 

o It should be interesting/engaging, as it is the focus of an 

extended amount of research and work. It should also be 

authentic or practical so far as possible 

o The problem needs to be appropriately difficult for the ability 

group of the course. Too easy and students will not be 

challenged (and will not need to learn in order to solve the 

problem), and if it is too hard, students are unlikely to derive 
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the intended solution, compromising the activity’s 

educational value.  

• Ensure that adequate accessible resources are available to students. 

This may include textbooks, additional source books, websites, 

instructor assistance, etc. By carefully selecting the available 

resources, the instructor can provide some amount of guidance to 

students as to what solutions are ultimately possible. If the resources 

are overly scarce or difficult to use, the PBL activity becomes more 

about accessing the information than actually devising a solution, 

sabotaging the educational value of the activity.  

Critique of 

CHM 414/416 

Implementation: 

• Generally speaking, the examples of PBL in 414/416 met 

requirement one (selection of an appropriate/authentic problem) 

rather well. The scenarios are largely engaging, and represent 

legitimate issues one might encounter in Chemistry (verification of 

substances, trouble-shooting instrument functionality, substance 

analysis.) 

• The issue sometimes encountered in the implementation of PBL was 

in the availability/accessibility of materials needed to devise a 

solution.  

Modifications 

for Larger Class 

Sizes: 

It’s interesting to note that the benefits of PBL did not differ significantly 

between independent and group PBL, meaning that this method could be 

modified for larger classes simply by grouping students, reducing the 

number of separate projects which would need to be assessed, making it more 

feasible for large classes.  

Teacher 

Buy-In 

PBL represents an opportunity to utilize more authentic, realistic scenarios 

with students towards the purpose of learning.  
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Course 

Component: 

Laboratory Implementation: Inquiry 

Prior Format (If 

Applicable): 
• Varying levels of inquiry from Confirmation/Verification labs to 

Structured Inquiry 

Component 

Description: 

 Similar to PBL, laboratory activities general center on the answering of a 

question of production of some substance, with all other skills, data 

analysis, or research revolving around this central focus.  

Example from 

Course 

Course Outcome #6- “Identify a research question and initiate the process 

of answering that question using scientific instrumentation typically found 

in a Chemistry laboratory.” 

 

Background: Satisfactory completion of this outcome was the additional 

specification necessary to achieve an ‘A’ in this lab course. Lacking this, 

only a ‘B’ or lower was possible. Completion of this outcome involved the 

identification of a research question, designing a plan to solve that 

question, and then carrying out the necessary work and analysis to answer 

it. This was an extended, 3-4 week endeavor which required extensive lab 

work as well as a large amount of background research and revision to 

formulate a plan and analyze the results.  

• Confirmatory/Verification Example 

• Structured-Inquiry Example 

• Open-Inquiry Example 

 

Relevant 

Literature: 

Laboratory experiments have long been a part of science curricula, though 

in large part, the amount of structure/direction provided greatly limits the 

opportunities for inquiry. Most labs implemented are of a confirmation or 

structured-inquiry sort, where the student is tasked with executing a known 

series of steps to confirm some principle or phenomenon established in 

literature. There may be some limited amount of planning or exploration 

required, but the direction and method are essentially known (Katevich, 

Hofstein & Mamlok-Naaman, 2011). 

Laboratory activities promoting greater levels of inquiry approach a more 

authentic science research-like setting. This can involve the combination of 

traditional research of the literature, authentic experimental 

design/experimentation, data analysis, and synthesis of a novel answer upon 

completion (Thiry, Laursen & Hunter, 2011). 

Suggestions: • Inquiry in the lab can and should be used at various levels. Lower-

inquiry labs such as confirmation experiments can be valuable tools 

for teaching and refining specific skills/techniques. More authentic 

inquiry labs generally require that students already know and can 

make use of these techniques, and instead help develop students’ 

abilities to explore a problem and design a solution.  
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• Inquiry is a skill that must be taught, so it should be consciously, 

gradually introduced. Start with simple, more structured 

experiments, then increase the level of inquiry while also explicitly 

teaching students about the process of inquiry. 

Notes for 

Implementation: 
• Many of the aspects and concerns of implementation are similar to 

that of PBL. Foremost, the instructor needs to determine the purpose 

of the lab. This will determine the appropriate level of inquiry to be 

used.  

• Second, a suitable question or problem needs to be determined, which 

will shape the remainder of the lab. Be careful when writing this, and 

clarify it as necessary to ensure students are on the right path. 

• It’s best to set some sort of expectation for a product or outcome (e.g. 

‘after obtaining experimental data to support your answer to the 

question, write a laboratory report in which you justify your answer 

using the data and pre-existing literature’). Otherwise, you may not 

get a gradable product. 

• This can be done in several ways, but is best accomplished 

if the instructor provides both a rubric as well as some 

exemplars of work beforehand. 

Critique of 

CHM 414/416 

Implementation: 

• CHM 416 made use of a variety of levels of inquiry, often using more 

structured labs to teach specific skills or techniques before employing 

them in more authentic inquiry scenarios. The only issue of note in 

this case is one already mentioned in the critique of PBL; there were 

one or two instances where there was inadequate support/resources 

available to facilitate student’s exploration of a problem, such that at 

a certain point a high degree of teacher guidance was required to 

allow students to complete the activity. However, viewing alterations 

made in course materials from the 2017-2018 to the 2018-2019 

school year, it appears that these issues have largely been ameliorated 

by either limiting the scope of the inquiry to ensure it is achievable, 

or by providing additional resources. 

Modifications 

for Larger Class 

Sizes: 

N/A, as labs are, by necessity, kept under a certain number, and generally 

supervised by a trained laboratory instructor if not the professor themselves.  

Teacher 

Buy-In 

Incorporating inquiry into the laboratory can help prepare students for 

research experiences, facilitating better collaboration between students and 

professors, and providing enhancing a student’s education simultaneously 

(Thiry, Laursen & Hunter, 2011).  
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Course 

Component: 

Technology in the Classroom: Simulators  

Prior Format (If 

Applicable): 

N/A 

Component 

Description: 

Technology is increasingly used as a tool or medium of education. 

Computer simulators present a unique, interactive method of allowing 

students to observe and manipulate phenomena at their own pace, without 

requiring potentially expensive or exclusive laboratory equipment. While 

authentic laboratory experiences remain essential, simulators can allow for 

incorporation of more interactive learning experiences within a non-lab 

classroom. 

Example from 

Course 

‘Some Properties of Electric Circuits’ PhET Simulation 

Relevant 

Literature: 

Carefully structured support is necessary for students to successfully utilize 

simulations, with gains being maximized when simulations are used to 

challenge student assumptions about concepts, allowing them to explore the 

concept and expose any misconceptions. Reflection and discussion, 

whether collaborative or solo, are important for solidifying student learning 

gains.  (Smetana & Bell, 2012). 

 

Simulators must be engaging to the students; the inclusion of puzzles or 

challenges, use of animation, the credibility of the simulation, level of 

interactivity, elements of fun are all critical factors. A higher level of 

interactivity in simulations is generally more engaging to the students, 

though can also run the risk of being excessively complicated, intimidating, 

or allowing for deviation from the intended focus. The apparent credibility 

of a simulation is paramount. The presence of glitches or errors, no matter 

how trivial, will compromise the perceived value of the simulation to the 

student, causing them to disengage (Adams et al. 2008). 

 

It is not enough to simply insert technology into preexisting teaching 

practices. As with any educational tool or activity, the exact structure and 

scaffolding provided to students has a great impact on the ultimate 

educational value of the tool (Chang, 2016). 

 

Suggestions: • Due to the fact that simulations allow students to explore and learn 

via trial-and-error, this tool is particularly useful when introducing a 

new topic, and can be combined with traditional inquiry or POGIL 

learning methods.  

• PhET, a free research-based data-base of simulations is available 

through the University of Colorado. Simulations include a variety of 

paired activities with instructional notes available to teachers to help 

them get started (Adams et al. 2008).  

•  https://phet.colorado.edu/  

• https://phet.colorado.edu/en/research  

https://phet.colorado.edu/
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/research
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Notes for 

Implementation: 
• As a powerful tool for inquiry, simulations are best utilized when 

introducing a new topic. Students should be given a set of learning 

objectives and questions to answer, and then allowed to explore and 

play with the simulation, developing their understanding of the 

underlying concepts being shown.  

• Following student exploration of the simulation, it is important to 

facilitate reflection and discussion of what students learned, both to 

ensure that the conclusions they’ve developed are sound, and also to 

solidify these learning gains.  

• A simulation can continue to be used even after initial exposure, 

acting as a tool for experimentation as students begin to apply what 

they’ve learned (discussed more in the exemplar provided) 

Critique of 

CHM 414/416 

Implementation: 

• Simulations were used with great frequency and success in CHM 

414/416. They were typically implemented with adequate support, 

and used to facilitate inquiry-activities including formal POGIL 

learning.  

• The only area of concern was the use/requirement of Mathematica/ 

Wolfram for certain activities where the controls for the simulator 

were not intuitive, hindering the exploratory aspect of simulator use, 

and requiring more structured training in its use.  

• This issue could be resolved either by providing a more 

structured tutorial to familiarize students with the 

simulator’s controls, or by modifying the simulator (or 

using a different one) 

Modifications 

for Larger Class 

Sizes: 

One of the great boons of simulators is that computers/technology is 

essentially ubiquitous today, meaning each student can have a personal 

interactive experience regardless of the teacher-student ratio. However, as 

the benefits of reflection/discussion following simulators have been shown, 

groups could be assigned wherein students discuss their findings from the 

simulator activity, with a spokesman from each group reporting out to the 

class, similar to the method employed in POGIL.  

Teacher 

Buy-In 

There are a lot of free quality simulators available, and with the essentially 

ubiquitous nature of computers in the classroom, this is a cost-effective 

method of adding more interactive elements to the classroom. Additionally, 

many simulators have built-in feedback programmed, which can often 

accommodate the simple questions or problems students encounter, making 

it easier to use with a large number of students where teacher-time might be 

limited.  
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Course 

Component: 

Grading: Specifications Grading (SPECS) 

Prior Format 

(If Applicable): 

Grading: Traditional (100-0, A-F) 

Component 

Description: 

CHM 414 

Assessment measures 

This course uses specifications grading. Learning outcomes can be viewed 

as hurdles; the more hurdles overcome, the higher the final course grade. 

Each assessment tool (quick, activity, problem set, lab report, etc.) will 

assess one or more learning outcomes, and evaluation of the assessment tool 

will be done with a pass/fail rubric. Unless otherwise noted, a hurdle is 

overcome (in other words, an outcome is achieved) when 70% or more of 

the assessments evaluating that outcome have been passed. 

The binary nature of specifications grading means that there will be no 

partial credit opportunities, and the concept of extra credit is not beneficial 

in this context. It is important to note that no single assessment will “make 

or break” your grade, and there will be sufficient assessment opportunities 

for students to demonstrate proficiency in the outcomes of this course. 

Course Outcomes 

1. Apply descriptive, comparative and modeling statistics to scientific 

datasets 

2. Analyze uncertainty in instrumental data through the propagation of 

errors 

3. Apply basic theories of electronics to scientific instrumentation 

design 

The following outcomes apply to each of the three main areas of 

chemical instrumentation: spectroscopy, chromatography, and 

electrochemistry 

4. Define relevant terminology 

5. Diagram the key components of scientific instruments 

6. Analyze relationships between instrument parameters and data 

quality 

7. Prepare and defend claims based on an analysis of hypothetical or 

simulated experimental data 
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Grading rubric 

• To earn a D, a student must 

demonstrate proficiency in at 

least two outcomes from #1-3, 

#4 for all three 

instrumentation classes and #5 

for at least 2 of the 

instrumentation classes. 

• To earn a C, a student must 

achieve the metrics for a D as 

well as demonstrate 

proficiency in #6 and #7 for at 

least 2 of the instrument 

classes. 

• To earn a B, a student must 

demonstrate proficiency in 

outcomes #1-3 and outcomes 

#4-7 for at least 2 of the three 

instrument classes. 

• To earn an A, a student must 

demonstrate proficiency in all 

outcomes, for all instrument 

classes. 

 

Relevant 

Literature: 

Prior Format:  

Critical review of over a century of studies on grading has determined that 

students’ course grades correlate only moderately with their performance on 

assessments, suggesting that current grading systems and assessments are not 

necessarily measuring the same constructs. Furthermore, the common use of 

100 points of gradation has been identified as highly subject to reliability 

issues and variation between graders (Brookhart et al., 2016). 

 

Current Format:  

Current studies on SPECS are largely small-scale and informal, due to how 

new it is. However, one study in which it was implemented reported that 

students eventually came to prefer this grading system, finding it gave them 

more control over their grades, and feeling that the grades assigned by this 

system were fairer. However, it was noted that substantial communication 

with students was required not only at the beginning, to explain the system 

and its purpose, but also during the course, to ensure students understood their 

position as they progressed through specifications. A final benefit reported 
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was that the increased efficiency in grading allowed for more time spent 

giving detailed feedback (Williams, 2018). 

 

When examining the details of SPECS, it is essentially a modified form of 

Standards Based Grading (SBG) which has been used in various institutions 

for years. Use of SBG has been found to be associated with more rigorous 

assessments, increased clarity concerning constructs assessed, and a greater 

focus on true student mastery of key concepts rather than simply ‘point-

hunting’ (Buckmiller, Peters, & Kruse, 2017). 

 

Furthermore, there is solid support in literature for a number of SPECS’ main 

components such as the formative/feedback element and the pass/fail grading 

of individual assignments. Students in pass/fail courses reported they felt that 

assessments were more tightly focused on core content and concepts, and that 

assessments were more formative, and generally involved higher-Blooms 

tasks (Dahlgren, Fejes, Abrandt-Dahlgren, & Trowald, 2009).  

Suggestions: As this system is extremely new (approximately 3 years), the amount of 

empirical data on its efficacy is scarce. However, literature indicates the lack 

of efficacy on the part of traditional grading methods. It would be highly 

beneficial to collect data on this course component specifically, including both 

a feedback survey for students, as well as some sort of quantitative 

comparison of student performance between those using this system and those 

not (if two sections of the same course were taught, one with specifications 

grading, the other without).  

 

I would not recommend wide scale implementation of this system until such 

data could be gathered, as it is still relatively experimental.  

Modifications 

for Larger 

Class Sizes: 

Implementation of this grading system with larger classes (or in more classes) 

would require use of a ‘token’ system as mentioned in literature, to keep 

retakes manageable for the instructor. Additionally, a viable digital platform 

would need to be found/built to display student progress on specifications so 

they can track learning. Paper may not be feasible with larger numbers. 

Additionally, for ‘conditional-pass’ type assignments, it might be valuable to 

utilize TA’s to review specific content with the relevant students as part of 

their attempt to retry specifications. 

Teacher 

Buy-In 

While SPECS does require substantial work to implement initially (designing 

specifications, ensuring ample opportunities to meet the specifications, 

communication with students, grade-reporting, etc.) once in place, many 

aspects of grading are more streamlined, taking less time (no partial-credit 

assignment, pass/fail) to assign points, allowing for more feedback to be 

given.  
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Connecting Theory to Practice 

  

While it is impossible to fully summarize the wide breadth of topics discussed in this 

review, several key points can be made. First, it has been shown by a wide array of studies that 

inquiry presents a viable and valuable method of learning, particularly for the sciences, 

enhancing students’ learning of both scientific concepts as wells as skills and practices (Marshall 

& Alston, 2014). The incorporation of formative assessment and metacognitive theory can 

enhance the efficacy of inquiry (Marshall et al., 2009), and computer simulations can act as a 

powerful platform for incorporating inquiry in the classroom. PBL (Pease and Kuhn 2010)  and 

POGIL (Daubenmire et al., 2015), two instructional methods making use of various principles of 

inquiry, can be used to help shape student learning in a more active and engaging fashion, and 

can often take the place of more traditional teacher-centric learning methods. Similarly, elements 

of inquiry can be utilized in the laboratory setting to provide more rigorous and educational 

experiences (Katevich et al., 2011), mirroring some of the beneficial elements of student 

research. Lastly, while the use of specifications-grading presents an interesting and potentially 

quite beneficial alternative to traditional grading methods due to its heavy utilization of 

formative methods (Buckmiller et al., 2017), it still remains largely unproven, requiring further 

refinement and testing before widespread use.  

 This document has been created as a practical resource for educators who are intent on 

incorporating research-based pedagogical methods into a college-level chemistry course. Effort 

has been made to not only provide the foundational research supporting the implementation of 

these methods, but instructional tips and comments to aid in their actual use. While the entire 

collection of methods can be quite effective in improving students’ learning in science 

coursework, any one of the methods discussed and demonstrated in this work can be of benefit 

on its own. The POGIL method in particular, more than any other method discussed in this work 

has been shown to result in at least equal if not substantially better learning and retention, 

making it worth one final mention. Promoting this method is made all the easier by the plethora 

of already-made, cheaply available POGIL alternatives to a wide variety of chemistry topics, 

with more materials continuing to be made as POGIL is implemented in an increasing number of 

subjects. Training in the use of such methods can be conducted in a limited number of days, and 

viable modifications exist for large class-sizes as often occurs in colleges.  

 Chemistry, and the sciences as a whole are based on the principles of inquiry, discovery 

through experimentation, and the constant necessity of evidence to support conclusions and 

future practice. With the elimination of the majority of practical concerns impeding the use of 

modern and effective best practices in education, it is increasingly difficult to justify the use of 

outdated practices and inefficient practices in the classroom. Despite the lack of formal 

pedagogical training of most college professors, most if not all of the instructional methods 

discussed here could be implemented by said professors with very little change to overall 

workload, instructional content to be delivered, or difficulty of end product produced by 

students. Use of these methods, particularly those utilizing inquiry-driven instruction, will help 

promote students’ growth as scientists, increasing not only their performance in class, but their 

understanding of the process and nature of science as a whole. To ignore these practices is to 

ignore the evidence, and violate those very principles which are intended to be taught.   
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Course Syllabi 

 

Chemistry 414 - Instrumental Methods - quantitative analysis 
Course Description: Theory and application to quantitative analyte determination of optical, 

spectroscopic, electro-analytical, and chromatographic instrumental techniques. Optimization of 

instrumental and analytical parameters and strategies for data acquisition are also discussed. 

Three hours of lecture per week. 3 Cr. 

Time: Fall 2017 Section 01 MWF 10:00 - 10:50 AM Smith Hall 203 

 

Professor 

Office 

Office 

Hours 

Phone 

Email 
 

 

Robert LeSuer 

Smith Hall 226 

MW 11:00 - 12:00, T 2:00 - 4:00 and 

by appointment 

x2279 

rlesuer@brockport.edu 
 

Course Outcomes 
 

1. Apply descriptive, comparative and modeling statistics to scientific datasets 

2. Analyze uncertainty in instrumental data through the propagation of errors 

3. Apply basic theories of electronics to scientific instrumentation design 

The following outcomes apply to each of the three main areas of chemical instrumentation: 

spectroscopy, chromatography, and electrochemistry 

4. Define relevant terminology 

5. Diagram the key components of scientific instruments 

6. Analyze relationships between instrument parameters and data quality 

7. Prepare and defend claims based on an analysis of hypothetical or simulated experimental 

data 

Assessment measures 
 

This course uses specifications grading. Learning outcomes can be viewed as hurdles; the more 

hurdles overcome, the higher the final course grade. Each assessment tool (quick, activity, 

problem set, lab report, etc.) will assess one or more learning outcomes, and evaluation of the 

assessment tool will be done with a pass/fail rubric. Unless otherwise noted, a hurdle is 

overcome (in other words, an outcome is achieved) when 70% or more of the assessments 

evaluating that outcome have been passed. 
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The binary nature of specifications grading means that there will be no partial credit 

opportunities, and the concept of extra credit is not beneficial in this context. It is important to 

note that no single assessment will "make or break" your grade, and there will be sufficient 

assessment opportunities for students to demonstrate proficiency in the outcomes of this course. 

Grading rubric 

To earn a D, a student must demonstrate proficiency in at least two outcomes from #1-3, #4 

for all three instrumentation classes and #5 for at least 2 of the instrumentation classes. 

To earn a C, a student must achieve the metrics for a D as well as demonstrate proficiency 

in #6 and #7 for at least 2 of the instrument classes. 

To earn a B, a student must demonstrate proficiency in outcomes #1-3 and outcomes #4-

7 for at least 2 of the three instrument classes. To earn an A, a student must demonstrate 

proficiency in all outcomes, for all instrument classes. 

Course policies and guidelines 
 

Attendance: With the exception of properly documented, pre-arranged, college-sanctioned 

events, attendance is mandatory. Should a class session be missed for any reason, be it excused 

(i.e. conference attendance), unexcused-but-justified (i.e. a temperature of 102) or unjustified 

(i.e. slept late), it is your responsibility to identify and implement a solution for covering the 

material that was missed. Due to the nature of the course-grading procedure, no credit will be 

awarded for material covered in this fashion. 

 

Academic honesty: The institutional policy for academic dishonesty will be followed (see 

https://brockport.edu/support/policies/docs/policy_on_student_academic_dishonesty.pdf). The 

process is time consuming and stressful, more so than talking to me about the underlying issues 

that may be tempting you to cheat. 

Abilities statement: Reasonable accommodations will be made for students with special needs. 

Requests must be initiated by the student and should follow the institution’s policy found here: 

https://brockport.edu/support/policies/docs/procedures_for_accessing_services_.pdf. 

Drop/Withdraw deadlines: See the academic calendar for current deadlines: 

https://www.brockport.edu/academics/calendar/ 

Schedule: Please refer to the course shell on Blackboard for detailed schedule information. 

Topics and activities will be posted along with pre/post readings and assignments. 

https://brockport.edu/support/policies/docs/policy_on_student_academic_dishonesty.pdf
https://brockport.edu/support/policies/docs/procedures_for_accessing_services_.pdf
https://www.brockport.edu/academics/calendar/
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Chemistry 416 - Instrumental Methods Lab 

Course Description: The use of various electro-analytical, spectroscopic, and chromatographic 

instruments to perform chemical analyses. Emphasis is on optimizing instrumental selectivity, 

sensitivity and resolution. Organization and analysis of data are also discussed. Four hours of 

laboratory per week. 

Time: Fall 2017 Section 01 R 8:00 - 11:00 AM Smith Hall 205 

 

Professor 

Office 

Office 

Hours 

Phone 

Email 
 

 

Robert LeSuer 

Smith Hall 226 

MW 11:00 - 12:00, T 2:00 - 4:00 and 

by appointment 

x2279 

rlesuer@brockport.edu 
 

Course Outcomes 
 

1. Operate scientific instrumentation typically found in a Chemistry laboratory. 

2. Design a scientific instrument for analysis of a substance of interest. 

3. Utilize the appropriate figures of merit to evaluate the numerical criteria of an analytical 

method. 

4. Present a persuasive written argument based upon self-collected data that incorporates 

effective communication of experimental results usingtables and figures. 

5. Successfully implement a method of unknown analyte quantification involving sample 

preparation, instrument calibration and errorpropagation. 

6. Identify a research question and initiate the process of answering that question using 

scientific instrumentation typically found in a Chemistrylaboratory. 

Assessment measures 
 

This course uses specifications grading. Learning outcomes can be viewed as hurdles; the more 

hurdles overcome, the higher the final course grade. Each assessment tool (quiz, activity, 

problem set, lab report, etc.) will assess one or more learning outcomes, and evaluation of the 

assessment tool will be done with a pass/fail rubric. Unless otherwise noted, a hurdle is 

overcome (in other words, an outcome is achieved) when 70% or more of the assessments 

evaluating that outcome have been passed. 

The binary nature of specifications grading means that there will be no partial credit 

opportunities, and the concept of extra credit is not beneficial in this context. It is important to 

note that no single assessment will "make or break" your grade, and there will be a sufficient 
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number of assessment opportunities for students to demonstrate proficiency in the outcomes of 

this course. 

Grading rubric 

The term instrument classes refers to spectroscopic, chromatographic and electroanalytical 

instrumentation. 

To earn a D, a student must have missed no more than three scheduled class meetings and 

demonstrated proficiency in outcomes #1 and 3 for all three instrument classes, and 

achieved a satisfactory rating for a majority (> 50%) of the assignments assessing outcome 

#4. 

To earn a C, a student must meet the criteria for a D, with the exception that a super-

majority (> 67%) of the assignments assessing outcome #4 must receive a satisfactory 

rating, as well as demonstrate proficiency in outcome #2. 

To earn a B, a student must have missed no more than two scheduled class meetings, 

demonstrated proficiency in outcomes #1 through #5 (for all instrument classes, where 

applicable). 

To earn an A, a student must meet the criteria for a B and successfully meet outcome #6 
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Conditional Pass Instructions 

You received a conditional pass now what? 

What is a conditional Pass? 

A conditional pass indicates that your performance on an activity was close to passing, but you 

did not demonstrate proficiency in one or more key concepts that the activity was assessing. As a 

result, you are provided the opportunity to demonstrate proficiency in those areas using a 

different mechanism. 

What happens now? 

You have two options. Do nothing, and the conditional pass turns into a not passed with no 

further options to demonstrate proficiency on this activity. Choose wisely - it is possible that 

your time is better spent on current activities rather than making up old activities, and you may 

want to take the not passed and move on with your life. For now, it is in everyone's best interest 

to go with option 2. 

Option 2 is to complete the assigned activity within the designated time frame. Unlike other due 

dates, with which I am typically flexible, there is no flexibility in the conditional pass activity 

due date. You either make it or you don't. I will accept scanned & emailed copies of documents 

if you happen to be off campus/sick/whatever, but please understand that there are no exceptions 

to the deadline of a conditional pass activity. 

What does a conditional pass activity look like? 

Typically, the conditional pass activity will be either a problem set or an ad hoc examination 

(which could be written or oral). Depending on the concepts that are being assessed, other types 

of activities may be warranted. In the current case, the activity is an additional problem set. 

Are there any other special rules for conditional pass activities? 

Yes, an important one. It's all or nothing. Whereas a typical activity is passed when 70% of the 

material or more is correct, you need to get all of the problems right on a conditional pass 

activity. 

I'm nervous. You're freaking me out! 

Sorry. That's not the point. What we are doing is identifying where you have deficiencies in your 

Chemistry training and working on eliminating those deficiencies. Remember that you don't 

have to work on these activities on your own, and I am here to help. If you are sufficiently stuck 

that you need to work through a problem step by step on the board in my office, then let's do it. I 

know of no better way to ensure you have the right answer than to obtain the right answer while 

I'm watching you. 
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Module 1: Statistics 

Instrumental Calibration: Method of Standard Additions  

Learning Objectives  

Students should be able to:  

Content  

• Recognize when the method of standard additions is needed. (matrix effects) 

• Distinguish between the method of standard additions and normal calibration using standards. 

• Determine the concentration of an unknown in an original sample using the method of 

standard additions. 

Process  

• Interpret calibration graphs. (Information Processing) 

• Calculate concentrations of unknown solutions from standard addition data. (Information 

Processing) 

• Read and interpret a standard method. (Information Processing) 

Prior knowledge  
• Calibration using standards. (external and internal calibration) 

• Use of statistical tests for outliers and comparing means. 

• Linear regression, linearity, detection limit. 

• Use of Microsoft Excel to plot data and obtain best fit lines or polynomials. 

• Completion of Quality Assurance Measures activity. 

Further Reading  
• Creed, J.T, Martin, TD., and O'Dell, J.W. Method 200.9, Determination of Trace Elements by Stabilized 

Temperature Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption, Revision 2.2. US Environmental Protection 

Agency[online]Nov.4,2010.http://water.epa.gov/scitech/methods/cwa/bioindicators/upload

/2007_ 07 _ 10_methods_method_200_9.pdf 

• Harris, D.C., 2010. Quantitative Chemical Analysis, 8th Edition, W.H. Freeman: USA, p.106-108, 

330, and 494. 

• Harvey, D.J. Chem. Ed. 2002, 79, pp.613-615. 

Authors  
Christine Dalton and Mary Walczak  
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13. The run sequence includes several Instrument Performance Checks as shown in 07. What is 

the purpose of including these samples in the run? 

14. Calculate the concentration of the instrument performance check (I PC) in Table 3 and add 

the concentration for each check to the table in Appendix B. The instrument performance 

check is done using a certified reference material with a known concentration of 25 ppb. 

Based on the calculated concentration of the standard reference material, determine the 

percent recovery of the reference material (i.e., calculated value/ expected value x 100). The 

EPA method states that the first IPC check should fall within 5% of the calibration, 

while later IPC checks can be within 10% of the calibration. Do the IPC check concentrations fall 
within the acceptable limits? Add a check or "Fail" in the "Pass?" column in the table in 
Appendix C to indicate if the IP C passes the performance check. 

 

 

 

15. What are the differences between solutions 35 and 36? What is the purpose for running both 

of these samples? The EPA method states that the Laboratory Fortified Sample Matrix must 

be analyzed once for every ten samples, and it must be a duplicate of the aliquot used for 

sample analysis. Does sample 36 

meet this criterion? 

16. Calculate the concentrations of solutions 35 and 36 and add them to Table 3. For the 

Laboratory Fortified Sample Matrix to pass the performance assessment, the percent 

recovery of the analyte must be within 70-130%. This is calculated by subtracting the 

unfortified sample's concentration (solution 35) from the fortified sample's concentration 

(solution 36) and dividing by the concentration of analyte added to the sample  

and multiplying the result by 100. Does sample 36 pass the performance check? Add a check 

or "Fail" in the "Pass?" column in the table in Appendix C to indicate if the Laboratory Fortified 

Sample Matrix (LFM) passes the test. 

Instrumental Calibration: Method of Standard Additions  101  
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I  

In chemical analysis, the presence of other analytes in the sample can interfere with 

the detection of the analyte of interest. This is especially true of natural samples, such 

as pond water. When this occurs it is called a "matrix effect" because the compounds 

in the sample interfere with analysis. In such cases, the method of standard additions 

can be used to eliminate differences between samples and calibration standard 

solutions.  

20. What is the logical next step in this analysis? 
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Appendix A: Glossary of Definitions  

(Excerpt from EPA Method 200.9 Section 3)  

Calibration Blank - A volume of reagent water acidified with the same acid matrix as in the 

calibration standards. The calibration blank is a zero standard and is used to auto-zero the AA 

instrument (Section 7.10.1 ).  

Calibration Standard (CAL) - A solution prepared from the dilution of stock standard solutions. The 

CAL solutions are used to calibrate the instrument response with respect to analyte concentration 

(Section 7.9).  

Dissolved Analyte - The concentration of analyte in an aqueous sample that will pass through a 0.45 

µm membrane filter assembly prior to sample acidification (Section 11.1).  

Field Reagent Blank (FRB) - An aliquot of reagent water or other blank matrix that is placed in a 

sample container in the laboratory and treated as a sample in all respects, including shipment to the 

sampling site, exposure to the sampling site conditions, storage, preservation, and all analytical 

procedures. The purpose of the FRB is to determine if method analytes or other interferences are 

present in the field environment (Section 8.5).  

Instrument Detection Limit (IDL) - The concentration equivalent to the analyte signal which is 

equal to three times the standard deviation of a series of ten replicate measurements of the calibration 

blank signal at the same  

wavelength.  

Instrument Performance Check (IPC) Solution - A solution of method analytes, used to evaluate 

the performance of the instrument system with respect to a defined set of method criteria (Sections 

7.11 and 9.3.4).  

Laboratory Duplicates (LD1 and LD2) · Two aliquots of the same sample taken in the 

laboratory and analyzed separately with identical procedures. Analyses of LD1 and LD2 indicates 

precision associated with laboratory procedures, but not with sample collection, preservation, or 

storage procedures.  

Laboratory Fortified Blank (LFB) · An aliquot of LRB to which known quantities of the method 

analytes are added in the laboratory. The LFB is analyzed exactly like a sample, and its purpose is to 
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determine whether the methodology is in control and whether the laboratory is capable of making 

accurate and precise measurements (Sections 7.10.3 and 9.3.2).  

Laboratory Fortified Sample Matrix (LFM) - An aliquot of an environmental sample to which 

known quantities of the method analytes are added in the laboratory. The LFM is analyzed exactly like 

a sample, and its purpose is to determine whether the sample matrix contributes bias to the analytical 

results. The background concentrations of the analytes in the sample matrix must be determined in a 

separate aliquot and the measured values in the LFM corrected for background concentrations (Section 

9.4).  

Laboratory Reagent Blank (LRB) · An aliquot of reagent water or other blank matrices that are 

treated exactly as a sample including exposure to all glassware, equipment, solvents, reagents, and 

internal standards that are used with other samples. The LRB is used to determine if method analytes 

or other interferences are present in the laboratory environment, reagents, or apparatus (Sections 

7.10.2 and 9.3.1 ).  
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Reading review 

 

Have students answer the following questions - share answers and have peers correct/add as 

needed. 

 

1. Draw a block diagram for the overall process of an instrumental measurement. 

2. What is a data domain? 

3. What are the 2 types of data domains found in chemical instrumentation? 

4. Provide one example of each type of data domain. 

5. Explain the difference between a detector and a transducer 

 

Takeaway: I expect students to be able to pull definitions from the text and recall diagrams and 

figures.  We will spend class time using and applying the terms and concepts covered.  Notes can 

be used on quizzes. 

 

Reading review 

 

This quiz is graded pass/fail.  Students may use their notes. 

 

1. List the two types of comparison methods 

2. Draw a sketch that demonstrates what is meant by the term "residual". 

3. Identify and define one of the 6 figures of merit. 

4. What is the difference between an internal standard and standard addition? 

5. Write a definition for detection limit. 
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Multiple Linear Regression Analysis using Excel 

Written by: Robert LeSuer  

Contact: rlesuer@brockport.edu  

Version: 2017a 

Learning Objectives (content and process) 

Content 

Understand how and why MLRA can be applied to visible spectroscopy of 

binary mixtures Apply error propagation to an experimental process 

Process 

Design an Excel spreadsheet to facilitate analysis of linear regression data 

Assumptions 

Familiarity with descriptive, comparative and modeling statistics (Chapter 

4 of QCA) Basic knowledge of Excel 

Requisite materials 

Blanco M.; Iturriaga, H.; Maspock, S.; Tarin, P., J. Chem. Ed., 66(2), 1989, 178. 

Principles of Instrumental Analysis, Appendix A 

Quantitative Chemical Analysis, Section 4-9 

Section 1 How multiple linear regression analysis works 
 

A mixture of two solutions with unreacting solutes will have additive spectral absorption 

properties: 

 Amixture = b(ϵ1c1 +ϵ2c2) (1) 

Define the six symbols in the equation above 

.  

.  

.  
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While we do not know the extinction coefficients, they can be obtained from additional 

measurements: 

Astandard1 = b
ϵ

1cstandard1 
(2) 

Astandard2 = b
ϵ

2cstandard2 (3) 

**How many different solutions are represented in the previous set of equations? 

.  

How would you prepare these solutions? 

.  

What would you need to know in order to prepare these solutions? 

.  

What values are known (or can be known because you, the scientist, control them) in the above 

three equations? 

.  

Neither ϵ1 nor ϵ2 are known. While they can be determined, they are not needed. Solve equations 

2 and 3 for their respective values of ϵ and then substitute these expressions into equation 1. You 

should get the same answer as equation 2 of the Blanco paper. 

Show your work 

.  

Equation 4 (the one you just created) is the multiple linear regression analysis equation and 

has the format y = mx+b. Identify which components of the equation are which: 

y

: 

x

: 

m

:  

b

: 

What values will be plotted on the x and y axes? 

.  
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Experimentally, how do you expect to obtain multiple points for equation 4? 

.  

As alluded to previously, it is possible to obtain the molar extinction coefficients (ϵ1|2) for the 

two standards. Why do we not do this in MLRA? 

.  

Briefly explain how you obtain the concentrations of the binary mixture from the MLRA 

analysis. 

.  

Section 2 Using Excel's LINEST() function 

The Blanco paper does not provide any information on how to determine the uncertainty in 

unknown concentrations obtained from MLRA. We will do so by performing a regression 

analysis on the MLRA using Excel's LINEST() function. Before applying the method to the 

MLRA, we will practice with model data. 

Following either the instructions in QCA Chapter 4 or this youtube video 

www.youtube.com/watch? 

v=XRf8l_2MJCg, create an Excel spreadsheet that is capable of performing the regression 

analysis on 5 data points. Use the data in the table below. You will submit one Excel spreadsheet 

with this assignment, but it will be beneficial if all members of the workgroup develop their own 

spreadsheets as they will be useful throughout the semester. 

x y1 y2 

0 21.4 3.7 

2 55.1 57.3 

4 115 101 

6 150 157 

8 186 203 

10 254 256 

Use the y1 column of data and fill in the following table of model statistics based upon your 

Excel spreadsheet. 
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. 

parameter result for y1 result for y2 

slope : : 

intercept : : 

error in slope : : 

error in intercept : : 

R2 : : 

. 

The true values for the slope and intercept are 24.5 and 6.5, respectively. Calculate the percent 

error in these values. 

.  

Comment briefly on how regression analysis can be used to describe the relationship between R2, 

precision and accuracy. 

.  
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Section 3 Applying MLRA to known data 
 

For this section, we will consider the following data, which is reproduced from the Blanco paper. 

 

Reproducing the literature 

Reproducing results published in the literature is a good method of confirming that our data 

analysis workflow is correct. Using Table 2 from the Blanco paper, fill in the table below, which 

provides the datapoints to be used in the regression analysis. 
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. 

datapoint # formula for x-value formula for y-value 

1 : : 

2 : : 

3 : : 

4 : : 

5 : : 

. 

Considering the physical significance of the slope and intercept in the MLRA, why is it not 

possible for either of these values to be negative? 

.  

The Excel spreadsheet provides standard errors for the slope and intercept. List them below using 

both absolute and relative notations. 

.  

Table 3-1 in QCA provides a summary of rules for propagation of uncertainty. In a future lesson, 

we will explore a more general solution to uncertainty propagation, but for now, the rules-based 

approach will suffice. Considering that the slope and intercept are ratios of concentrations, 

determine the uncertainty (both relative and absolute) of the unknown concentrations. You will 

need to make an educated guess as to the uncertainty in stock solution concentrations, and you 

can base the estimate on the typical uncertainties for volumetric glassware. 

Provide one worked example along with your answers. 

.  

What are the 95% confidence intervals for the unknown concentrations of Ti(IV) and V(V)? 

.  

.  

.  

. 

. 
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Section 4 Developing a strategic plan for analysis of future 

data 

 

In this last section, you will perform the same analysis as in the previous section, only using 

different regions of the visible spectrum. By the end of this section, you should be able to 

identify criteria for selecting wavelengths in other binary mixtures, such as the one that will be 

performed in the laboratory. Unlike other guided inquiry worksheets, you may divide these 

activities between group members. 

Determining the effect of shifting wavelengths 

Repeat the process followed in section 3 using the following wavelengths: 400, 440, 460, 480, 

and 520. Complete the following table: 

. 

wavelength ATi AV Amix x-value y-value 

1 . . . . . 

2 . . . . . 

3 . . . . . 

4 . . . . . 

5 . . . . . 

. 

Record the 95% confidence intervals you obtain for the two solutes and state whether or not the 

true values fall within these ranges. 

.  

.  

. 

. 

Determine the effect of wavelengths in low-absorbing regions 

Repeat the experiment using 5 wavelengths selected from the region between 525 and 600 nm. 
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. 

wavelength ATi AV Amix x-value y-value 

1 . . . . . 

2 . . . . . 

3 . . . . . 

4 . . . . . 

5 . . . . . 
 

Record the 95% confidence intervals you obtain for the two solutes and state whether or not the 

true values fall within these ranges. 

.  

.  

. 

. 

Determine the effect of wavelengths closely spaced to one another 

Repeat the experiment using 5 wavelengths selected from the region between 450 and 475 

. 

wavelength ATi AV Amix x-value y-value 

1 . . . . . 

2 . . . . . 

3 . . . . . 
 

 
wavelength 

   
x-value y-value 

 

4 . . . . . 

5 . . . . . 

. 
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Record the 95% confidence intervals you obtain for the two solutes and state whether or not the 

true values fall within these ranges. 

.  

.  

.  

. 

Wrap up 

Why is it best to avoid regions of the spectrum where one of the solutes does not absorb any 

irradiation? 

.  

.  

.  

. 

. 

Why is it best to avoid regions of the spectrum where there is little variability in the absorbance 

values? 

.  

.  

.  

. 

. 

How do you plan to determine the wavelengths to use when completing the next lab, which asks 

you to determine the concentrations of the two metals in a nickel coin? 

.  

.  

.  

.  

.  

.  

. 
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Error propagation using the Wolfram Cloud 

Written by: Robert LeSuer  

Contact: rlesuer@brockport.edu  

Version: 2017a 

Learning Objectives (content and process) 

Content 

Understand the mathematics behind error propagation 

Apply error propagation to an experimental process 

Process 

Utilize the Wolfram Cloud for data processing and visualization 

Perform error propagation on mathematical equations relevant to Chemistry 

Assumptions 

Access to a computer with an internet connection 

Knowledge of the rules-based approach to error propagation 

Requisite materials 

Principles of Instrumental Analysis, Appendix A (section a1B-3) 

Quantitative Chemical Analysis, Appendix C (better than above in my opinion) 

This tutorial may be helpful: www.wolfram.com/language/fast-introduction-for-math-

students/en/. 

Section 1 Starting with the Wolfram Cloud 
 

For over 25 years, Wolfram Research has produced a software package called Mathematica that 

provides a variety of data manipulation and visualization tools that are beneficial to those of us 

in the Physical Sciences. The Desktop version of the software is available for us to download 

because the college has a site license, but it is a bit bulky. An alternative is to use the Wolfram 

Cloud, which provides the same functionality, slightly hobbled for high-end computations. I 
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have yet to find a case where the calculations we typically perform in Analytical Chemistry 

could not be performed on the Wolfram Cloud. 

Setting up your account 

1. Point your browser to www.wolframcloud.com. You will see a variety of options, and the 

one that is most useful to you is the Wolfram Programming Lab.  

 

2. After selecting the Programming Lab (which will be referred to from now on as WPL), 

select the link to create a new Wolfram ID.  

 

3. Enter credentials that you would like to use. It is not necessary that you use your college-

affiliated email address.  
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4. Once you have registered, the WPL main page is displayed. There are a variety of tutorials 

on this page that may help you gain some familiarity with the platform. Watch the Video 

Introduction and then do the Try it Yourself exploration (which is also called Get Started). 

When you have completed both of these activities, Create a New Notebook to start the next 

part of this activity.  

 

Section 2 Using WPL for statistics 
 

Congratulations! As the first students to go through this guided inquiry, you don't need to do this 

section, since I've run out of time. 

Section 3 Using WPL for error propagation 
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Visualizing Values with uncertainty 

We know what it means when we add two numbers together, say, a = 1.76 and b = 1.89 such 

that a + b = 3.65. If the two values were weights of sodium chloride, then the sum could be 

visualized as the weight of the two piles of salt placed in the same beaker. If the numbers 

represent measure values, then we can suspect that the measurements had some level of 

uncertainty associated with them. 

 

In the above figure, the two values a and b are represented as measurements with some amount 

of uncertainty. 

Performing the measurements would be like picking a value from the two histogram bins. One 

time we might get 1.76 + 1.90 = 3.66 and another time we might get 1.72 + 1.91 = 3.63. If the 

measurements are performed many times, the average result will be 3.65, but the distribution of 

those values could look something like this: 

 

The standard deviation of the sum is 0.04, and the question becomes how do we determine the 

uncertainty of a mathematical operation performed on measured values? 

a = RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[1.76, 0.03], 1000];   
b = RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[1.89, 0.02], 1000];   
Histogram[{a, b}, 25, Axes -> {True, False}]   
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Calculus-based propagation of errors 

We learned in previous classes how to propagate error using tables of formulas. The tables are 

fine when calculations are trivial, but when a function is more complex, it becomes very 

cumbersome to apply a bunch of memorized rules. An alternative method is to use the functional 

definition of uncertainty: 

 e 2e2xn (1) 

This equation states that the square of the error of the function is equal to the sum of the squares 

of the variable errors multiplied by the square of the partial derivative with respect to that 

variable. That sentence sounds complicated, so let's look at some examples. We'll use the same 

numbers as in the previous part. 

Let's take a to be 1.76 ± 0.03 and b to be 1.89 ± 0.02. We have the function y = a + b and the 

two variables, a and b have an error associated with them. Let's expand the sum in the previous 

equation to make it a bit more explicit. 

 e  (2) 

Therefore, we have to calculate the partial derivative of the function (a+b) with respect to each 

of these variables. It's pretty easy in this case; they are both 1! Now we can plug 'n chug. 

e2
y = 120.032 + 120.022 = 0.013 (3) 

−−−− 

√0.013 = 0.036 = ey (4) 

The same procedure works if we were multiplying the two values. if we were using the tables of 

functions, the first step would be to convert absolute errors to relative errors, then remember to 

convert the relative error back into an absolute error at the end of the operation. With the 

calculus-based approach, these steps can be omitted. 

 2 2 

 e  (5) 
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−−−−− 

 √0.0445 = 0.0667 (6) 

Exercises 

1. If you measure x as 40 ± 3 m, what should you report for the uncertainty of x2? 

 

2. To find the volume of a sphere, you measure the radius to be 4.00 ± 0.05 cm. Find the 

volume with its uncertainty. 

 

3. Suppose you measure three numbers as follows: x = 45 ± 3, y = 16 ± 2, z = 100 ± 10. Find 

the 

 

4. ILE is the abbreviation for the "Instrument Limit of Error" and is used for propagating error 

in our laboratory procedures. Consider the situation where you weighed (using a balance) 

14.2897 g of sodium chloride (ILE 

0.00005 g) and placed it in a 250.00 mL volumetric flask (ILE 0.24 mL) and added 

water to the mark. a. What is the concentration of your solution? 

quantity  .    
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b. What would be the error if you added 250 mL of water from a graduated cylinder (ILE 2 

mL) instead of using the volumetric flask? 

 

c. Suppose you then use your solution in 4a to make 100 mL of an approximately 0.2 M 

solution. You have 20, 10 and 5 mL volumetric pipets. How would you do it AND what 

would be the error in your method? 

Assume the ILE for each of the pipettes is 0.05 mL. 
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Sweet Statistics 

Introduction 
 

We will have several opportunities to perform experiments in the lecture that mimic the types of 

activities we perform in the lab. The purpose is to allow us to focus on critical aspects of the new 

technique without being encumbered by ancillary aspects of laboratory work such as 

finding/cleaning glassware, preparing solutions, and fixing broken instrumentation. 

Previously, we discussed the Guiding Question Framework (aka the Framework) as a way to 

focus research efforts while minimizing the effect of bias, providing direction without limiting 

opportunities for exploration, and facilitating communication of results. We will use the 

Framework: guiding question, claim and evidence, to better understand how the Method of 

Standard Addition can be applied to a somewhat unusual situation. 

Have you ever been in a contest where you had to guess the number of candies, say M&Ms, in a 

jar? If you're a mathematician, you probably said, "sure, those candies are simply oblate 

spheroids with a volume of πa2b, which occupy approximately 66.5 percent of the total volume 

of the container." reference If you're a chemist, you have other (equally geeky) tools at your 

disposal. We'll make it a bit more challenging (perhaps) by making the jar a sealed bag. 

The guiding question for this activity is thus: How does an Analytical Chemist count the number 

of candies in a sealed bag? 

Procedure 
 

A step-by-step procedure will not be provided. Rather, you will be presented with a series of 

directed questions that will provide the necessary path towards a successful procedure. 

Resources available 
 

You will have at your disposal: 

Two bags of candy, one of which is the unknown and the other (referred to here as the 

experimental bag can be opened to study the properties of candies. A very important note 
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You are not to open your unknown bag. Only I can open your unknown bag. You do not use 

your unknown bag right away, so store it and forget about it. 

A triple beam balance. Forgot how to use this? See this video and this one as well. 

QCA Chapter 4 (and any other resources that help you understand MSA and statistics) 

A container to hold your candies (don't forget to weigh it, since there is no 'tare' feature on a 

triple beam balance) 

Explorations 
 

The following three explorations use Student's t-test to determine the statistical significance of 

several measurements you can make on your set of candies. Having access to QCA Chapter 4 

will be helpful, as I use that book's terminology where appropriate. 

Student's-t, Case #1 

First, weigh all of the candies in your experimental bag and divide that weight by the total 

number of candies. This value is the average mass of a candy in your bag. Because this 

value is determined using all of the candies in your bag (in other words, the entire 

population) it can be referred to as the population mean. 

Select three candies from your experimental bag. Determine the average (x¯), standard 

deviation (s) and 95% confidence interval. Does the population mean lie within the sample 

mean and uncertainty? Repeat the previous step for n = 5, 7, 9 and 11 (remember, Excel 

gives you Student's-t values using the function TINV()). Comment on the relationship 

between n and the confidence interval. It's possible that equation 4-5 in QCA may be 

helpful in explaining any trends in these data. 

Student's-t, Case #2 

Pick two colors of candies for which you have more than four candies in your experimental 

bag. Weigh the eight candies individually. It is important that you perform each 

measurement using the same procedure (e.g. don't use two separate balances, students 

perform the same task on each measurement). Using the data above, calculate the mean and 

standard deviation. Based on the notation used in the Analytical Chemistry textbooks, is it 

more appropriate to refer to these values as x¯±s or μ±σ? Use the descriptive statistics you 

have calculated to determine if the differences in means are statistically significant. 

Student's-t, Case #3 

Choose 7 pieces of candy at random. Have each student weigh each candy once. 
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Play paper-rock-scissors with your partner. The winner gets the opportunity to measure the 

same 7 pieces of candy on a different balance. 

Use these data to determine: 

Are the differences in measurements made by two separate students statistically 

significant? 

Are the differences in measurements on two separate balances statistically significant? 

Develop a plan for the method of standard addition 

You know enough information about your candies to now make a plan to determine the number 

of candies in the unknown bag using the method of standard addition. Some things to consider as 

a result of your previous explorations: 

How many candies per addition (1,2,3 or 2,4,6 or 5,10,15 ...) 

How many additions should you make (1, 3, 5, 11?) 

How important is it that you use only one color? 

How important is it that you use only one balance? 

How important is it that the same student does all of the measurements? 

Once you have discussed these topics (and any others that may have arisen) with your partner: 

Write an outline of the procedure (that can be followed by you - you will have the 

opportunity to write for a different audience later) Perform the experiment 

Analyze the results 

In the last step, you should be able to determine the number of candies in your unknown bag and, 

through error analysis, determine the 95% confidence interval of the number of candies you can 

expect. 

Report 
 

You are not writing a formal laboratory report (we'll save that for the laboratory); however, you 

will generate components of a laboratory report, in part to learn the proper way of 

displaying/describing data. Your report should include the following: 

Decide whether a table or figure is best suited for displaying the Case #1 results. 

Write a paragraph explaining the results and significance of the Case #2 investigation. 

Create an Excel spreadsheet similar to the one in QCA that can be used to analyze your 

Case #3 data. The spreadsheet should clearly indicate the result of these investigations. 
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Write your procedure in one paragraph using the structure presented from Write Like A 

Chemist 

Create a figure displaying your MSA data and best fit line 

Write a paragraph describing the figure and presenting your claim. 
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CHM 414 Statistics Problem set 

Where applicable, you will use your own set of data for your analysis.  Everyone has access to 

everyone’s data in the event that you wish to ensure that your peers are doing the calculations 

correctly (because we both know you don’t have any problems).  Your submission can be in 

Excel, Mathematica, on paper, or (much more likely) a combination of all three.  One thing I’m 

looking for is your ability to work through a vague problem, clearly identify a process, articulate 

your approach, and obtain the right answer.  You may work together, but you must do your own 

work.  You should ask me questions if you get stuck or if something is terribly unclear, just keep 

in mind that I do not check my email after 9 PM, and send questions to 

bobthechemist@gmail.com.  By my reckoning, it should take you about 1.5 hours to get through 

the first three problems, and the last two may take upwards of one hour a piece, so please plan 

accordingly, and remember that the final class period for this module (Monday) can be used to 

work on this exercise (or finish sweet statistics). 

 

1.  You have performed an analysis to determine the nickel content in a copper/nickel alloy.  The 

standard reference material contains 9.7% Ni.  Results of your analysis gave the values located in 

the table below.  Do your results differ from the expected result at the 95% confidence level?  If 

you performed a sixth measurement and obtained 9.58, how would that change your results? 
Table 1. Ni composition (in percent) found in alloy. 

 
2. You are testing a new method to quantify the amount of caffeine in coffee using NMR 

spectroscopy, and must compare your results to the traditional method, HPLC.  The amount of 

caffeine in an average cup of coffee is approximately 400 ppm; however, the real amount varies 

greatly depending on the brewing properties.  You analyzed 5 different samples using both 

techniques.  Determine if the methods differ at the 95% confidence level. 
Table 2. Caffeine concentrations (in ppm) measured in the same sample using two different methods. 

 
  

mailto:bobthechemist@gmail.com
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3. Menthol is a major component in peppermint and acts as a local anesthetic.  An assay was 

developed to rapidly measure the menthol content in peppermint leaves by extracting the 

components of crushed leaves into an organic solvent and separating the mixture using liquid 

chromatography.  A matrix effect was observed in a previous part of the analysis, therefore a 

standard addition method was used.  The plot below shows the standard additions reported as mg 

menthol added per gram of peppermint.  The standard addition procedure has a constant total 

volume.  Prepare a graph to find how much menthol equivalent was in the unspiked peppermint.  

Include standard deviation and units in your answer. The plots below are unlabeled, so please 

find your data based on the table of spike additions. 
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4. The following paper (http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ed039p302) describes an 

experimental design that can be used to determine the number of moles in air under a set of 

conditions (P, V, and T).  Your task is to determine the error in the final values.  To do so, I 

suggest the following steps: 

a. All of the numbers needed to find the values of n in the last sentence of the article are given 

earlier in the paper; make sure you know how to calculate n, so that you have the equation for the 

error that you are propagating. 

b. Consider all of the measurements made (e.g. reading the thermometer) and estimate the 

uncertainties (ILE) for each of these measurements.  Be sure to provide some justification (cite 

the website/book) for your estimates. 

c. Propagate the error using the information you have collected. 

Hints: looking up the definition of hydrostatic pressure will be informative and you need to pay 

attention to units.   

 

5. In lab, we used the MLRA to determine the unknown concentrations of a binary mixture.  

When the molar absorptivities of the two components are known at two separate wavelengths, it 

is possible to obtain the same information with just two measurements.  Instead of using 

modeling statistics (LINEST) to obtain error estimates, we use error propagation.  Unlike the 

previous problem, however, it is very unlikely that you will want to perform this error 

propagation by hand.   

Refer back to the Blanco paper, figure 2.  Use the figure to determine the molar absorptivity of 

Ti and V(V) at 400 and 450 nm, respectively.  You can remain in ppm (no need to convert to 

molarity) and you should provide details on your method. 

Next, you have to develop the equation to be solved.  The problem is essentially two equations 

with two unknowns:  

 
Above you see the two equations you are solving for, followed by how you would input those 

equations into Mathematica.  The last part is how Mathematica solves two equations with two 

unknowns (much faster than you can). 

Now that you have equations for the concentrations of V and Ti, you need to find estimates for 

the errors in the values and then propagate.  Since each value has an error, and you have to 

perform this analysis for V and for Ti, trying to do this by hand would be annoying.  Your 

answer will be your Mathematica notebook demonstrating how you solved this problem. 

To find estimates of the error, keep in mind that the error comes from reading absorbance values 

from the graph.  How you do this is up to you, please provide not only your method but also the 

values obtained from your method in a neat format so that I can follow along. 

You should end this problem with concentrations and standard deviations.  Ideally, the true 

values reported in the Blanco paper should fall within the range you obtain.  Good luck. 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ed039p302
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Excel conditional pass activity 

There are four questions on this activity; however no one needs to do all four. I have (or should 

have) spoken with you individually about the questions you need to complete in order to remove 

the conditional pass from your Excel activity. 

How to report the error in a measurement 

 

Whenever you are asked to report a value with its associated uncertainty, it must be done in the 

format value ± err units. Relative error is not always associated with the value being measured 

and is typically used in prose form as demonstrated below: 

relative error. In using a 50-mL buret, a sufficient volume of reagent should be used to 

produce an error of less than 0.1%.  

absolute error. Assuming that the ILE of a buret is 0.03 mL, the amount of reagent 

delivered was 20.50 ± 0.03 mL. 

Question. Find the absolute and percent relative uncertainty and express the answer with a 

reasonable number of significant figures: 

9.23(±0.03) + 4.21(±0.02) − 3.26(±0.06) =? 

91.3(±1.0) × 40.3(±0.2)/21.1(±0.2) =? 

Reporting a 95% confidence interval 

 

Whenever you are asked to report a confidence interval, it is important to clearly indicate what 

values where used in the calculation. Preferably, this should be done in prose form. Following 

the equation for 95% CI is an example. 

t × s 

95% CI  

Based upon four measurements and the t-value for 3 degrees of freedom (t95% = 3.182), the 

known value (9.5 wt%) lies just outside of the 95% confidence interval, 9.8 ± 0.2 wt%. 

Therefore we conclude there is less than a 5% chance that our method agrees with the 

known answer. 

Question. A standard reference material is certified to contain 94.6 ppm of an organic 

contaminant in soil. Your analysis gives values of 98.6, 98.4, 97.2, 94.6 and 96.2 ppm. Do your 

results differ from the expected result at the 99% confidence interval? What about the 90% 

confidence interval? Be sure to answer using the language above as an example. 
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Estimating values in a Cartesian coordinate plane 
During the statistics module, you have encountered several instances where you are asked to 

measure values on a hardcopy of a graph. It is important to do what we can to obtain the best 

precision possible under these circumstances, which is typically accomplished with a metric 

ruler. Measuring the height of an absorbance peak and then drawing a line to the point on the y-

axis is certainly an option; however you must ensure that the lines you draw are perpendicular to 

one another and the precision will be limited by the markings on the figure. 

An alternative solution still involves a ruler, but makes use of dimensional analysis. First, you 

measure the largest 
change in y-axis units 

possible distance on the y-axis and create a conversion factor in the form . Now, 

you can mm measured measure the height of the peak of interest in mm and use the conversion factor 

to get the corresponding y-axis value. This method will typically provide you with better 

precision and better accuracy since you do not need to worry about drawing lines at right angles. 

One issue you must be mindful of is that the baseline (x-axis) may not be at y=0 (is is the case 

for the figures in the Blanco paper) so you need to account for this difference. 

Question. Return to the Blanco paper, Figure 3. There is a peak with a maximum around 420 

nm. 

(a) Use the method above to find the peak absorbance of each of the four spectra with the 

appropriate number of significant figures and an estimate of the uncertainty. 

(b) Use the same method to find the actual wavelength of these peaks (you may assume that 

they are all the same, so only have to measure one of them). 

4. Drawing conclusions from calculations and preliminary investigations. 

 

Oftentimes, activities will end with a set of questions designed to assess whether or not you can 

formulate the first steps of a new experiment based upon the results and analysis performed in 

the activity. Becoming proficient in this level of data analysis will allow you to progress in any 

field where one asks questions in the format "Now that I know this, how do I do that?" 

Question. There is a fatal flaw in the sweet statistics activity, as written (sorry about that). The 

purpose of the experiment was to demonstrate in a non-laboratory fashion how the method of 

standard addition can be implemented in answering a question about an unknown quantity. The 

problem is that the experiment we performed does not accurately reflect a matrix effect. Write a 

paragraph describing how the matrix effect would manifest itself (see end-of-chapter problem 5-

26 in Harris QCA for a hint) and why the candy bag cannot behave as a pseudo matrix effect. 

Also propose how next year's students should handle the candy bag in order to improve the 

accuracy of their results. 
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Module 2: Measurement 

Some properties of Electric Circuits 

Please complete this activity before coming to class. Once you have done the activity, you should 

read sections A1, A2 and A3 from Chapter 2 of your textbook. Note that this module 

(Measurements) will contain a reading quiz, just like the last module did; however, I won't tell 

you when we have the reading quiz. Reading quizzes will always allow you to use your notes. 

Introduction to PhET simulations 
 

The PhET website, phet.colorado.edu has a variety of simulators designed to help with learning 

STEM concepts. They have a circuit construction kit that we will use for the first activity in the 

Measurements module. The link for the simulator is this 

phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/legacy/circuit-construction-kit-ac and requires that your 

computer have some version of Java installed (sigh). If you cannot run the simulator, you need to 

email me so I can come up with a solution. 

Activity 
 

Observing voltage relationships 

Go to the PhET link above and use the Circuit Construction Kit simulation. Drag out three 

batteries. Measure the voltage of each using the voltmeter and record the voltage in the table 

below. Then move the batteries end-to-end and measure the combined voltage: 
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Battery Voltage(V) 

1 : 

2 : 

3 : 

1+2 : 

1+2+3 : 
 

 

Describe the relationship between the number of batteries and the voltage. 

 

**What could you vary to test your description about the relationship? Right click on the 

batteries to change characteristics. Run several tests recording your data in a table. 
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Using voltage 

Using the simulator, build a circuit with a battery and a light bulb in the Lifelike visual mode. 

Draw what your circuit looks like 

 

How does the voltage of the battery compare to the light bulb voltage? Explain what you think is 

happening. 

 
Vary the voltage of the battery and write observations about how the brightness is affected by 

voltage. 
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Use the simulator to build circuits containing one, two and three light bulbs in series along with a 

12 volt battery. Turn on the voltmeter and ammeter to measure voltage of the battery and current 

into it. To measure current, the ammeter needs to be a part of the circuit (in series) whereas the 

voltmeter does not (connect in parallel). Record bulb brightness with descriptive language. 

 

Num of bulbs Battery voltage(V) Current into battery (A) Brightness of bulbs 

1 : : : 

2 : : : 

3 : : : 
 

Summarize the relationships you observed and explain what you think is happening. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using voltage in series circuits 
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Test to see if changing the battery voltage causes you to modify any of your conclusions. Explain 

what you measured and any conclusions you draw from your tests. 

 

 

What happens when you take a wire out of a circuit? Explain what you think is happening. 

 

Test using the voltmeter or ammeter in different ways. For example: Does it matter if you take 

the reading on the left or right side of the battery? Switch the meter ends? Describe your tests 

and results (do two tests). 
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Use the simulator to build circuits containing one, two and three light bulbs in parallel along with 

a 12 volt battery. Turn on the voltmeter and ammeter to measure voltage of the battery and 

current into it. To measure current, the ammeter needs to be a part of the circuit (in series) 

whereas the voltmeter does not (connect in parallel). Record bulb brightness with descriptive 

language. 

 
 Num of bulbs Battery voltage(V) Current into battery (A) Brightness of bulbs  

 
2 : : : 

3 : : : 
 

Summarize the relationships you observed and explain what you think is happening. 

 

Test to see if changing the battery voltage causes you to modify any of your conclusions. Explain 

what you measured and any conclusions you draw from your tests. 

 

1 : : : 

Using voltage in parallel circuits 
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What happens when you take a wire out of a circuit? Explain what you think is happening. 

 

Test using the voltmeter or ammeter in different ways. For example: Does it matter if you take 

the reading on the left or right side of the battery? Switch the meter ends? Describe your tests 

and results (do two tests). 

 

 

Observing voltage and current relationships with resistors 
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Use the simulator to build a circuit containing a battery and resistor in series. Incorporate the 

voltmeter and ammeter as appropriate. Vary the voltage of the battery. Record the battery voltage 

and the current in the circuit in a table (four points). 

 

voltage (V) current (A) 

: : 

: : 

: : 

: : 
 

Explain what might be happening to cause the change in current.  

Use the simulator to build circuits containing one, two and three light bulbs in series along with a 

12 volt battery. 

Turn on the voltmeter and ammeter to measure voltage of the battery and current into it. To 

measure current, the ammeter needs to be a part of the circuit (in series) whereas the voltmeter 

does not (connect in parallel). Record bulb brightness with descriptive language. 

 

Num of bulbs Battery voltage(V) Current into battery (A) Brightness of bulbs 

1 : : : 

2 : : : 

3 : : : 
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Summarize the relationships you observed and explain what you think is happening. 

 

Test to see if changing the battery voltage causes you to modify any of your conclusions. Explain 

what you measured and any conclusions you draw from your tests. 

 

What happens when you take a wire out of a circuit? Explain what you think is happening. 

 
Test using the voltmeter or ammeter in different ways. For example: Does it matter if you take 

the reading on the left or right side of the battery? Switch the meter ends? Describe your tests 

and results (do two tests). 
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Sketch the shape of a graph that displays the relationship between current and voltage? 

 

What is the significance of the slope of the graph you sketched in the previous question? 
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Resistors in Series and Parallel Circuits 
 

In this exercise, you will first use the PhET simulator to explore properties of circuits containing 

resistors and batteries.  In the second part, you will learn how to analyze the same types of 

circuits using Kirchoff’s current and voltage laws. 

 

Series Circuit 

 

Construct the circuit below, which consists of three resistors in series.  Make the resistors have 

different values and record the value of each resistor.  Use the ammeter to take current reading in 

different places as shown in the right hand side figure.  Do the same thing with the voltmeter, 

keeping in mind that the two instruments operate differently (the ammeter must be in the circuit 

whereas the voltmeter is parallel to the component being measured).  Calculate R using Ohm’s 

Law (V=IR) for the total resistance in the last column. 

 

 

Resistor Voltage(V) Current(A) Resistance (Ω) 

1 : : : 

2 : : : 

3 : : : 

Total : : : 

 

 

How is the total resistance related to the individual resistances? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How is the total current related to the individual currents? 
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How is the total voltage related to the individual voltages? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parallel Circuits 

Wire the circuit in figure 1 with the same value resistors that you used in Part 1.  Take readings 

in different places shown in figure 2 by moving the meters.  Fill in the table below, calculating 

the total resistance using Ohm’s Law in the last column. 

 

Resistor Voltage(V) Current(A) Resistance (Ω) 

1 : : : 

2 : : : 

3 : : : 

Total : : : 

 

 

How is the total resistance related to the individual resistances?  Explain what you think is 

happening? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look up the mathematical relationship for finding total resistance in a parallel circuit.  Show that 

your data fits the equation. 
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Combination Circuit 

Lastly, you will build a circuit with series and parallel components.  Complete the table as you 

have for the previous examples. 

 

Resistor Voltage(V) Current(A) Resistance Ω) 

1 : : : 

2 : : : 

3 : : : 

Total : : : 
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KVL/KCL worksheet 

Using Kirchhoff's Voltage Law and Kirchhoff's Current Law, determine the voltage drop across 

and current flow through each resistor in each of the following circuits. 

Two-resistor configurations 

 

 

 

 

Three - resistor configurations 
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Series RC circuits 

The resistor is one of the three primary passive components of electronic circuits. The other 

two are the capacitor and inductor. We will not discuss inductors in this course; however, 

capacitors play a very important role in instrument design. In previous activities, we 

learned that a resistor attenuated the flow of current in a circuit. A capacitor stores current 

(more accurately, charge) and can be viewed as a small battery. 

A capacitor is typically made of two electrically conducting plates separated by an 

insulating material (referred to as a dielectric). A capacitor stores charge by 'collecting' 

positive charges on one of the plates and negative charges on the other. The quantity of 

electricity, Q, that can be stored in a capacitor depends on its physical properties and the 

applied voltage. 

 Q = CV (1) 

where C is a proportionality constance called capacitance. The unit of capacitance is the 

Farad. 

Consider this 

 
Capacitor 

The image above is from the PhET simulation on capacitors found at phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/capacitor-lab. 

Loading the activity may be helpful in answering the ququestions below. 
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Add the appropriate charges to the two plates of the capacitor. 

If the 1.5 V battery is replaced with a 9 V battery, how would the charge on the top plate be 

affected? 

 

There are two ways of increasing the capacitance of the capacitor in the simulation. What are 

they? Sketch analogous circuits depicting these changes. 

 

There is a third way that the capacitance of a capacitor can be altered that is not 

demonstrated in the simulation. What is it? 

 

Assume that at the beginning of an experiment, no charge has accumulated on the plates of a 

capacitor. As current begins to flow, charge accumulates, causing the flow of current to 

change. Sketch a plot of current vs. time that reflects the effect of charge build-up on the 

capacitor. 
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Charging a capacitor 
From the previous section, we observed that one important aspect of capacitors is that it 

introduces a time-dependency on the current. Because current and voltage are related, we can 

anticipate a time-dependent voltage in circuits containing capacitors as well. We can explain 

this time-dependence by differentiating equation  with respect to t.1 

 dq dvC 
 = C (2) 

 dt dt 

The definition of current is the change in charge vs. time, which appears in the above 

equation. Subsitute i for the appropriate variable. 

 

Kirchhoffs voltage law can be applied to RC circuits as well. Look at figure 2-8 of your 

textbook and write an equation describing the voltage drops in the circuit, subsituting 

Ohm's Law the voltage drop across the resistor and equation  for the voltage drop across 

the capacitor.1 

 

The presence of the capacitor makes the voltage and charge variables in the above equation 

time dependent. Differentiate the 

 

Lastly, you can rearrange the above equation so that you can integrate one side with respect 

to i and the other with respect to t. If all goes well, your answer below should look like 

equation 2-35 in your textbook. 

 

equation with respect to time, noting that the expression   is the definition for current, i. 
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Releasing charge from a capacitor 
The previous mathematical analysis provided you with an equation describing the time-

dependent current in the ciruit while the capacitor was being charged by the battery. 

Moving the switch in figure 2-8 to position 2 will result in the capacitor being discharged. 

You can use the same mathematical analysis to describe the time dependent current during 

the discharge event. Start from the definition of current, dq = −i, and the knowledge that the 

fully charged capacitor will have a voltage equal to the 
dt 

battery, VC = Vi. 

 

Applications 
At this point, you have the skills to do problems 2-5, 2-13, 2-14, 2-15, 2-16 and 2-17 in 

your textbook. For problems 2-16and 17, you are to complete the exercise using 

Mathematica instead of Excel and include current vs time plots instead of obtaining the 

individual values. 
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Introduction to Operational Amplifiers for 

Chemists 

Learning outcomes 
Understand the role of operational amplifiers in scientific instrumentation 

Explain the the three primary operation modes of operational amplifiers 

Perform nodal analysis of electronic circuits containing operational amplifiers 

Evaluate the effect of passive components on operational amplifier circuits relevant to 

scientific measurements. Create a scientific instrument based on an operational amplifier 

The fundamentals 
This activity will use an on-line operational amplifier simulator which can be found at 

www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html? startCircuit=opamp.txt. The link above will open up a 

full screen window containing an operational amplifier with two variable inputs and an output 

reading: 

 
Operational amplifier in open-loop mode 
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An OpAmp has two inputs (inverting and non-inverting) and one output. The actual (physical) 

device also has connections for power and other features that are not relevant at this point. This 

simulation assumes that the OpAmp is powered with +15 and -15V power supplies. The right-

hand side has several sliders, the lower two being the most useful at the moment. 

OpAmp circuits can be analyzed using KCL and KVL. When doing so, there are three important 

rules to remember: 

1. i− = 0 
2. i+ = 0 
3. v+ = v− 

In words, these three rules can be phrased as: (1, 2) current does not flow into the high-

impedance inputs of the Op-Amp; and (3) the Op-Amp works to minimize the voltage difference 

between the two inputs. These rules will be used later on in the activity to analyze some of the 

Op-Amp circuits. 

Explore what happens as the inputs are changed. Describe what happens when the non-inverting 

input is greater than the inverting input, the inverting input is greater than the non-inverting 

input, and when the two inputs are equal. 

 
The fundamental property of an OpAmp is that the output, vo is the inverted, amplified difference 

between the inputs. vs is defined as the difference between the inverting and non-inverting inputs, 

vs = v− −v+ so the equation for the output is vo = −Avs. The amplification factor, A, is called the open-

loop gain and is a property of the OpAmp. A general-purpose OpAmp typically has an open-loop 

gain of about 105. 

What is the relationship between the two inputs in order for the OpAmp to provide an output that 

is within the range of the power supplies? 

 

The three main design types 
There are three main type of circuits that can be designed with OpAmps. 

Voltage follower 

An example of a voltage follower circuit can be obtained in the 

simulator by selecting Circuits -> Op-Amps -> Op-Amp feedback from 

the pulldown menu. 

Sketch the voltage follower, labeling the two inputs and output. 
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How is the output voltage related to the input voltage in the voltage-follower circuit? 

 
The simulator depicts current flow with a dotted line animation, where in the circuit is current 

flowing? 

 

Current follower 

The circuit simulator allows the user to build and save circuits. Circuits are saved in a (cryptic) 

text format that can be loaded into the simulator, allowing users to follow-up with projects at a 

different time. The code below will build a current follower: 

 
Copy that text and paste it into the window that pops up when you select File -> Import From 

Text in the simulator. Explore the circuit in order to get a better understanding of how the 

following changes affect the output voltage: 

What happens to the output as the input voltage is changed? 

 
Right click on the current and change teh value to 10 mA. What happens to the output voltage? 

 
Return the current to 5 mA. Swap the terminals of the current source by right clicking on the icon 

and selecting the appropriate option from the menu. What happens to the output voltage? 

 
Change the value of the feedback resistor (right click) to 2 KOhm. What happens to the output 

voltage? 

Explain in words the relationship between the output voltage and the current source. 

 

$ 1 0.000005 10.20027730826997 50 5 50   
a 432 272 608 272 0 15 -15 1000000 0.000049999500004999955 0   
O 608 272 640 272 1   
g 432 288 432 320 0   
i 384 256 432 256 0 0.005   
r 480 208 560 208 0 1000   
w 432 256 432 208 0   
w 432 208 480 208 0   
w 560 208 608 208 0   
w 608 208 608 272 0   
172 384 256 384 288 0  6 5 5 0 0 0.5 Voltage 
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Write a mathematical expression consistent with your observations and the answer to the 

previous question. 

 

Inverting Voltage Amplifier 

In this portion of the activity, you will draw the circuit in the simulator. An inverting voltage 

amplifier is designed using the following steps: 

the noninverting input is tied to 

ground the inverting input is tied 

to the output via a resistor the 

source is attached to the inverting 

input 

Build a current follower in the circuit simulator using the following instructions. Note that all 

components need to be added using a click-and-drag motion with the mouse. 

1. Clear the workspace by selecting Circuits -> Blank Circuit from the pulldown menu 

2. Type a and click and drag to create an OpAmp 

3. Type r to create a resistor and draw one somewhere above the OpAmp. You'll connect it in 

the next steps. 

4. Type w to create a wire and connect the inverting input to one end of the resistor, and the 

other end of the resistor to the output. 

5. Type g to create a ground and connect it to the non-inverting input. 

6. Add another resistor to the inverting input. 

7. Add a variable voltage source to the resistor in the previous step. There is no keyboard 

shortcut for this command, so select one from Draw -> Inputs and Sources. 

8. Add an analog output to the OpAmp output. Again, there is no shortcut for this object. 

9. Right click on the output and edit to show the voltage. 

Your circuit should look something like this: 

 
current follower 
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How is the output voltage related to the input voltage when both resistors in the circuit are 1 

KOhm? 

 
Does current flow into the inverting input of the OpAmp? 

 
Right click on a resistor to change its resistance. Explore the effects of various resistance values 

on the output voltage. 

How do the two resistors affect the relationship between the input and output voltages? 

 

Problems 
Do problems 3-5 and 3-6 from the end of the chapter. When performing nodal analysis on a 

circuit with Op-Amps, the following steps may be helpful: 

1. Remember that ground/common are connected to one another, so there are loops in the 

circuit even if they are not explicitly drawn. 

2. Do KCL first to find the current relationships. Remember that current does not flow into the 

inputs. 

3. Do KVL with the intent to obtain enough equations to find a relationship between vi and vo. 

4. Algebra is then used to eliminate variables (often the currents) to find a relationship between 

voltages. 

Other advanced circuits 
Op-Amps circuits can be designed to perform a variety of mathematical operations. Prior to the 

advent of fast personal computers, it was advantageous to perform operations like averaging or 

signal integration using electronic circuits. Here, you will look at just one example, an adder 

circuit. The circuit simulation has an example under 

Circuits -> Op Amps -> Amplifiers -> Summing Amplifier and your textbook describes the circuits 

using DC signals in section 3E-2. 

Design a circuit that will perform the function v0 = −(3v1 +4v2 −6v3) Provide the text export of your 

circuit in your answer and include several test cases (demonstrate that the circuit works for at 

least two sets of input values). 

Simulating the Noise-o-Tron 
In the last part of this module, we will be building a circuit that can be used to create an audio 

signal that is affected by the amount of light hitting a photoresistor. One can envision this circuit 
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as the core of an instrument that allows non-visual learners to sense the intensity of light 

absorption of a solution. To make this instrument, you will create a fairly sophisticated OpAmp 

circuit that behaves as a square wave generator. The circuit, and associated equations can be 

found at http://hyperphysics.phyastr.gsu.edu/hbase/Electronic/square.html. 

Before you start building the actual Noise-o-Tron, you should simulate the circuit and explore 

the effects of the various components. In particular, how do the three resistors and one capacitor 

influence the frequency of the output. One of the resistors will be replaced with the photoresistor, 

which will fluctuate between 5 and 100 kOhm depending on the amount of light hitting the 

sensor. You'll need to think about what frequencies should be emitted in order to be heard by the 

end user. More details about the instrument design will be provided in the next activity, and your 

focus here should be on understanding the principles of the design. 
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The Noise-o-tron audible light sensor 

The goal of this activity is to create a circuit for a prototype audible light sensor. 

Prerequisites You should be familiar with the http://www.falstad.com/circuit/e-opamp.html. 

Also, you should have a good understanding of section 3B of your textbook. 

Step 1 Simulate the circuit 

Using the on-line simulator, create the circuit for a square wave generator found on this web 

page: http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Electronic/square.html. 

With a simulation in hand, you should be able to (a) identify the resistor that is going to be 

replaced by the photoresistor (b) determine reasonable values of resistances and capacitances that 

produce audible frequencies and (c) understand the mathematical relationship between passive 

components and the output. 

Step 2 Data plotting 

Use Mathematica to create a plot of frequency vs resistance for your system. Be mindful of the 

range of resistances that your sensor will generate under light and no-light conditions. Ideally, 

you would like the frequency range to cover as much of the light intensity as possible; however 

in reality for this project you should just know what the range will be. 

Step 3 Build the device 

You have at your disposal a bunch of resistors and capacitors. The range of capacitor values is 

limited. You have two types of photoresistors (a phototransistor and a CdS photoresistor). Both 

should work in the same fashion (but may not, I don't know for certain) and they each have 

different resistance ranges for the light intensity. 

Project components 

As with other in-class activities, you are not supplying a traditionally written lab report. Please 

include the following elements: 

• The text representation of your circuit from the Circuit JS simulator. Make sure it is the 

final design (with the exception of the photoresistor). 

• Include the Mathematica code and plot of frequency vs resistance. 

• A one paragraph explanation of how the op amp is creating a square wave and why the 

addition of a variable resistance would result in different outputs. In your paragraph, be 

sure to demonstrate that you understand the process at the non-inverting input and the 

process at the inverting input. Any attempt at KVL/KCL on this circuit will induce severe 

headaches, and is not recommended unless you are nuts. 

• Explain in terms of data-domains how your circuit behaves as a transducer. On a circuit 

schematic, identify (as in a block diagram) the source/detector/output. 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/e-opamp.html
file:///C:/Users/Osgot/AppData/Local/Temp/noise-o-tron.html
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• Find the datasheet for the Op-Amp you used in your circuit. Record the following 

information about your chip:  

o Input Resistance 

o slew rate 

o open-loop gain 

• Name your instrument (Noise-o-tron is already taken) and propose what you could do 

with your instrument (titrations is already taken). Think about other areas where there is a 

light/color change that you could transform into an audible signal. Provides some insight 

into the steps needed to make that instrument a reality. 
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Signals and Noise 

This activity is a reading guide for Chapter 5 of Skoog. It is an optional activity in that it is not 

required for passing the Measurements module. However, if you complete it, including getting 

the Applications problems correct I will replace a NP in the Measurements module with a P (so 

this is a conditional pass that works on any activity in this set). It is to your benefit to complete 

the activity (minus the Applications) because it does cover material that will be on the end of 

module test. 

Learning outcomes 
Understand the meaning of and calculation of the signal-to-noise ratio 

Define the various sources of noise found in instrumental analyses 

Understand the frequency and bandwidth characteristics of instrumental noise. 

Describe various types of hardware signal-to-noise enhancement strategies 

Describe software methods for improving signal-to-noise 

The signal-to-noise ratio 
Before delving into your textbook, sketch in the box below a square wave, and then a square 

wave that is affected by noise. 

 

Question Noise is typically a problem for small signals but less so for large signals. Why is this 

the case? 

 

Follow-up Noise introduces uncertainty into a measurement. What quantity do we typically use 

to measure the degree of uncertainty in a measurement? 

 

It turns out that the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is the reciprocal of the relative standard deviation. 

Using that definition, calculate the S/N ratio for the following measurements of an object's mass 

(in g): 0.998, 1.004, 1.002, 1.007, 1.000, 1.000, 1.002, 1.003, 1.001} 
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Sources of Noise 
List three possible sources of chemical noise (hint: another way to ask this question is: can you 

find and read the appropriate paragraph in your textbook?) 

 

Thermal or Johnson Noise occurs because electrons have thermal energy, and as charge carriers 

their movement can generate (in this case, unwanted) current. 

The amount of noise in a resistive circuit can be calculated using 

kTRΔf 

Show that the units of root-mean-square noise in the above equation are volts. You may need to 

refer to some on-line source (Wikipedia will work) for converting Volts or Ohms into 

expressions that contain Joules. 

 

Question Calculate the rms thermal noise associated with a 1.0-MΩ load resistor operated at 

room temperature if an oscilloscope with a 1-MHz bandwidth is used. If the bandwidth is 

reduced to 100 Hz, by what factor will the noise be reduced? 

 

Thermal noise can be lowered by decreasing the temperature, the circuit resistance, or the 

bandwidth of frequencies used in the circuit. This latter term, Δf, also plays a role in the time it 

takes for a circuit component to respond to a rapid change in values (called the rise time or tr). 
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These two relationships indicate that there is a tradeoff between decreased noise and 

measurement duration. 

Shot noise occurs when electrons cross a junction, as is observed in photocells or other devices 

with pn junctions. 

Question Compare equations 5-5 and 5-3 in your textbook. How would your answer to Example 

problem 5-1 change if the problem read: What is the effect on shot noise of decreasing the 

response time of an instrument from 1 s to 1 μs? 

 

Flicker noise does not flicker, so if you are thinking about a flickering candlelight, forget it. 

Unlock shot and Johnson noise, Flicker noise is frequency dependent and increases with 

decreasing frequency. Environmental noise is another catch-all type noise, which is summarized 

in figure 5-3 of your textbook. 

Question What is the frequency of noise (in hertz) at SUNY Brockport due to changing of 

classes? Note that the value is different for MWF and TR classes. 

 

Signal-to-Noise enhancement 
There are two categories of S/N enhancement, hardware-based and software-based. The former 

is typically incorporated into instrument design and the latter is well suited for off-line or 

computationally intense operations. Your book covers a number of enhancement options, but for 

the purposes of this course, you only need to focus on two. (The others are covered if you are 

using this activity as a substitute for an activity that you did not pass.) 

Analog Filtering 

Figure 5-5 displays a hardware method of S/N enhancement that relies solely on passive circuit 

elements. The text below can be imported into the circuit simulator (www.falstad.com/circuit/) 

and displays a noisy signal (made using an op-amp in an adder configuration) and the hardware 

filter. 
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The left hand oscilloscope reading displays the noisy signal and the right-hand side shows the 

filtered signal. 

Question Edit the noise so that it has a voltage of zero. How does the filter affect the voltage and 

frequency of the output compared to the input? 

 

Question Return the noise to 5 V. Play with the resistor and capacitor of the filter to explore the 

effects of these values on the output. Try changing the capacitor to 1 and 100 μF and then 

changing the resistor to 0.1 and 10 kΩ. Summarize your results below. Note that you will 

typically need to hit the RUN/Stop and Reset buttons when you change values to avoid a history 

effect on the simulation. 

 

Follow-up Revisit the data you collected in the previous question, calculate the RC time 

constants for each of the possible resistor/capacitor combinations and compare those values to 

$ 1 0.000005 10.634267539816555 50 5 50   
a 144 128 272 128 0 15 -15 1000000 0.00004009126108329003 0   
O 272 128 320 128 0   
w 144 112 144 48 0   
r 144 48 272 48 0 1000   
w 272 48 272 128 0   
g 144 144 144 208 0   
w 144 112 80 112 0   
w 80 112 80 64 0   
w 80 112 80 160 0   
r 80 64 16 64 0 1000   
r 80 160 16 160 0 1000   
n 16 160 -16 160 0 1 40 5 0 0 0.5   
R 16 64 -16 64 0 1 40 5 0 0 0.5   
r 272 128 272 224 0 1000   
c 272 224 272 304 0 0.000009999999999999999 -1.5390760355519328   
g 272 304 272 368 0   
O 272 224 320 224 0   
o 1 64 0 4106 10 0.1 0 1   
o 16 64 0 4106 2.5 0.1 1 1 
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the input frequency (remember that frequency is 1/s, so you should be comparing to 1/RC). What 

criteria must your filter meet in order to avoid significant effects on the input signal? 

 
Ensemble averaging 

Ensemble averaging is a fancy name for what you've been doing already: decreasing the 

uncertainty in a measurement by performing the measurement multiple times. Typically, 

ensemble averaging is used for arrays of data (such as spectra) rather than individual 

measurements (such as the mass of an object). 

Question What considerations must be made when collecting multiple arrays of data (e.g. 

spectra) for the purpose of ensemble averaging? 

 

Question What is the signal-to-noise enhancement when 8 successive sets of data are averaged 

vs. 2? 

 

Follow-up If m scans of data give rise to a S/N value of SNm, how many scans, n, are needed to 

make the signal-to-noise value, SNn ten times greater? (see equation 5-11) 

 

Applications 
These are fun projects, but are only needed if you intend to submit this activity as credit for 

another activity for which you earned an NP grade. Note, you do have to get these answers 

correct. 

High pass filter The same circuit used above can serve as a high-pass filter if the voltage across 

the resistor (instead of the capacitor) is monitors. See figure 2-11a for an example. To emulate 

this scenario, you will need the voltmeter output rather than the analog output. 

1. Modify the previous circuit to serve as a high-pass filter. Switch the AC input to 10 Hz 

instead of 40 Hz. Submit the text version of the simulator. 
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2. Explore the circuit as you did earlier in the activity and describe how the values of R and C 

influence the output. 

Digital Filtering A very common method of filtering data is by using a moving average. Each 

point in the dataset is replaced with the average of the points around it. Increasing the number of 

points being averaged will increase the amount of smoothing at the expense of decreased data 

fidelity. 

Execute the following code in Mathematica. For the value of seed, replace what I have with your 

birthday in the format 

YYYYMMDD. 

 

The output will be an interactive plot with a pulldown menu that changes the amount of 

smoothing of some sample data. Determine how the width of the peak at half height is influenced 

by the amount of smoothing. (Hint, you could create a ListPlot of your results for a nice visual of 

the effect). 

If a weighted average is used instead of the traditional average, some interesting effects can be 

obtained. For example, it is possible to very easily find the first derivative of an arbitrary 

function using the moving average concept. 

1. Create a new dataset, dataclean the same way that data was generated, only leave out the 

+RandomReal[] part. 

2. Execute the following code: ListLinePlot@ListCorrelate[{-2,-1,0,1,2}/10,dataclean] 

3. What you've created is called a Savitzky-Golay filter (see 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Savitzky-Golay_filter). Use the same technique and the 

appropriate values found at the end of the Wikipedia page to do (a) a 5 point 2nd derivative 

filter and (b) a 5 point smothing. Submit your Mathematica notebook with the activity. 

  

seed = 19740501;   
SeedRandom[seed];   
data = Table[PDF[NormalDistribution[0.5,0.1]][i]+RandomReal[],{i,0,1,0.005}];   
Manipulate[ListLinePlot@MovingAverage[data,i],{i,1,5,9,13,17,21}] 
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Measurements module assessment test   

 Name:____________________ 

 

There are ten problems on this test – the last one is optional and should only be completed if you 

are confident in the remaining 9 problems.  You will need to have six questions answered 

correctly in order to pass this assessment.  Partial credit is not awarded, but small errors (such as 

typos or math errors) will not be held against you if I can clearly follow your reasoning.  Feel 

free to use scrap paper to draft your answers, but I will only grade answers that are on this sheet. 

If something is unclear, please ask.  The worst thing that will happen is that I say that I don’t 

want to answer that question.   

You may use a calculator, but no notes.  In my opinion, questions 1 – 3 will take longer than 

questions 4-9, so you may wish to skim the test first and answer the shorter ones first. 

 

1. An electrolysis at a nearly constant current can be performed with the following arrangement. 

 
The 9-V battery is assumed to have no resistance and remains constant for short periods of time 

(in other words, the battery won’t die during the experiment).  During the electrolysis, the 

resistance of the cell increases from 45  to 100  because of depletion of ionic species in 

solution.  Calculate the percentage change in the current if R is 4.0 k. 
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2 Design an inverting amplifier with a gain of 40 such that the input resistance is 50 k. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Calculate the expected S/N improvement between the first and last spectra in the image below.  

Then, estimate the actual signal to noise improvement by using the height of the peaks to the 

height of the noise.  Comment on how well the two values compare. 

 
 

4. Fill in the table below for the three common types of noise (excluding environmental). 

 

Noise type/name Frequency dependent? Temperature dependent? 
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5. What is the purpose of using an operational amplifier as a voltage follower? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Sketch a circuit with two resistors in parallel and show how Kirchhoff’s Laws can be used 

prove that the inverse resistances of resistors in parallel are additive.  
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7. The output of the circuit below is related to the inputs through the equation 𝑣𝑜 = −𝑅𝑓(
𝑣1

𝑅1
+

𝑣2

𝑅2
) . If all of the resistors are the same, the output is the sum of the inputs.  What needs to change 

in order for the output to be the average of the inputs? 

 
 

 

 

 

8. List one type of hardware-based signal-to-noise enhancement and one type of software-based 

enhancement.  In each case, comment on limitations/requirements of that type of enhancement. 
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9. For the circuit below, sketch the capacitor voltage vs time when the switch is in position 1 

assuming that the capacitor is initially uncharged.  Then create another sketch showing the 

capacitor voltage vs time when the switch is in position 2, assuming that the capacitor is fully 

charged.  If the battery is 10 V, the resistor is 1 k and the capacitor is 100 F, you can assign 

rough values to the x and y axes. 

 
 

 

 

10. (Optional:  Just in case you happen to finish early, you can show me that you really know 

your stuff.) A pH electrode has an internal resistance of approximately 107 .  The voltage of a 

pH electrode is related to the concentration of hydrogen ions in solution through the Nernst 

equation:  

𝑉 = 𝐸0
′ + 0.0591 𝐿𝑜𝑔[𝐻+] 

Where V is the voltage measured in Volts and 𝐸0
′  is a constant that depends on the nature of the 

electrode.  We’ll assume the value of 𝐸0
′  is zero for this exercise. 

pH electrodes typically have very high resistances (approximately 108 ) and therefore the 

resistance of the measuring device will introduce an error in the measurement according to the 

equation below: 

𝑉𝑀 = 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐

𝑅𝑀

𝑅𝑀 + 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐
 

Where V and R are voltages and resistances, respectively, and M and elec stand for the meter 

and the electrode. 

Assume that the solution you are measuring has a pH of 5.5.  Calculate the expected voltage of 

the electrode and the voltage readout of a meter that has an internal resistance of 4x108 .  Then 

calculate the pH that would be reported, given the error in the meter. 
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Module 3: Spectroscopy  

Components of Optical instruments 

Reading Guide 

This reading guide consists of two types of activities: those that you do while in class and 

those you do on your own. The in-class activities highlight the important concepts and the 

in-depth activities serve as practice and to identify which topics in the chapter deserve your 

attention. The best use of your in-class time is to hit upon each of the sections marked 

Question in class, and then save the Follow-up and Consider this sections for work on your 

own. 

General designs of optical instruments 
Question: What are the six common phenomena upon which most optical spectroscopic 

methods are based? 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.  

Consider this: Of the six phenomena, two will not be covered in this class to any 

significant extent. Of the remaining four, you should be able to provide definitions of the 

phenomena as well as sketches of energy-level diagrams depicting the phenomena. You 

will encounter this information in later chapters of this module. 

Question What are the five components of a typical spectroscopic instrument? 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.  
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Follow-up: Draw a block diagram of a colorimeter similar to the one designed in the 

laboratory portion of this course. Identify which of the five above-mentioned components 

is excluded, making the device you created a colorimeter rather than a spectrophotometer. 

 

Radiation sources 
Question: What are the two characteristics of a radiation source needed for spectroscopic 

studies? 

1.   

2.  

Question: What are the three broad categories of radiation sources? 

1.   

2.   

3.  

Consider this: We will not spend any time on laser sources in this course. You should be able 

to provide a definition of the remaining two sources as well as provide examples of those 

sources. 

 

Problems in-class: Do end of chapter problem 7-3. Calculate the wavelength maximum for a 

blackbody that has been heated to (a) 4500 K, (b) 2500 K, (c) 1250 K, using the Wien 

displacement law: 

λmaxT = 2.90 × 103 
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Problems on-your-own: Do end of chapter problems 7-4 and 7-5. 

 

 

Wavelength selectors 
There are two broad categories of wavelength detectors: Filters and Monochromators. You 

will be responsible for knowing two types of filters, the two general types of 

monochromators and the mathematical equations that underpin interference filters and 

diffraction gratings. 

Question Two important terms in wavelength selection are band and effective bandwidth. 

Write definitions for each. Include a sketch that helps to reinforce these definitions. 

 

Filters 

There are two general classes of filters: interference filters and absorption filters. An 

interference filter consists of a transparent dielectric sandwiched between two 

semitransparent metal films. Light impinging upon one layer is either transmitted through 

the dielectric or reflected by the surface of the 2nd metal layer. For a given thickness of 

dielectric, d, radiation of wavelength λ will be reinforced, while others will be diminished 

due to destructive interference. This relationship can be found using 

 

 

Where n is the refractive index of the dielectric and n is the order of interference (an 

integer value). Interference filters are typically characterized by the wavelength of the 

transmittance peak, the percent transmittance of that wavelength, and the effective 

bandwidth. These types of filters are available for UV, VIS and IR radiation. 

 

Show calculation for one example. 
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Question: Diagram an interference filter showing how constructive interference reinforces 

radiation of the appropriate wavelength. 

 

Problems in-class: Do end of chapter problem 7-9. Show your work. 

 

Consider this: The above section summarizes the major points about interference filters. 

You should be able to do the same thing in your own reading. Read the section about the 

Fabry-Perot Etalon. List 5 facts about the filter that you find are important (two of which 

should be the defintiions of etalon and invar). Include a sketch. 

 

Monochromators 

A monochromator consists of two slits: an entrance slit to define the area of the source viewed 

and an exit slit that isolates a wavelength band. The components between the two slits are 

designed to select the wavelength of radiation that is transmitted. 

Question: The components between the two slits can be broken down into three parts. What are 

they? 

1.   

2.   

3.  
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Question: What are the two types of monochromators? 

 

Follow-up: Which type is currently preferred in instrument design and why? 

 

Your textbook provides a wealth of information about diffraction gratings at the expense of a 

simple explanation. This website: 

https://www.gratinglab.com/Information/Technical_Notes/TechNote4.aspx provides a more 

straight-forward analysis. We will discuss some of the math in class, but the important point is 

that equation 7-6 of your text, n
λ 

= d(sin(i)+sin(r)) is the condition for constructive interference. 

Problems on-your-own: Do end of chapter problems 7-12, 13 and 14. 

Problems on-your-own: Do end of chapter problems 1 and 2. 

Radiation Transducers 
Question: What are the three characteristics of an ideal transducer? 

1.   

2.   

3.  

Question: What are the two types of radiation typically transduced? (Yes, it's a word!) 

1.   

2.   

 

Follow-up: It is important to identify the difference between the two transducers because 

each is limited by different types of noise. What are they? 

 

Problem on-your-own: Do end of chapter problem 7-15. 
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Postlude 
Upon completing this reading guide, you will have covered the important sections of 

Chapter 7 (with the exception of the Michelson interferometer, which we will not cover 

right now). You will have completed problems 1-5, 8, 12-15. At this time, you do not need 

to complete problems 18, 19, 21-23, as mentioned earlier in the class. 

Successful completion of this reading guide counts towards course learning outcomes 4, 5 

and 6 for spectroscopy. 
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Beer's Law, deviations from ideal behavior 

You have been exposed to Beer's law in a number of courses, including this one. In most, if 

not all, cases, uncertainties in measuring absorbance have been ignored. In this activity, 

you will explore in more detail the limitations to Beer's Law and the errors that arise when 

measuring the magnitude of radiation transmitted in a spectrophotometric experiment. 

Beer's Law 
A spectroscopic measurement typically requires three individual measurements: 

Detector response when no light is transmitted through the sample compartment (PDark) 

Detector response when all of the light is transmitted through the sample compartment 

(P0) 

Detector response when sample is in the sample compartment (P) %T is then calculated 

using 

 

Ideally, the spectrophotometer is designed such that PDark gives no detector response, 

simplifying the above expression. 

Additionally, P0 is often taken as the radiation transmitted through the sample cell and 

solvent in order to account for radiation losses due to these components. Percent 

transmittance can be converted into absorbance using A = −Log(%T/100). 

Question: Write a definition for dark current; include the appropriate variable from the 

equations above. 

 

Question: Do problems 13-1(a) and 13-2(a). Show your work. 
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Follow-up: Complete problems 13-1 through 13-4. To minimize the gruntwork, do just a 

through c for each of these. 

 

The derivation of Beer's Law presented in your textbook is not useful at this point in time, and 

you can safely ignore it. Equation 13-8 in the text is useful when we get to the discussion on 

error analysis. 

Question: Write equation 13-8 from your textbook, labeling all symbols, including units for 

those that have units. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow-up:  Do end of chapter problem 13-7. Show work. 
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Limitations to Beer's Law 
There are three primary limitations to Beer's Law: real, apparent chemical, and instrumental 

deviations. 

 

Real limitations 

Question: What is the important assumption made about an analyte when it is being analyzed 

using Beer's Law? 

 

Question: In general terms, what two types of interactions can affect the absorbance of an 

analyte? 

Apparent chemical limitations 

When an analyte interacts with the solvent, forming two absorbing species in solution, it 

may appear that the analyte concentration does not follow Beer's law. In reality, Beer's law 

is being followed, but the problem is that the system must be considered as a mixture of 

two analytes. An example of this problem is shown in your textbook. Here, you will solve 

that problem using Mathematica. The process will be demonstrated in class, and you will 

replicate the procedure using the end of chapter problems. 

Follow-up: Do problems 13-11 and 13-12 in Mathematica. 

Instrumental deviations 

There are two types of instrumental deviations to Beer's law that we will cover in this class. 

One is due to polychromatic radiation (multiple wavelengths of light hitting the detector 

when only one wavelength is assumed) and the presence of stray radiation. 
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Stray light 

Assuming that the magnitude of stray light, Ps, is constant throughout an experiment, the 

expression for absorbance becomes 

 

Answer the questions below using the Mathematica activities provided to you earlier. 

Question: At what percentage of stray light does the deviation from ideal behavior become 

unacceptable? How did you come about your answer? 

 

Question: How does the cell path length affect the influence of stray light? 

 

Consider this: Thinking back to the Raspberry Pi colorimieter, it is difficult to eliminate 

stray light with our design. What other design changes could you implement to minimize 

the effects of stray light? 

 

Polychromatic radiation 

Polychromatic radiation affects the measurement of absorbance when the analyte has 

different molar absorptivity values for the wavelengths of radiation it is being exposed to. 

This siutation can happen when measurements are performed in a region of the spectrum 

where the slope is very steep. The mathematical expression for the effect of polychromatic 

radiation is very similar to that of the stray-light equation. 
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The Mathematica activity demonstrating these effects displays theoretical Beer's Law plots for 

dichromatic radiation with two different molar absorptivity values. The slider allows you to 

change the percent difference between the two values. 

Question: Assuming that one of the molar absorptivity values is 1000, what is the value of 

the 2nd molar absorptivity if the slider is set to 10%? 

 

Follow-up: Why does the effect of polychromatic light appear to be more significant at -

100% difference than +100% difference? (Hint, calculate the absolute differences in 

absorption values.) 

 

Question: How does path length affect the deviations due to polychromatic radiation? 

 

Instrumental noise 
Uncertainty in the measurement of transmittance propagates into the concentration calculated 

using spectrophotometric techniques. Starting from and recalling what 

you've learned earlier about error propagation find the variance in concentration, assuming 

that there are no errors in the cell path length or the molar absorptivity. 
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Next, find the relative error in concentration using the above expression for variance and 

the earlier expression for concentration. 

 

Question: Provide a short description of the three cases for instrumental noise: 

1. 

  

2. 

  

3. 

  

Follow-up: You should be able to use the information provided in this activity along with 

your textbook to reproduce figure 13-7 using Mathematica. Provide your notebook. 
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Luminescence reading guide 

The topics in luminescence spectroscopy can be organized into three broad categories: theory, 

chemistry and instrumentation. Applications of luminescence spectroscopy will be covered in a 

separate activity. This reading guide is designed differently from others, in that it provides a set 

of questions without spaces for you to answer them. A number of the questions ask you to draw, 

and it is probably better if you do this on your own paper using whatever space you need. When 

submitting this guide, please include this sheet and be sure to number your answers accordingly. 

Theory 
1. Draw the differences between ground singlet state, excited singlet state and excited 

triplet state. 

  

2. State in words (complete sentences) what the differences are, between these three 

states. 

You need to know the Jablonski diagram well. Refer to Figure 15-2 in your textbook. 

3. Draw a sketch corresponding to ground state absorption to a singlet excited state. 

Your sketch should incorporate the appropriate vibrational energy levels. Your sketch 

should not contain anything else. 

4. Explain in words how the previous sketch would be changed if you were asked to 

sketch a transition corresponding to fluorescence. 

5. Sketch an example of a vibrational relaxation 

6. Sketch an example of intersystem crossing 

7. Sketch an example demonstrating the difference between fluorescence and 

phosphorescence. Do not include vibrational energy levels in this sketch. 

8. What are the broad time regimes for fluorescence and phosphorescence? Write a 

complete sentence stating which one is faster than the other? 

9. Explain in words what quantum yield is 

10. Honor system here. On a blank sheet of paper, without access to your textbook, sketch 

the Jablonski diagram. Use pencil. Then, once complete, look at figure 15-2 and 

correct, in pen, the parts that are missing or wrong. Last, write some suggestions to 
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yourself to reinforce the components of the diagram that you missed; for example. 

"Remember that emission is represented by downward arrows" 

Chemistry 
1. What are the three types of electron transitions mentioned in the section, "Quantum 

Efficiency and Transition Type"? 

2. Rank these transitions from most to least efficient. 

3. Why is the least efficient transition so inefficient? 

4. What functional components of a molecule are necessary for a molecule to exhibit 

strong fluorescence? 

5. Why does quinoline fluoresce but pyridine does not? 

6. Why does indole fluoresce but pyrrole does not? 

7. Neither furan nor thiophene fluoresce. Based on the previous questions, draw chemical 

structures containing these groups that might fluoresce? (Two separate structures) 

A summary of chemical effects 

Pages 367 to 369 describe a number of chemical properties and their effects on quantum 

efficiency. For each one, write a brief sentence along the lines of "As this property goes 

up/down, quantum efficiency goes up/down." If you can include a "because ..." clause to that 

sentence, do so. 

Structural rigidity 

Temperature Effects 

Solvation 

pH  

Concentration 

 

 

Spectra and instrumentation 
1. List the three types of luminescence spectra (see Figure 15-5) 

2. Of the three types mentioned above, which most closely represents an absorption spectrum? 

3. What is it about the procedure that makes the other two so different? 

4. Draw a block diagram of a fluorescence spectrometer and an absorption spectrometer. 

Highlight the differences between the two. 
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5. Why are mercury lamps typically used as sources in fluorescence? 

6. If I wanted to make a cheap fluorescence spectrometer with a Raspberry Pi (and I do), what 

source could be useful? 

7. List some sample compartment design elements that are critical to successful acquisition of 

fluorescence data. 

Summary 

This reading guide has led you through 15A-1 through 15A-4 (don't worry about the math), 

15A-5 (just the part on page 370) 15B and 15B-1. You should include end of chapter 

problems 1-4, 9 and 10 in your reading guide. 
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Infrared Spectrometry 
Background 

IR Absorption Spectrometry is focused on the changes in energy brought about by transitions of 

molecules from one vibrational or rotational energy state to another. These changes can manifest 

in the form of absorption, emission, or reflection. Note that homonuclear molecules such as O2, 

N2, or Cl2 cannot absorb IR radiation since no net change occurs in their dipole moment during 

vibration and rotation. 
The following material corresponds to chapter 16A in Skoog, p.390-396 

Part 1- Theory of IR Absorption Spectroscopy  
Consider This 

Contrary to UV/Vis Spectroscopy, spectra for IR are generally measured and reported in terms of 

% transmittance, as a function of the wavenumber (cm-1). This is because wavenumber has a 

direct proportionality to both energy and frequency, as seen in the equations below. 

Wavenumber = �̅� (cm-1) = 
1

ʎ(µ𝑚)
 x 104 (µm/cm) = 

𝑣 (Hz)

𝑐 (
cm

s
)
 (16-1) 

1. If a spectrum showed minimum transmittance, and therefore maximum absorbance at a 

wavenumber of 2800 cm-1, what is the corresponding wavelength for this point? 

 

 

 

 

There are two basic categories of vibration which molecules experience; stretching and bending.  

Stretching can be both symmetric and asymmetric, whereas bending has four variations, seen in 

the figure below. 

Figure 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The characteristics of stretching vibrations can be modeled as the interaction between two 

masses connected via a spring. Movement of one of the atoms along the axis of the bond (or the 

spring, in this analogy) results in vibration, or simple harmonic motion. Notice in figure 2 how 

the potential energy of the bond increases as the distance between the two atoms involved 

increases or decreases away from the equilibrium position at point re.  
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Figure 2 

The natural vibrational frequency of this 

oscillation is a function of the masses (in kg) of 

the atoms involved, as well as some force 

constant k  (N/m) which is a characteristic of the 

bond. 

vm = 
1

2π
√

𝑘 (𝑚1+𝑚2)

(𝑚1)(𝑚2)
    (16-10) 

This may be altered so that the radiation is in 

terms of wavenumbers, as seen below 

�̅� = 5.3 x 10-12(s/cm)√
𝑘 (𝑚1+𝑚2)

(𝑚1)(𝑚2)
  (16-15) 

 

Notice in figure 2 how the Morse curve, which 

displays the anharmonic oscillation curve does 

not completely match the harmonic oscillation 

curve. This is due to the coulombic repulsion which occurs when atoms get very close, as well as 

the dissociation which eventually occurs when atoms are sufficiently far away from each other. 

However, at low potential energies the two curves behave almost identically. 

 

Practice: Complete “Questions and Problems” 16-1,  16-2, and 16-4 

16-1 

 

 

16-2 

 

 

16-4 

 

Read This 

 The vibrational spectra which determine absorption are the products of multiple types of 

vibrations which may interact with each other. The number and types of vibrations present can 

generally be determined for smaller, simpler molecules, while larger molecules tend to be much 

more complex, producing full IR spectra which are more difficult to interpret. The number of 

vibrational modes in a molecule is equal to… 

3N-5 for linear molecules  

and  

3N-6 for nonlinear molecules,  

where N is the number of atoms involved in the molecule. The number of observed modes can 

differ from the theoretical number predicted if the molecule’s structure is such that a vibration 

has no noticeable effect on potential energy (whether due to symmetry, or overly small 

magnitude of change) or changes are too small or outside the range detectable by the instrument.    

 

Practice: Complete “Questions and Problems” 16-7 and 16-8 

16-7 
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16-8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 2- IR Instrumentation 
Read This 

 Unlike conventional spectroscopy which largely deals with measurements across 

frequency or wavelength (frequency-domain), Fourier transform can be used to execute time-

domain spectroscopy, which measures changes in radiation as a function of time.  

Figure 3 

 
The data from one domain can be converted to another using the following equation. 

P(t) = cos(2πvt) 
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However, conversion of domains when measuring more than one line becomes prohibitively 

difficult, so it is typically done via computer-based Fourier transform algorithms, incorporated 

into the instrument.  

Optical spectroscopy generally occurs at 

extremely high frequencies (generally in the 

pico- to femtosecond range). Currently there are 

no transducers capable of responding to 

(detecting) power variations in radiation at 

these frequencies. This means that the 

frequency must be modulated to a more 

measurable frequency without altering the time 

relationships in the original signal. This 

modulation can be achieved through use of a 

Michelson Interferometer, seen in figure 4 to 

the right. 

The movable mirror in the interferometer 

allows the instrument to affect whether the split 

beams of the radiation source are in phase or 

not. When the movable mirror and the fixed 

mirror are equidistant from the splitter, then 

they are in phase, and therefore the split beams 

are recombined to create a beam with intensity equal to the original. If however, the movable 

mirror shifts position resulting in a path-length change of equal to one-half wavelength, then 

destructive interference causes the two beams to reduce power to zero when recombined. The 

time between peak intensity and minimum is the measured by the interferometer and used to 

create an interferogram. 

 This frequency can also be calculated as a function of the source wavelength as well as 

the mirror velocity ‘𝑣𝑀’. 

     f  = 
2𝑣𝑀 

ʎ
 

 

 

The frequency of this cycle of maximum intensity to minimum can be used to derive the original 

source frequency using the equation below, 

     f  = 
2𝑣𝑀 

𝑐
v 

where ‘f’ is the frequency of the detector signal (the frequency of the interferogram frequency),  

‘v’ is the frequency of the original radiation, ‘c’ is the velocity of light. As seen in these 

equations, the velocity of the mirror must be kept constant.  

 

Practice: Complete “Questions and Problems” 7-22 

7-22 
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Fiber fun 
The problem 

When we arrived in Brockport, one of the characteristics of the region that greatly appealed to 

my wife was the abundance of fiber artistry in the area. She enjoys knitting and there are a 

number of farms and artisans who sell locally grown or locally dyed yarn from a variety of 

animals such as rabbits (angora), alpaca and lamb. 

One day, I visited the local fiber fair (yes, there is a fair dedicated to fibers) and was able to get 

some fiber samples from six different animals (two each of alpaca, lamb and angora). The 

problem is, I stuffed them in a bag and, like any good scientist, said, "I'm sure I'll remember 

which one is which, so I don't need to label them." Doh. 

The solution 

Here's where you come in. I believe it is possible to use ATR-FTIR to identify the fiber samples. 

At the very least, I believe you should be able to determine which samples are from the same 

type of animal. With a bit of digging in the literature or on the web, I think you can tell me which 

animal the fibers come from. 

The procedure 

On the first day, it is imperative that the six samples be analyzed using ATR-FTIR and the data 

be provided to everyone in the class. Time permitting, you should be able to review the six 

spectra and classify them into three categories of animals. Assuming that step is straightforward, 

you next need to identify regions of the spectra where there are differences between the animals. 

With this analysis in hand, you are to search the literature and the web to find any information 

leading which samples belong to which animals, the three choices being alpaca, angora and lamb 

(at least I remember that much). 

The report 

You will be required to provide a very simple report. It will consist of one figure that contains an 

overlay of three spectra (one from each animal) that is properly formatted. Then you will have a 

figure description paragraph that follows the formatting used in the laboratory portion of the 

course. I expect the figure description paragraph to be well written, containing the necessary 

components, citations, and interpretations of the results. Your claim, evidence and warrant 

should be clearly noted throughout the paragraph. 

The scoring 

This activity counts for several proficiency hurdles: 

• one for being able to identify which samples are from the same animal 

• one for being able to identify which samples belong to which animal 

• one for demonstrating meaningful contributions to the teamwork 

• one for your written analysis of the results. 
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Module 4: Separations 

Separations activity 

Open the Chemical Separations Mathematica notebook and go to the interactive graphic on slide 

2.  The partitioning coefficient (0.316) is that of octanol (phase 2) to water (phase 1). 

 

1. Based on the partitioning coefficient, does caffeine favor octanol or water? 

 

2. Assume you have 10 mL of water containing 150 mg of caffeine.  Use equation 2 to 

determine how much caffeine would remain in the aqueous layer if it were washed one 

time with 10 mL of octanol. 

 

3. If a solvent extraction process results in a q of 0.25, how much caffeine would be left in 

10 mL of water originally containing 150 mg of caffeine? 

 

4. If a solvent extraction process is 80% efficient, how much caffeine would be left in 10 

mL of water originally containing 150 mg of caffeine? 

 

5. What is the relationship between q and solvent extraction efficiency? 

 

6. How many 10-mL washes of octanol are needed to remove 90% of caffeine from 10 mL 

of aqueous caffeine solution? 

 

7. How much of the non-polar solvent is needed to remove 90% of caffeine from a 10 mL 

aqueous solution in only 2 washes? 

 

8. Repeat the previous question for 3, 4 and 5 washes.  Create a table containing the 

columns: # washes, volume per wash and total wash volume used.   

 

9. Refer to the table you just created.  Which washing procedure would you expect to take 

the least amount of time?  Which procedure uses the least amount of washing solvent? 

 

10. If you are limited to a total octanol volume of 100 mL, would it be better to do one wash 

with 100 mL or 10 washes with 10 mL each? 

The interactive graphics on slide 3 show that, for a given total volume of extracting 

solvent, there is a maximum efficiency that can be obtained.  The red line shows how the 

efficiency changes with number of washes and the blue line shows the limit if you could 

do an infinite number of washes with a finite volume of washing solvent. 

 

11. For the conditions described in the previous question, determine the maximum extraction 

efficiency. 
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12. Find conditions under which the maximum extraction efficiency is 99.9% or greater with 

the following restrictions:  

a. The washing solvent (v2) volume is greater than the solution (v1) volume. 

b. the solute favors the organic solvent (v2) 

c. the solute favors the polar solvent (v1) 

d. the solution volume (v1) is greater than the washing solvent volume (v2).  

 

13.   Which conditions were easiest to achieve in the previous problem?  Use this information 

to create a "suggestion" for anyone seeking to perform solvent extraction. 

 

14. There is an error in the 2nd interactive graphic on slide 3.  The y-axis should read fraction 

remaining in phase 1, not maximum extraction efficiency.  The x-axis is the log of the 

solvent ratio, Log(v2/v1).  The slider allows you to change the value of K (or more 

accurately, the value of Log(K)). 

 

15. What is the value of Log(K) for caffeine?  Set the slider to this value. 

 

16. What solvent ratio is needed to get at least a 90% extraction efficiency for caffeine?  

Adjust the sliders in the previous interactive figure to see if the two figures agree with 

one another. 

 

17. Move the Log K slider left to right and note how the partitioning coefficient affects the 

shape of the curve.  Describe this behavior in one to two sentences 

 

18. Now write one to two sentences explaining what the behavior you noted in the previous 

question means. 
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Separations problem set 

 

1. If you are extracting a substance from water into ether, what is the difference in 

extraction efficiency between performing one extraction with 300 mL of ether or three 

extractions with 100 mL?  State whatever assumptions you have made in providing your 

answer. 

 

2. If mysterious solute S has a partition coefficient of 4.0 between water and chloroform, 

calculate the concentration of S in chloroform if the concentration of S in water is 0.020 

M.  If the volume of water is 80.0 mL and the volume of chloroform is 10.0 mL, find the 

quotient (mol S in chloroform/ mol S in water). 

 

3. Continuing from the previous problem, assume that S is initially dissolved in 80 mL of 

water.  If it is extracted six times with 10.0 mL of chloroform (each time), what is the 

fraction of S remaining in the aqueous phase?  (Show me how this would be done on a 

test, without access to Mathematica.) 

 

4. (Requires some thinking)  Butanoic acid has a partition coefficient of 3.0 (favoring 

benzene) when distributed between water and benzene.  Find the forma concentration of 

butanoic acid in each phase when 100 mL of 0.10 M aqueous butanoic acid is extracted 

with 25 mL of benzene (a) at 4.00 pH and (b) at 10.00 pH. 

 

5. (a) A chromatography column with a length of 10.3 cm and inner diameter of 4.61 mm is 

packed with a stationary phase that occupies 61.0% of the volume.  If the volume flow 

rate is 1.13 mL/min, find the linear flow rate in cm/min.  (b) How long does it take for 

solvent (which is the same as unretained solute) to pass through the column?  (c) Find the 

retention time for a solute with a retention factor of 10.0. 

 

6. An open tubular column is 30.1 m long and has an inner diameter of 0.530 mm.  It is 

coated on the inside wall with a layer of stationary phase that is 3.1 m thick.  Unretained 

solute passes through in 2.16 min, whereas a particular solute has a retention time of 

17.32 min.  (a) Find the linear and volume flow rates. (b) Find the retention factor for the 

solute and the fraction of time spent in the stationary phase.  (c) Find the partition 

coefficient cs/cm, for this solute. 

 

7. A chromatogram with ideal Gaussian bands has tr = 9.0 min and w1/2 = 2.0 min.  (a) How 

many theoretical plates are present? (b) Find the plate height if the column is 10 cm long. 

 

8. Two compounds with partition coefficients of 15 and 18 are to be separated on a column 

with Vm/Vs = 3.0 and tm = 1.0 min.  Calculate the number of theoretical plates needed to 

produce a resolution of 1.5. 
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9. A layer with negligible thickness containing 10.0 nmol of methanol (D = 1.6 x 10-9 m2/s) 

was placed in a tube of water 5.00 cm in diameter and allowed to spread by diffusion.  

Using the equation below, prepare a graph showing the Gaussian concentration profile of 

the methanol zone after 1.00, 10.0, and 100 min.  Prepare a second graph showing the 

same experiment with the enzyme ribonuclease (D = 0.12 x 10-9 m2/s) 

 
 

10. A 0.25 mm diameter open tubular gas chromatography column is coated with stationary 

phase that is 0.25 m thick.  The diffusion coefficient for a compound with a retention 

factor k = 10 is Dm = 1.0 x 10-5 m2/s in the gas phase and Ds = 1.0 x 10-9 m2/s in the 

stationary phase.  Consider longitudinal diffusion and finite equilibration time in the 

mobile and stationary phases as sources of broadening.  Prepare a graph showing the 

plate height from each of these three sources and the total plate height as a function of 

linear flow rate (from 2 cm/s to 1 m/s).  Then change the stationary phase thickness to 2 

m and repeat the calculations.  Explain the difference in the two results. 

  

x2 4 D t
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Molecular weight problem set 

1. Researchers used a combustion method to analyze a compound used as an antiknock 

additive in gasoline.  A 9.394 mg sample of the compound yielded 31.154 mg of carbon 

dioxide and 7.977 mg of water in the combustion. 

a. Calculate the percentage composition of the compound. 

b. Determine its empirical formula 

 

2. Determine the index of hydrogen deficiency for each of the following compounds: 

a. C8H7NO 

b. C3H7NO3 

c. C4H4BrNO2 

d. C5H3ClN4 

e. C21H22N2O2 

 

3. A researcher analyzed an unknown solid, extracted from the bark of spruce trees, to 

determine its percentage composition.  An 11.32 mg sample was burned in a combustion 

apparatus.  The carbon dioxide (24.87 mg) and water (5.82 mg) were collected and 

weighed. 

a. From the results of this analysis, calculate the percentage composition of the 

unknown solid 

b. Determine the empirical formula of the unknown solid. 

c. Through mass spectrometry, the molecular mass was found to be 420 g/mol.  

What is the molecular formula? 

d. How many aromatic rings could this compound contain? 

 

4. Calculate the molecular formulas for possible compounds with molecular masses of 136; 

use the Rule of Thirteen.  You may assume that the only other atoms present in each 

molecule are carbon and hydrogen. 

a. A compound with two oxygen atoms 

b. A compound with two nitrogen atoms 

c. A compound with two nitrogen atoms and one oxygen atom 

d. A compound with five carbon atoms and four oxygen atoms 

5. An alkaloid was isolated from a common household beverage.  The unknown alkaloid 

proved to have a molecular mass of 194.  Using the Rule of Thirteen, determine a 

molecular formula and an index of hydrogen deficiency for the unknown.  Alkaloids are 

naturally occurring organic substances that contain nitrogen, and this one contains four.  

There are also 2 oxygens in this compound.  You can name it if you've been paying 

attention this semester. 
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Mass Spectrometry interpretation problem set  

1. Use the mass spectrum of 2-octanone to answer the questions below 

 
A. Draw the structure of the most likely molecular ion formed and provide its m/z value. 

 

 

B. Predict the height of the M+1 peak relative to the M peak. 

 

 

C. Draw the structure of the ion responsible for the peak at m/z = 58.  Write a reaction 

mechanism describing the fragmentation of the molecular ion that leads to this ion. 

 

 

D. The base peak (the largest peak in the spectrum), found at m/z = 43 is due to alpha cleavage.  

The peak at m/z =113 is also due to alpha cleavage.  Why are the intensities of the two peaks so 

different? 
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2. Use the mass spectrum of methyl benzoate to answer the questions below 

 
A. Write a reaction mechanism that describes the formation of the ion at m/z = 105 from the 

molecular ion peak.  State what type of cleavage this is. 

 

 

B. The ion at m/z = 77 arises from an elimination of carbon monoxide from the ion at m/z = 105, 

not the molecular ion.  Write a reaction describing this process. 
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3. Use the mass spectrum of diethylamine to answer the questions below 

 
A. Note that the molecular ion peak has an odd m/z, which is indicative of a molecule with an 

odd number of nitrogens (this is referred to as the “nitrogen rule”).  Propose a structure for the 

most likely molecular ion and predict the relative height of the M+1 peak. 

 

 

 

B. -cleavage accounts for the base peak in the mass spectra of aliphatic amines.  Write a 

reaction that shows the formation of this ion. 

 

 

C. Subsequent fragmentation of the m/z = 58 ion also occurs through -cleavage to form the m/z 

= 30 ion, which is a very common feature in aliphatic amines.  Write the mechanism for this 

fragmentation. (Hint, think about possible resonance structures for the m/z = 58 fragment.) 
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4. Follow the questions below to determine the chemical structure corresponding to the following 

mass spectrum 

 
A. What is the molecular weight of the unknown?  Use the rule of 13 to predict the hydrocarbon 

formula that corresponds to this molecular weight.  Also calculate the index of hydrogen 

deficiency and draw any conclusions you can from its value. 

 

 

 

B. Note the strong presence of a M+2 peak in the molecular ion cluster.  What element gives rise 

to this peak?  Recall that the relative heights of the M and M+2 peak should be consistent with 

the relative abundance of the two isotopes.  Adjust the hydrocarbon formula you predicted in part 

A to account for this element.  (Carbon/hydrogen equivalents table is on the next page) 
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C. Note the three strong peaks at m/z = 61, 43 and 27.  Fill in the table below with chemical 

formulas that are consistent with the fragmentation of the molecular ion. 

m/z Charged fragment mw of the neutral 

fragment 

Neutral fragment 

61 

 

 

 

  

43 

 

 

 

  

27 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

D.  Based on the above analysis, draw the chemical structure of the unknown.  
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GC Simulator learning objectives 
Intro to GC and column separation metrics 

• Know how to determine retention times, adjusted retention times, retention factors, relative 

retention and unadjusted relative retention. 

• Calculate number of plates and plate height from chromatographic data 

• Calculate resolution from chromatographic data 

The Van Deemter equation 

• Understand the relationship between plate height and flow rate 

• How carrier gas can affect optimal flow rate 

Method development 

• Explore column dimension effects in GC 

• Temperature (and ramp) effect on separation efficiency 

Theory and generalizations 

• Simulating internal standard conditions (Ryan’s data) 
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Gas chromatography virtual lab 

Introduction 
This document contains several virtual laboratory experiments that help explore concepts of gas 

chromatography.  The lab utilizes the GC simulator created by Paul Boswell at the University of 

Minnesota and can be found at gcsimulator.org.  For additional information, you should refer to 

Chapters 26 and 27 of Skoog or Chapters 23 and 24 of Quantitative Chemical Analysis by Harris 

(7th edition).  I refer to the Harris text (QCA) in this version of the assignment. 

This is an interactive document, so to speak.  You will be asked to fill in tables and answer 

questions. Areas that require you to fill them in will be shaded like this, and tasks that you are to 

perform will be emphasized like this. 

Lab 1: Intro to GC and column separation metrics 
The purpose of this first lab is to familiarize ourselves with the simulator and learn about the 

basic types of metrics that are used in GC.  Start the simulator by going to 

http://gcsimulator.org/simulator.php.  Load a sample which contains three solutes: acetophenone, 

linalool and toluene, each at a concentration of 50 uM. (A file named intrometrics has been 

provided for this activity. Make sure you load this file as it will make your job easier.) You 

should see a left-hand panel containing a variety of parameters, a chromatogram with three peaks 

and a table containing information about those three peaks.  It would be helpful to open up 

Skoog table 26-5 or QCA table 23-2, as we will be working through several of the equations 

shown on that page.  By the end of this lab, you should be able to fill in the table below.  

Parameter Retention time     

Symbol tr     

acetophenone      

toluene      

linalool      

 

Retention time is the time the solute is retained on the column.  Fill in the retention times for 

the three compounds and make note of the units.  I have filled in the parameter and symbol 

cells of the table as well; however, you should fill these in for the remaining parameters as they 

are discussed. 

It is not possible for a solute to have a retention time of zero.  Why?   

 

The finite time it takes for an unretained solute to travel through the column is called the hold up 

time, which has a symbol of tm in QCA or tM in the Gold Book 

(http://goldbook.iupac.org/H02833.html).  (The Gold Book is a great place to find definitions 

and descriptions of chemical terms and concepts.)  Since nothing can come off the column faster 

than tm, we often record the adjusted retention time tr’ of a sample.  Find the hold-up time 

reported in the left column of the simulator and make a table of adjusted retention times. 

The hold-up time can be multiplied by the flow rate to obtain the volume of the column.  Since 

the default flow rate is 1 mL/min, this should be an easy calculation. 

Column volume (using flow): 

http://goldbook.iupac.org/H02833.html
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We can also calculate the volume of the column geometrically.  The volume of a cylinder is 𝐴 =
𝐿𝜋𝑟2 where L is the length of the column and r is the radius of the column.  For this calculation, 

you can ignore the thickness of the stationary phase.   

Column volume (geometric): 

Even if you calculated correctly (and I hope you did), the geometric volume and the flow-rate-

volume do not match.  That’s because gasses are compressible. You can get the compressibility 

by finding the ratio of these two volumes.   

Carrier gas Compressibility 

He  

  

  

  

 

Explore how compressibility differs for the four common carrier gases.  Which gas behaves the 

most ideally? 

 

How does temperature influence the compressibility of the carrier gas?   

 

When you are done exploring compressibility, return the temperature back to 120 degrees and 

the carrier gas back to helium.  If you think you messed things up, feel free to load the original 

parameters file. 

Recall that in separation techniques, we are taking advantage of the affinity of a solute for two 

different phases.  In GC, the two different phases are the carrier gas (the mobile phase) and a thin 

film coated on the inside of the GC column (the stationary phase).  Look for the name of the 

column used in this simulation and then use Google or your textbook (hint: QCA 531-532) to 

find the name and structure of the stationary phase.    

 

Ideally, the solute will spend some time in the mobile phase and some time in the stationary 

phase.  The ratio of these two times is the retention factor, k.  Mathematically, we calculate this 

value by dividing the adjusted retention time by the hold up time.  Add the retention factor to 

the table above.  Your table should now have three parameters in it: retention time, adjusted 

retention time and retention factor. 

Relative retention () is, as you might expect, the ratio of retention factors for two different 

solutes.  It is a descriptive metric that can be used to discuss the shape of a chromatogram.  

Determine the relative retention values (relative to toluene) for each of the three solutes (yes, 

toluene as well). 

Lastly, one other useful metric is the unadjusted relative retention, .  This value can be used to 

find the resolution of a chromatogram, and is the ratio of the unadjusted retention times of two 

solutes.  The solutes are chosen such that the unadjusted relative retention is always greater than 

one. Find the unadjusted relative retention (relative to toluene) for each of the three solutes. 

Remember that the purpose of chromatography is to perform a separation.  We need a metric that 

allows us to quantify how efficient a separation is.  One such metric is resolution, and there are a 
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number of ways that resolution can be determined.  In this exercise, we will use the unadjusted 

relative retention and the number of theoretical plates (N).  The next lab experiment will explain 

in further detail what N is; for now, know that it is a characteristic of a chromatographic column 

that describes the ability of a column to separate components of a mixture.  It is calculated for 

you in the simulator.  The equation for calculating resolution is: 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
√𝑁

4
(𝛾 − 1).  

Zoom in to the two peaks for acetophenone and linalool and notice how these two peaks are very 

well resolved - each peak goes all the way down to the baseline without touching each other. 

Calculate the resolution and relative retention time under these conditions: 

Resolution 

 

Now, adjust the temperature to 155 degrees.  Note that this changes both the retention times and 

the relative retention times.  Repeat the previous calculation at this temperature. 

Resolution 

 

Lastly, repeat this calculation for temperatures from 158 to 170 (in increments of 3 degrees).  

Make a plot of resolution versus relative retention time and discuss any relationships you 

observe. 
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Lab 2: Applying the van Deemter equation to Gas 

Chromatography 
The purpose of this lab is to understand how the carrier gas properties (flow rate and identity) 

influence the separating efficiency of a gas chromatography column.  We learned in a previous 

lecture that a chromatographic band can spread due to three general phenomena: multiple paths; 

longitudinal diffusion and equilibration time.  These three factors are summarized in the van 

Deemter equation, which relates the height of theoretical plates in a column to the mobile phase 

flow rate.   

𝐻 ≈ 𝐴 +  
𝐵

𝑢𝑥
+ 𝐶 𝑢𝑥 

In GC, the column is designed such that one of these terms, multiple paths, is effectively zero.  

That leaves us with exploring how longitudinal diffusion and equilibration time, both of which 

are influenced by flow rate, have an effect on the efficiency of a separation. 

Just to refresh our memory, is separation efficiency improved by larger or smaller plate height? 

 

We saw in the previous lab that the simulator calculates the number of plates.  Let’s see how that 

number is determined.  One way of calculating N uses the unadjusted retention time and the 

width of the peak at half its height.  Use this equation (found in table 22-2 of QCA) to calculate 

the number of plates for each of the three components in this chromatogram.  Comment on how 

these values compare to the “actual” value.  Would you consider the differences in the values 

you calculate statistically significant? 

 

Now let’s create a Van Deemter plot using the GC Simulator.  For this exercise, we’ll focus our 

attention on the linalool and acetophenone peaks (I’m sure you’ve googled these names to figure 

out their structures, right?).  We’ll also increase the temperature to 150 degrees.  Using the 

information provided on the left-hand side of the simulator, collect enough data points within the 

range of 0.1 to 30 mL/min flow rates to obtain a Van Deemter curve and determine the optimal 

flow rate. 

Hey, did you know you can do this with Mathematica (and you probably should).  After saving 

your data in an excel file (column A has the flow rate, column B the height of the plates), run the 

following: 

 

data = First@Import["<path to file>"]; (* If CSV, remove First@, if XLS or XLSX, keep it *) 

f = Interpolation[data]; 

FindMinimum[f[u], {u, 1}] 

This gives you the minimum of the Van Deemter curve.  Additionally, you can find the values of 

A, B and C by fitting the data to the equation, here’s how to fit and show the results 

nlm = NonlinearModelFit[data,a + b/u + c u,{a,b,c},u] 

Plot[nlm[u],{u,0.1,30},Epilog->{Red,PointSize@0.02,Point/@data}] 

nlm[“BestFitParameters”] 

You can also find the minimum by calculating a derivative, setting it equal to zero and solving 

that equation.  How do we do that in Mathematica? 

Solve[nlm'[u]==0,u] 
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So, you just performed data interpolation, nonlinear data modeling and calculus in minutes.  

How does that make you feel?  Compare the optimal flow rates you obtained through the 

interpolation step and the modeling step.  Calculate the % difference and tell me if you have a 

preferred method. 

 

Now that we have a way to obtain information about the band spreading effects (A, B, and C) for 

a set of conditions, I’d like you to tell me how carrier gas affects these values (if at all).  Create a 

table of A, B and C for each of the common carrier gases and discuss the results.  You may split 

up duties. 

 

Lab 3: Developing a method for standard addition 
One of my former students Ryan Gray presented at a National ACS conference.  His poster was 

on his research into the identification of priority pollutants in tea.  He used GC as one of his 

methods and attempted to find a relationship between the slope of a GC calibration curve and the 

number of carbons in the solute, so he could identify a suitable internal standard.  Unfortunately, 

his results indicated that there was no relationship whatsoever.  I think the reason why there was 

no relationship was because the compounds he selected had a wide variety of functional groups.  

I’d like you to reproduce his experiment under more controlled conditions using the GC 

simulator. 

The simulator allows you to simulate the chromatograms of many straight chain hydrocarbons.  

Choose 4 and create a calibration curve for concentrations from 10 to 50 uM.  Record the peak 

heights. If you get straight lines for the calibration curves, plot the slopes of these lines as a 

function of the number of carbons in the compound.  Comment on what you see. 

Note that we need to use peak area instead of peak height when comparing different compounds 

in a chromatogram.  In this simulation, all of the peak shapes are Gaussian, so we can take a 

shortcut in calculating area.  The table below the chromatogram gives the standard deviation of 

the peak, which is independent of concentration.  To get the area of a Gaussian curve, we 

multiply the peak height by the standard deviation and then by Pi (A = height*sd*Pi).  Re-

analyze the data using areas instead of heights and discuss what you observe. 

Lastly, choose a compound that does not look like a straight chained hydrocarbon and repeat this 

process.  If you found a pattern with the four hydrocarbons you selected, does the non-

hydrocarbon fit within that pattern? 
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Separations module assessment test    Name:____________________ 

 

There are ten problems on this test – the last one is optional and should only be completed if you 

are confident in the remaining 9 problems.  You will need to have six questions answered 

correctly in order to pass this assessment.  Partial credit is not awarded, but small errors (such as 

typos or math errors) will not be held against you if I can clearly follow your reasoning.  Feel 

free to use scrap paper to draft your answers, but I will only grade answers that are on this sheet. 

If something is unclear, please ask.  The worst thing that will happen is that I say that I don’t 

want to answer that question.  There is a bunch of information and a list of equations on the last 

2 pages. 

You may use a calculator, but no notes.  In my opinion, questions 1 – 2 will take longer than 

questions 4-9, so you may wish to skim the test first and answer the shorter ones first. 

 

 
Consider the peaks for two unknown compounds in the chromatogram above.  The elution time 

for unretained solute is 1.29 min. (Hint: remember 1.29 min is NOT 1 minute and 29 seconds.) 

The open tubular column is 30.0 m in length and 0.25 mm in diameter, which a layer of 

stationary phase 0.25 µm thick on the inner wall. 

1.) Fill in the chart below.  Write the symbol in the 2nd row and use the space below the table for 

calculations. 

Species retention time adjusted 

retention time 

retention factor # of plates based 

on peak half-

width 

Symbol:     

Add 1 minute to each of these numbers. 

A 

B 
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A     

B     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.) Calculate the following quantities.  Again, put your calculations below the table. Use 𝑁 =

√𝑁1𝑁2to calculate the number of plates for the column. 

 relative retention unadjusted relative 

retention 

resolution 

Symbol:    

B relative to A    
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3.) Methyl-tert-butylether (MTBE) is added to gasoline in order to decrease carbon monoxide 

emissions.  While considerable reductions in emissions (for example, 14% in California) have 

been observed, the compound has also been found in drinking water.  Drinking MTBE-

contaminated water is not (yet) known to be harmful; however, even at low concentrations, 

MTBE makes water smell like turpentine, which clearly isn't very pleasant. 

Let's assume you work for an environmental monitoring company that is developing a new 

MTBE analysis.  The analysis involves an extraction from water into an organic solvent and your 

job is to determine the solvent/water partitioning coefficient.  Calculate the partitioning 

coefficient given that 3 extractions of a 100 mL water sample with 35 mL of solvent resulted in 

98.5% removal of MTBE from the water. 
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4. The molecular ion peak for the following two molecules would be the same; however, the base 

peak for each will be the result of  cleavage, and they should be different.  Show the 

mechanism that produces the base peak for each molecule and predict the molecular weight of 

these fragments. (Hint, we did not explicitly mention this in class, but when  cleavage can go 

multiple directions, the radical will reside on the longest carbon chain, if possible.) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

5. Syringealdehyde is one of the compounds that provides a spicy, woody aroma to bourbon.  

Predict the height of the M+1 peak (relative to the molecular ion) that syringealdehyde would 

produce in a standard electron ionization mass spectrum. 
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The questions below use this mass spectrum 

 
6. Identify the base peak (I finally remembered the term!) and the molecular ion peak.  Also label 

the axes. 

7. (a) Determine a plausible chemical formula for a hydrocarbon with the same molecular weight 

as the compound displayed in the spectrum.  Also determine the index of hydrogen deficiency.   

 

(b) Pay close attention to the molecular ion peak region, as it provides a clue as to the additional 

heteroatom in the compound.  Determine a new chemical formula now that you know the 

identity of the third element.  
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8. [Consider this question the ‘extra credit’ one and save it until last] In the actual compound 

from problem 7, there are four chemically unique types of hydrogen atoms.  Using this hint, the 

chemical formula and the new index of hydrogen deficiency, determine the chemical structure of 

the compound. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. List the three primary causes of band spreading within a chromatographic column.  Explain 

how each one is affected by the mobile phase flow rate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Sketch a van Deemter curve.  Include axes labels and the equation that models the curve.  

State how the parameters in the model relate to your answer to the previous question. 
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Module 5: Electrochemistry 
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Coulometric titrations 

The problem 
We wish to determine the concentration of Fe(II) present in a solution. We know that a redox 

titration can be used, but wish to explore a coulometric approach in order to avoid problems with 

solution preparation and standardization. We also wish to utilize a simple detection system and 

will therefore use potentiometry. The question is: what would data from this type of system look 

like? 

The chemistry 
We have 100 mL of a 1 M H2SO4 solution that contains 0.0075 mol of Ce(III) and 0.05182 mmol 

of Fe(II). If this were a real experiment, the amount of Fe(II) would be unknown.. 

The setup 
See Figure 24-9 for a typical setup. The only addition will be that a voltmeter is connected in 

parallel to the constant-current source, which in our case will be a fresh 1.5 V battery with a 75 Ω 

resistor. 

The process 

Step 1 - Reactions 

Write the two half reactions involved in this experiment and obtain the formal potentials (pay 

attention to the solvent) from the appendix in your textbook. Include Nernst equation 

expressions. 

 

Think about it At the beginning of the experiment, before any current is applied to the cell, what 

are the concentrations of each species? 

Fe(II): 
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Fe(III): 

  

Ce(III): 

  

Ce(IV): 

Think about it What problem arises when you use the half reactions above with the initial 

concentrations just presented? 

 

The nature of a coulometric titration results in the indicator electrode responding to either 

half reaction; therefore, in solving the math related to coulometric titrations, we can use 

whatever equations are conventient. 

Step 2 - The equivalent 

Find the time needed to reach the equivalence point of the titration, which can be thought of 

as the time needed to oxidize all of the Fe(II) to Fe(III). 

Question what is the relationship between time and current, and how does this relate to the 

amount of reagent being oxidized? See equations 24-3 and 24-5 of your textbook. 

 

Manipulate the above two equations to eliminate variables that are of no use to you and answer 

the question raised in this subsection. 

 

Step 3 - Before the equivalence point 

In this setup, the electrode is oxidizing Ce(III) to generate Ce(IV), which in turn oxidizes Fe(II) 

to Fe(III). Focusing just on the situation before the equivalence point, which half reaction is most 

convenient to use for determining the potential of the system? Explain. 
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We'll work together to create a mathematical expression that combines the appropriate half 

reaction and the constant current generation of species. This equation will be put into a form 

suitable for plotting in Mathematica. Write your notes below since the same process will be used 

for Step 4, which you will do on your own. 

 

Step 4 - After the equivalence point 

Using the same process in step 3, you can predict the shape of the potential vs. time curve after 

the equivalence point. In order to make the plot look pretty, you will need to shift the plot by 

replacing t with (t−teq) where teq is the time found in step 2. 

Write the expression you will use to describe the potential vs time plot. 

 

Step 5 - Visualizing the results 

You should now have a Mathematica notebook containing two expressions describing the 

potential as a function of time both before and after the equivalence point. Plot both of these on a 

single graph. You'll note that Mathematica is smart enough to only plot the equations in the 

regions where they are valid. Look closely at the equations and explain why this happens. 
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Step 6 - Wrapping up 

Look at the end of chapter 24 (Comparison of Coulometric and Volumetric titrations) and answer 

the following questions: 

List two advantages of coulometric vs volumetric titrations 

 

List three potential sources of error that are specific to coulometric titrations. 

 

Identify the primary source of error that is common to both coulometric and volumetric titrations. 
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CHM 416 Laboratory 

 

Laboratory report writing 

Laboratory reports are graded using a specifications-grading style approach. The rubric contains 

all of the elements that should be found in your lab report, and you receive credit for those 

elements if and only if they are found (by me) in the correct location with the correct 

presentation. A satisfactory score is 70% or more of the total points. 

You will always have the opportunity to submit one revision of your report and the highest score 

will be used to determine satisfactory completion of the assignment. 

Report format 
 

As with many forms of communication, scientific writing has a well-defined structure that, when 

followed, allows for effective transfer of ideas from the presenter to the recipient. The elements 

of a lab report can be categorized into broad structure sections, each of which has a given fine 

structure. This fine structure is constructed from what linguists call modes. Knowing these 

definitions (broad/fine structure and modes) will help in identifying how your laboratory report 

will be assessed. It should also help you improve your writing efficacy and efficiency. 

Scientific writing follows the broad structure of Title, Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results 

and Discussion, and Conclusion. When writing your lab report, it is recommended that you 

follow a different order than how it will be presented. The sections below are presented in the 

order you should write them. 

Methods 
 

Start with your methods. You should have three parts to the methods, although this does not 

mean you need to have three subheadings or even three paragraphs. The length of the materials 

section will depend on the actual experiment performed, and more often than not, you can expect 

the methods section of lab reports in this course to be 1-2 paragraphs, no more than 250 words. 

The first part of the methods section is a description of the materials such as the chemicals used 

(their purity and source) and any general reaction conditions. This information must be provided 

in complete sentences and not in bullet-point format. Following the chemicals used, you describe 

briefly the instrumentation and procedures to be followed. Detailed procedures are not needed; 

you are summarizing the general steps needed to obtain the results. It is important that you 

identify the instrumentation used (including model numbers and manufacturers) in this section. 

The last section includes numerical methods or how you processed the data. Statements referring 

to Excel, Mathematica, and the type of statistical analyses performed are appropriate here. It is 

critical that you do not include results in this section. If you are planning to write "I weighed out 

2.546 g of sodium chloride to make a ..." then you are providing too much information. 
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Results 
 

The results (and their discussion) make up the bulk of your laboratory report, and you should 

focus most of your efforts on this section. The writing style we use here will separate the results 

from the discussion to help you identify the important differences between the two; however, in 

most formal scientific writing nowadays, the two are integrated into one section. 

Before actually putting any words to paper, you should have an idea of what figures and tables 

you want to present in this section. For each figure/table, you will write one paragraph that 

follows the template below: 
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The first sentence of the paragraph should contain a reference to the figure/table and a brief 

summary of the method used to obtain the results. For example, "Figure 1 is a visible spectrum 

of the blue/green solution obtained by dissolving a US nickel coin in a mixture of sulfuric acid 

and hydrogen peroxide." The remainder of the paragraph should have statements that fall into 

the boxed categories in the figure. While you should aim for at least three statements, you do not 

need one from each category, and the actual number of statements will vary depending on the 

richness of the figure/table you have presented. An important note is that you are presenting 

results, not discussing results. Statements should be factual and not opinionated. For example, 

"An unexpected peak appears at 450 nm." is an acceptable result. "Clearly, the sample had 

impurities." is not a result because you are providing your opinion or analysis of the results. 

Your interpretation of the results is the discussion. 

Discussion and Conclusion 
 

The discussion section does not need to have a separate heading in your lab report, but it should 

come after all of the results are presented. While the actual length will vary depending on the 

experiment, you can expect the discussion sections to be about 2-3 paragraphs in length for this 

course. Here, you are leading the reader through the previously described results and providing 

some meaning and context to them. Because you can discuss the results in an order different 

from how they were presented, it is important to remind the reader which results are being 

discussed. Separating the discussion from the results allows you to demonstrate connections 

between results and cite literature that supports your interpretation in an efficient manner. 

 

The move structure for the conclusion is also mentioned in the previous figure. In this class, you 

will separate the conclusion into its own section. The guiding question framework should be 

clearly evident in your conclusion. The question/purpose, claims and evidence should be neatly 

summarized. The summary should be followed by some type of impact statement, whether it is a 

suggestion for future work, application of the work to other areas, or another type of big-picture 

statement. 
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Introduction 
 

The introduction should only be written after you have a firm grasp of what it is you did and 

what the results mean. The reason we wait so long to write the introduction is because we need 

to answer the question, "what did I need to know in order to understand the problem?" You just 

went through a lot of work to answer that question, and the reader will benefit from that hard 

work with a well-written introduction. 

The reader expects that you place the upcoming work within some type of context. The phrase 

often used for this statement is the "big picture". Using a broad perspective, think about what 

fields/problems/challenges are best addressed by the work you will present. Before narrowing 

down to your specific interests, it is important to to provide evidence that you are not the only 

one thinking this issue is important, and therefore you will have some reference or citation to the 

literature to support your big picture. The introduction then covers essential background (science 

knowledge, theory, equations, how the instrumentation works, etc.). I encourage young writers 

to aim for three important points about the experiment that need to be known in order to do the 

experiment. Integrating two examples from the literature that utilize the method being explored 

is also necessary. I expect this part of the introduction to be about 2-3 paragraphs. 

Lastly, the introduction contains a specific mention of the guiding question or purpose, followed 

by what I like to call a "head's up" to the reader about what to expect. This section includes some 

indication of the key findings that will be discussed, without going into details about the specific 

numbers. 

A graphic of the move structure is provided below. It is important to note that a laboratory report 

typically does not include move 2. While research articles must clearly state why the research 

needs to be done (the 'gap' in our knowledge), the gap in your knowledge is that you don't know 

how to do this technique. 
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Abstract and Title 
 

With the lab report essentially complete, it is time to write the abstract, which can be viewed as 

the Cliff Notes of the laboratory report. As noted in the graphic of the move structure, the 

abstract contains the purpose of the work along with some reference to the big picture followed 

by a brief statement of the methods used and principal findings of the work. One must be 

selective in the results and conclusions presented in the abstract and focus only on the most 

significant. In this course, the results you present in the abstract must be numerical and have the 

correct units, significant figures and uncertainty associated with the measured value. 

Lastly, create a title that demonstrates that you have thought more than two seconds about the 

title. Copying the title of the lab handout is frowned upon. 

 

Laboratory Rubric 

Item Base score Satisfactory? Points Comments 

Materials     

Description of the materials, chemicals, samples and 
general reaction conditions used 5  0.0  
Description of procedures 5  0.0  
Description of instrumentation 5  0.0  
Description of numerical methods, including statistical 
analyses and theoretical computations 5  0.0  
Results and discussion     

All appropriate results are presented 6  0.0  
Introductory statement briefly describing how results 
were obtained 6  0.0  
Reference to graphic displaying results 6  0.0  

Scientific story including key findings or discoveries, a 
description of important trends and highlighting of any 
unexpected results 6  0.0  
Interpretation of results 6  0.0  
Relevant literature cited, as needed 5  0.0  
Above done for all results presented 5  0.0  
Conclusion     

Reminder of the purpose and/or guiding question 4  0.0  
Summary of the work performed 4  0.0  

Summary of the important results and their significance 4  0.0  
Answer to the guiding question or statement on whether 
or not purpose/goal was ahcieved 4  0.0  
Implications of work, suggestions of applications of work, 
or possible future directions 4  0.0  
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Introduction     

Research area is identified 3  0.0  
Importance of research has been established 3  0.0  
Essential background information about research area is 
presented 3  0.0  
Relevant literature cited, as needed 3  0.0  
Guiding question posed or purpose stated 3  0.0  
Current work is introduced 3  0.0  
Key findings of the current work have been provided 2  0.0  
Abstract     

Purpose or guiding question is identified 4  0.0  
Brief description of importance of work provided 4  0.0  
Methods used to approach problem are given 4  0.0  
Major results are highlighted, presented numerically if 
possible 4  0.0  
Concluding remarks are presented 4  0.0  
General     

Broad structure followed (Title, Abstract, Introduction, 
Methods, Results & Discussion, Conclusion) 4  0.0  
Appropriate statistical tools implemented (correctly) 3  0.0  
Correct answer obtained 3  0.0  
Free of grammatical and spelling errors 3  0.0  
Concise writing style employed 2  0.0  
Coherent writing style employed 2  0.0  
Graphics (tables and figures) are properly formatted 4  0.0  
Timely submission 4  0.0  

 145  0%  
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Simultaneous analysis of a two-component 
mixture1 

Version 2016-01 

Introduction 
When a solution of two colored (light-absorbing) substances is prepared, the presence of the 

second component often causes a change to occur in the light-absorbing properties of the first 

component.  With such solutions the absorbance by the components is not additive, which 

precludes a simple quantitative determination of their concentrations. 

However, there are many instances in which the two components do not react or interact with one 

another, and, thus, neither affects the light-absorbing properties of the other.  The absorption of 

light by such components is additive. That is to say, the total absorbance of the two-component 

solution is just the sum of the absorbances which the two substances would have individually, if 

the substances were in separate solutions under similar conditions and had the same concentrations 

as in the mixture.  When this is true, their individual concentrations can be determined from 

spectrophotometric measurements. 

Because interactions often do arise, sometimes when they are least expected, the nature of the 

absorption spectra of the components must be investigated when they are separate and when they 

are in solution together.  Such an investigation is to be carried out for the Co(II)-Cr(III) system. 

If there were some wavelength of light at which cobalt does not absorb, and chromium absorbs 

strongly, and some other wavelength of light where the converse were true, then these two 

wavelengths could be used separately to determine each of the two components in the same way 

that one does one-component analyses, i.e., just as if the other component were not there.  

Unfortunately, this is not usually the case. 

However, if at one wavelength light is absorbed weakly by the cobalt while it is absorbed strongly 

by the chromium, and at any other wavelength the converse is true, their concentrations can be 

determined because the absorbances are additive. Such a pair of wavelengths does exist for the 

Co(II)-Cr(III) system: one near 510 nm and the other near 575 nm. 

For a solution that contains n light-absorbing components whose absorbances are additive, the 

total absorbance of the solution is the sum of the individual absorbances: 

𝐴 = ∑ 𝑏𝜖𝑗𝐶𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

 

The subscript j refers to the components in the mixture.  The above equation is Beer’s law 

formulated to account for additive absorbances.  Cj and j are the concentration and molar 

absorptivity of the j-th component.  The symbol b is the cell path length and would not change for 

the components since all the species are in the same cell.  The molar absorptivities can be obtained 

by separate calibration curves, leaving the only unknown values being Cj.  If there are two 

components in the mixture, then we need 2 equations to solve for the two unknown concentrations.  

Measuring the absorbance at two separate wavelengths provides us with these two equations. 

                                                 
1 This experiment is taken largely from Chemistry Experiments for Instrumental Methods by Sawyer, Heineman 
and Beebe.   
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Materials 
When you arrive in class, you will have at your disposal stock solutions of chromium(III) nitrate 

(~ 0.05 M) and cobalt(II) nitrate (0.1880 M) and a series of unknown mixtures of the two metals.  

The actual concentrations of the solutions will be clearly identified on the bottles.  You will have 

access to automatic pipettes (1 mL size) volumetric flasks (5 and 10 mL), test tubes, parafilm and 

the Vernier LabQuest handhelds.  You will need to retrieve data from the handhelds in this lab, 

so please bring with you a USB drive. 

 

Laboratory Notebook 
I will be paying close attention to how you use your laboratory notebook in this experiment.  If 

you store data on a computer (or computer-like device), be sure to record the name of the file, 

and a summary of what the file is, in your notebook.  There are multiple instances where you are 

recording absorbances at multiple wavelengths, and this information would go very nicely into a 

table in your notebook.  I will be looking for evidence of the three-step notebook recording 

process (purpose of what you are doing, what you do and what happened).  I will also pay close 

attention to what was written in your notebook prior to coming to lab (guiding question, the first 

3 things you’ll do in lab, and notes to make things go faster). 

 

Procedure 
 

Part I. Absorption spectra 

Prepare 0.0200 M Cr(III) by pipetting 2 mL of the ~ 0.05 M stock solution of Cr(NO3)3  into a 5-

mL volumetric flask and diluting to the mark.  Prepare a 0.0750 M Co(II) solution in a similar 

fashion.  Save these data on the LabQuest handheld, as you will be required to present them in 

your laboratory report.  If you do not know how to store data on the LabQuest device, find me 

and I will show you. You will need two spectra from this part to include in your report. 

 

Part II. Beer’s Law 

From the Cr(III) stock solution, prepare solutions (10 mL) that are nominally 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 

and 0.04 M in Cr(III).  You do not need the solutions to be exactly those concentrations; 

however you should know the concentrations to the best precision possible (3 significant 

figures).  Note, you do not have an unlimited supply of volumetric glassware, so store prepared 

solutions in test tubes.  Next, from the Co(II) stock solution, prepare solutions (10 mL) that are 

nominally 0.04, 0.075, 0.11 and 0.15 M in Co(II).  In both cases, you will also use the stock 

solution as a point in the calibration curves. 

By referring to the plots of absorbance vs. wavelength (Part I) for the 0.02 M Cr(III) solution, 

select six wavelengths at which to study absorbance as a function of concentration.  Use the 

same wavelengths for your study of the Co(II) solution.  Include in your selection:  
1. Wavelengths at the two maxima of the curve for Cr(III), which are near minima for Co(II) 

2. A wavelength where absorbance is at a maximum for Co(II)  

3. A wavelength corresponding to a steeply rising portion of the curve for Co(II) and near the 

intersection of the Co and Cr curves 
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4. A wavelength corresponding to a steeply descending portion of the curve for Co(II) near the 

intersection of the Co and Cr curves 

5. The 625-nm wavelength 

[Check with me after you have selected the six wavelengths to see if you interpret the spectra the 

same way as I do.]  Create Beer’s Law plots for these six wavelengths for both Cr(III) and 

Co(II).  You will not need any of the spectra from this part to include in your report; however, 

you may want to keep the spectra in case you need to find the absorbance at a particular 

wavelength. 

 

Part III. Analysis of a binary mixture 

You will prepare a known Cr(III)-Co(II) mixture by pipetting 2 mL of a stock Cr(III) solution 

and 2 mL of Co(II) solution into a 5 mL volumetric flask and diluting to the mark.  These data 

will be used to confirm that the absorbances of the two metal solutions are in fact additive.  Next, 

you will obtain an unknown solution containing Cr(III) and Co(II).  Note the absorbances at each 

of the wavelengths highlighted in part II of the lab.  You should have already determined which 

2 (of the six) are the appropriate ones with which to perform the analysis of the unknown 

mixture.   You will need two spectra from this part to include in your lab report: the ‘known’ 

mixture and the ‘unknown’ mixture. 

 

Report 
You will be writing a complete report (abstract, introduction, procedure, results, discussion, and 

conclusion) for this laboratory experiment.  I have not specifically mentioned the guiding 

question for this experiment.  I would like you to think about the tasks being performed and 

figure out the guiding question on your own.  Be sure to include the guiding question, along with 

how you plan to answer that question, in the introduction of your lab report. 

 

Relevant to Part I 

In your discussion, suggest a desirable wavelength for analyzing Cr(NO3)3 solutions that have a 

concentration between 0.02 and 0.04 M.  Explain why this same wavelength might be 

undesirable for the determination of a Cr(NO3)3 solution with a concentration appreciably greater 

or less than 0.02 to 0.04 M.  Do not include a figure containing these spectra, since you will do 

that for Part III below. 

 

Relevant to Part II 

Include two figures each containing the six Beer’s Law plots for the two metals.  In your 

discussion briefly account for the appearance of the Beer’s Law plots that you obtained in this 

experiment.  Where do the plots adhere to or deviate from Beer’s Law and why?  Create a 

properly formatted table summarizing the molar absorptivities (including error estimates) of the 

two metals at each of the six selected wavelengths.  Include in your table description paragraph 

the wavelengths that display the smallest molar absorptivities for each metal.  Be sure to include 

units for the molar absorptivity.  Also in this paragraph, identify what wavelengths should be 
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used for the determination of Cr(III) at an approximate concentration of 0.015 M and of 0.055 

M.  Don’t forget to include an argument for your claim. 

 

Relevant to Part III 

Please do not provide mathematical steps used to determine the concentration of the unknown 

mixture.  You are free to include these in your lab notebook, but calculations are not described in 

professional science reports.  You will be required to propagate error throughout your 

calculations, which will require using the LINEST() function in Excel to obtain the error in the 

slope of the calibration curves and concentrations.  Refer to chapter 3 of your textbook to 

determine how to add and multiply numbers that have an associated error. 

Include a single figure with several overlaid spectra.  It should include: (A) the ‘known’ mixture; 

(B) the Cr(III) spectrum from part I; (C) the Co(II) spectrum from part I; and (D) a post-lab 

spectrum generated by adding spectra B and C together. 

Include a figure containing the spectrum of the unknown mixture.  Include in the figure 

description paragraph your estimate of the metal concentrations and their associated errors.  
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Simultaneous analysis of a two-component 
mixture 

Surprise quiz      Name: 

________________________________________ 

You may use any notes contained in your laboratory notebook to complete this quiz. 

1. What is the guiding question for this experiment? 

 

 

 

2. Briefly explain how you prepare 5 mL of a 0.0200 M chromium(III) nitrate solution from a 

0.05 M stock solution. 

 

 

 

3. In order for the concentrations of components in a binary mixture to be determined using 

spectrophotometry, what is required of the absorbances of the components? 

 

 

 

4. What information did you write down in your laboratory notebook to “make things go faster”?  

Explain briefly why you thought the information would help you be efficient. 

 

 

 

 

5. List the first three steps you (and your group) will do in lab today. 
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Spectrophotometric Analysis of a Two-Component System with 
Overlapping Spectra  

  

  

A number of methods have been developed to determine the composition of a binary 

mixture spectrophotometrically. Most of these are directed at mixtures where one component can 

be isolated from the other or they require a Beer’s law experiment to measure the molar 

absorptivity of each of the substances in the mixture. However, Blanco1, et. al. described a 

method of resolving mixtures with overlapping spectra, called Multi-Wavelength Linear 

Regression Analysis or MLRA, without determining molar absorptivities or complicated 

mathematics. Using Blanco’s method, the composition of a binary mixture with overlapping 

spectra can be resolved with only three measurements, the absorbance of a standard solution for 

each component, and the unknown mixture itself.   

  

Here’s how MLRA works: Assuming additivity, the absorbance of a mixture is the sum of the 

absorbances of its components. If we have a mixture consisting of two components, 1 and 2, with 

an unknown concentration of C1 and C2, then: Absorbance of the unknown mixture, Amixture = A1 

+ A2  but applying Beer’s law: A1 = ε 1 b C1 and A2 = ε 2 b C2.  Substituting: Amixture = ε 1 b C1 +  ε 2 

b C2.  However, the absorbances of standard solutions of the same substances will follow the 

same Beer’s law relationship and have the same molar absorbance,  , and one centimeter path 

length, b, as the unknown solutions under the same conditions. Therefore, we can write:   

Astandard 1 = ε1 b Cstandard 1 and Astandard 2 = ε 2 b Cstandard 2  

  

 Rearranging these relationships:     and   

Substituting,   or  

  

  
  

Dividing by Astandard 1 and simplifying we obtain:   

  

   

 Therefore, a plot of  will give a slope of  and a y-intercept 

of  

.  That is, the concentration of the unknown component in the mixture 2, equals the 

slope  

times the concentration of the standard solution for component 2. Likewise, the concentration 

of the unknown component in the mixture 1, equals the product of the intercept times the 
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concentration of the standard solution for component 1, or simply C 2 = m Cstandard 2 and C 1 = b 

Cstandard 1 Let’s apply this method to the analysis of the metals in a United States five-cent coin, 

A.K.A., a nickel. To this end, the absorption spectra of the standard solutions with known 

concentrations and that of the coin are obtained as three overlapping curves on a single graph.  

  

Procedure  

  

1. Prepare solutions of the standards by dissolving 0.5 grams of nickel wire in dissolved in 

15 mL of 1:1 nitric acid and diluted to 50 mL with deionized water. The copper standard solution 

is prepared similarly, by dissolving of 0.2 grams of copper in 5 mL of the 1:1 nitric acid solution 

and again, diluted to 50 mL with deionized water. The U.S. five cent coin solution was prepared 

by dissolving 0.13 grams of a nickel 5 cent coin in 5 mL of the same nitric acid solution and 

diluted to 50 mL.   

  

2. The spectrophotometer, calibrated using a distilled water blank, is used to measure the 

absorbance vs. wavelength for each of the three solutions prepared above.  

  

3. Now that the absorbance of each solution has been measured, remove from consideration 

absorbance values which are the most unreliable (those at the extreme ends of the spectra or 

those outside the optimum 0.15 - 0.70 absorbance range3).  

  

4. Use the procedure described above and in reference 1, calculate the concentration of the 

components of the mixture using the slope and intercept of the line of best fit found in step 10. 

Use this information to determine the percentage composition of the metals in a U.S. five-cent 

coin based on the MLRA.   Be sure to include quantitative error analyses of your results.  

Compare your results with the composition stated by the US mint.  

  

References  

  
1 Blanco, J. Chem. Ed, 66, 189 (February, 1989)  

  
2 Willard, Hobart H., Lynne L Merritt, and John A. Dean, Instrumental Methods of Analysis, 4th 

Ed., D. Van Nostrand Company, 1965, p. 90.  

  
3 ibid., p. 91  
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Method development: FTIR spectroscopic 
determination of alcohol in beer 

Version 2017-01 

 

Introduction 
An instrument manufacturer claims that the amount of alcohol in an ethanol/water mixture can 

be quantified using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (see here: 

https://www.agilent.com/cs/library/applications/si-1374.pdf).  While this may be true for a pure 

mixture of the two liquids, I would like to know if this technique can be used with any reliability 

on a more interesting sample.  For instance, is it possible to use the technique to quantify the 

amount of ethanol in beer?  The reason why quantification of ethanol/water mixtures is possible 

is due to the presence of a C-O bond in ethanol but not water. Taking a look at the components in 

beer (for example http://www.compoundchem.com/2014/07/10/beerchemicals/), the presence of 

a small but measureable amount of alpha- and beta-acids along with a variety of esters in beer 

may complicate matters.  Reviewing the FTIR spectra of ethanol and some of these components 

(which can be done using the website here: http://sdbs.db.aist.go.jp/sdbs/cgi-

bin/direct_frame_top.cgi) it looks like it may be possible to quantify the ethanol with an 

appropriately designed experiment.  First, however, you must determine whether or not the 

standard addition method can provide a reasonable estimate of the ethanol concentration in beer. 

 

Procedure 
I will not provide an explicit step-by-step procedure.  Rather, I will give you a general outline of 

how I think the experiment should proceed.  If you are unsure about what steps to take, think of 

something and ask me if you are on the right track.  

The first thing you should do is make sure you understand how to acquire IR spectra with our 

instrument.  I suggest you acquire the IR spectrum of the beer sample and see what features (and 

their intensities) are present.  In previous iterations of this course, I have asked students to 

perform their analysis using both calibration curves and the method of standard addition.  It turns 

out that the matrix effect (look it up, I expect you to know the definition) is sufficiently large that 

making a calibration curve is not practical.  Therefore, you will be responsible for devising an 

experiment that utilizes the method of standard addition (Section 5-3 in your textbook) to 

quantify the ethanol in the beer sample. 

You will need the density of ethanol so that you can convert % by volume into molar 

concentration.  You can also use that value to determine the concentration of pure ethanol.   

The ATR-FTIR only requires a small amount of sample (one drop, actually).  We don’t want to 

generate more waste than necessary; however, we need to utilize volumes that ensure a 

reasonable amount of accuracy (3 significant figures).  Therefore, you will prepare mixtures 

containing 1 mL of wine and X mL of pure ethanol where X is 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 mL.  Note 

that your results may necessitate a different range of volumes, but we won’t know that until after 

the data are collected and analyzed.  Therefore, it will be a good idea to arrange your laboratory 

time so that you can do some preliminary analysis. 

https://www.agilent.com/cs/library/applications/si-1374.pdf
http://sdbs.db.aist.go.jp/sdbs/cgi-bin/direct_frame_top.cgi
http://sdbs.db.aist.go.jp/sdbs/cgi-bin/direct_frame_top.cgi
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Use the procedure described in my standard addition video to determine the original 

concentration of beer in the sample.  You will have to create the excel worksheet on your own, 

but if you run into difficulties I am happy to help. 

 

Report 
You are to write a complete lab report of your experiment, including an introduction, procedure, 

results & discussion and conclusion.  Your introduction should contain background material on 

the technique.  Be sure to include some comments on why IR spectroscopy of aqueous solutions 

is typically a problem, but is possible with the use of an ATR attachment.  Your introduction 

should also clearly state the guiding question (or hypothesis or prediction) and how you intend to 

answer that question.  Include in your results an example IR spectrum.  Whether you include the 

entire spectrum, just the region of interest, or both is up to you.  Show the plot obtained for the 

standard addition, and include in the text the equation of the line, including standard errors, in 

the body of the text.  In your discussion of error, be sure to include systematic vs. random error 

sources, the relative error of your measurement, whether or not your results agree with the 

“accepted” value mentioned on the bottle, and the robustness of the technique.  To assess 

robustness, use the t-test to determine if your results are significantly different from your 

colleagues.  A robust procedure can generate reproducible results under a variety of conditions, 

such as when performed by different students.  Your conclusion should restate the guiding 

question, provide your claim and evidence supporting your argument. 
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Determining the Weight Percent of Fatty Acid Methyl Esters in Egg Yolk 

using GC/MS  
  

Introduction  

  

The yolk of the egg contains the lipid components in the egg, namely phospholipids (primarily 

phosphatidyl choline), sphingolipids, and cholesterol.  To determine the fatty acid content of 

these lipids, ester bonds must be hydrolyzed to obtain free fatty acids.  To separate the fatty acids 

using gas chromatography, they must first be converted to the less polar and more volatile fatty 

acid methyl esters (FAMEs).  Therefore a transesterification reaction will be run on the egg yolk 

aliquot to replace the existing esters with methyl esters.  The reaction for phosphatidyl choline (a 

lipid found in egg yolk) is shown below:  

  

O 

 +CH3OH  + HCl 
ClOCH3 

 phosphocholine

 glycerol

   

  

Methyl palmitate and methyl oleate are the FAMEs produced in the reaction shown above.  

  

Procedure:  

Preparation of the sample (week 3)  

  

You will prepare two egg yolks for analysis – one from a carton of Large eggs and one from an 

Egglands Best® egg.  

  

Place a magnetic stirrer heater in the hood and heat 150 mL of water to boiling in a 250 mL 

beaker. (Don’t forget boiling chips!)  
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Meanwhile, use an egg separator to obtain an egg yolk.  Weigh 100 mg of your egg yolk into a 

Corex centrifuge tube. (Note: the yolk is viscous and pipets very slowly.)  Add 2 mL of 

methanol, 0.5 mL of toluene, and a small stirbar to the yolk.  Inside the hood, clamp the tube 

over a stirrer and stir for a few minutes.  Then chill the tube with an ice bath for a couple of 

minutes.  Then the instructor will add, with stirring, 200 μL of acetyl chloride.  Immediately cap 

the tube and immerse it in the boiling water bath so that the contents of the tube are in the water 

and the stir bar continues to stir.  Let the mixture react for one hour, checking periodically that 

solvent has not boiled off.  See the instructor if the solvent volume is getting smaller.  

  

At the end of the hour, remove the tube from the water bath and let it cool to room temperature, 

with stirring.  Then slowly add 5 mL of 6% Na2CO3 solution to neutralize the reaction mixture.  

Remove the stirbar.  Add 1 mL of toluene, cap the tube, and mix the contents of the tube using a 

vortex mixer.  

  

These tubes require an adapter to fit the rotor.  Add water to one tube to balance the masses of 

the two tubes. Make sure that you weigh the tube, its contents and the adapter together so that 

the masses are the same.  Centrifuge the solution at 1630 x g for 20 minutes.   

  

Pipet approximately 1 mL of the upper toluene layer from the centrifuge tube, place it in a small 

labeled vial, and store in the freezer until ready to analyze on the GC/MS.  

  

Reference:  

Schultz, E.; Pugh, M.E. “Determination of the Fatty Acid Content of Biological Membranes: A 

Highly Versatile GC-MS Experiment” J. Chem. Educ., 2001, 78, 944-946.  

  

Procedure:  

GC/MS of the FAMEs mixture (week 6)  

  

Follow the instructions on the card next to the GC/MS for the FAMEs procedure.  Inject 1 μL of 

your prepared sample into the instrument.  The run will take 30 minutes.  

  

When the run is complete, follow the instructions on the card to:  

1. integrate the peaks,  

2. identify the peaks, using the library to match samples to known samples in the 

library.  

  

Print your integrated GC chromatogram, the tabulated integration results, and any spectra that 

you identified from the library with the library match (one printout for each peak identified).  

  

FAME standards have been run previously by the instructor.  Although the retention times may 

not match your retention times exactly, the relative retention times have information that may 

help you identify your peaks, especially if your library match is not good.The data for the 

standards is given below, with the IUPAC nomenclature that the nbs54k library uses:  
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Retention time (tR), 

minutes  

Fatty acid 

methyl ester  

15.3  14:0  

16.6  16:0  

17.4  16:1Δ9  

18.2  18:0  

18.9  18:1Δ9  

20.1  18:2Δ9, 12  

23.6  20:4Δ5,8,11,14  

  

FAME 14:0 is methyl 14:0 or methyl myristate or methyl n-tetradecanoate.  

FAME 16:0 is methyl 16:0 or methyl palmitate or methyl n-hexadecanoate.  

FAME 16:1 is methyl 16:1Δ9 or methyl palmitoleate or methyl cis-9-hexadecenoate.  

FAME 18:0 is methyl 18:0 or methyl stearate or methyl n-octadecanoate.  

FAME 18:1 is methyl 18:1Δ9 or methyl oleate or methyl cis-9-octadecenoate.  

FAME 18:2 is methyl 18:2Δ9, 12 or methyl linoleate or methyl cis-,cis-9,12-octadecadienoate. 

FAME 20:4 is methyl 20:4Δ5,8,11,14 or methyl arachidonate or methyl cis-,cis-,cis-,cis-

5,8,11,14icosatetraenoate.  

  

Report  

  

1. For each egg yolk, complete a table with retention times, peak identification, integration 

value, for example:  

  

Retention time (tR) 

in minutes  

Fatty acid 

methyl ester  

Integration value  

      

This table can be found in the shared course folder and is named GC/MS table.  It is a Word 

document, which you may copy into your report and fill in your data.  

  

2. Explain how you identified the peaks – which data was used to identify each peak.  

  

You will need to convert the integration values to a percent value so that the literature values are 

comparable.  When calculating the percent values, use only peaks that were identified as FAMEs 

in your total integration value.  Show your calculations in your report.  

  

3. Complete the table below with your values:  

  

Fatty acid  Large Egg  

Experimental 

value  

(weight %)  

Large Egg  

Literature 

value1  

(weight %)  

Large Egg  

Literature 

value2  

(weight %)  

Eggland’s Best®   

Egg  

 Experimental value 

(weight %)  
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14:0    0.37  0.25    

16:0    26.50  26.43    

16:1(Δ9)    3.32  3.53    

18:0    8.90  9.37    

18:1(Δ9)    44.66  44.57    

18:2(Δ9,12)    11.45  14.44    

18:3(Δ9,12,15)    0.17  Not available    

20:1(Δ11)    0.20  Not available    

20:3(Δ8,11,14)    0.27  Not available    

20:4(Δ5,8,11,14)    1.63  1.41    

22:6(Δ4,7,10,13,16,19)    0.27  Not available    

  

This table can be found in the shared course folder and is named FAMEs table.  It is a Word 

document, which you may copy into your report and fill in your data.  

  

4. Comment on how your data for the ordinary egg compare to the literature values by 

calculating a % error on each value.  Where are the differences?  

  

5. Comment on whether your data for the Eggland’s Best egg supports the claims made in the 

table on the next page, as well as these statements from their website3:  

  

  In addition to the great taste, Eggland's Best Eggs contain . . .  

  

• 25 percent less saturated fat than ordinary eggs.  

  

• 100 mg of Omega 3, compared to 37 mg in ordinary eggs.  

Table from Eggland’s Best website3 comparing their eggs with ordinary eggs.  

  

 Eggland`s Best Egg vs. Ordinary Egg  

   

Amount Per 1 large egg  
(50 g)  

EB Egg 

(Large)  
Ordinary 

Egg (Large)  

Calories  70  75  

Carbohydrate (g)  0  0  

Protein (g)  6.3  6.3  

Total Fat (g)  4  4.5  

Saturated Fat (g)  1  1.5  

Monounsaturated Fat (g)  1.9  1.9  

Polyunsaturated Fat (g)  0.9  0.8  
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Omega 3 (mg)  100  37  

DHA (mg)  50  18  

EPA (mg)  2  2  

Omega 6 (mg)  700  700  

Trans Fatty Acid  0  0  

Cholesterol (mg)  175  213  

Sodium (mg)  60  60  

Vitamin E  25% DV  3% DV  

   (7.5 IU)  (0.75 IU)  

Iodine  40% DV  15% DV  

Lutein (mcg)  200  145  

  

DHA is all cis-4,7,10,13,16,19-docosahexenoic acid or 22:6Δ4,7,10,13,16,19.  EPA is all 

cis5,8,11,14,17-eicosapentenoic acid or 20:5Δ5,8,11,14,17.  

  

Omega-3 fatty acids have a double bond in the ω-3 (omega minus 3) position, or at the 3rd carbon 

away from the terminal, ω, carbon atom.  α-Linolenic acid, 18:3(Δ9,12,15), is an omega-3 fatty 

acid.  Similarly, omega-6 fatty acids have a double bond in the ω-6 position, or at the 6th carbon 

away from the terminal carbon atom.  Linoleic acid, 18:2(Δ9,12), is an omega-6 fatty acid.  There 

are others found in egg yolk.  Foods containing omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids “are believed 

to be beneficial for heart health, brain and eye function, infant development, and alleviating 

hypertension”.3  

  

6. What other experiment(s) would you need to run, number of iterations, to verify/refute their 

claims regarding fatty acid content?  

  

7. Please include all GC/MS printouts as part of your report.  

  

References:  

1. Park, P.W.; Goins, R.E. “In Situ Preparation of Fatty Acid Methyl Esters for Analysis of 

Fatty Acid Composition in Foods” J. Food Sci., 1994, 59, 1262-1266.  

2. Posati, L.P.; Kinsella, J.E.; Watt, B.K. “Comprehensive Evaluation of Fatty Acids in 

Foods” J. Amer. Dietetic Assn., 1975, 67, 111-115.  

3. Eggland’s Best. 

http://www.egglandsbest.com/why_eggland/whyegg.asp?pg=nutritional_facts 

(September 8, 2008).    
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Instructor Notes  

The experiment takes place over two lab periods, using two hours in the first lab period to 

produce the FAMEs and the second lab to inject the prepared samples and collect data.    

List of Chemicals and Instruments used:  

GC/MS:  Hewlett Packard 5890 GC with a 5971A MSD and the NBS 54k spectral library. 

Centrifuge:  Eppendorf 5810R Refrigerated Centrifuge with a 6 x 85 mL fixed angle rotor (F 

346-38), fitted with 1 x 15 tube adapters.  

Chemicals:  

Toluene [108-88-3]  

Methanol [67-56-1]  

Acetyl Chloride [75-36-5] Sodium 

Carbonate [497-19-8]  

FAMEs standards:   

Restek Corporation (www.restek.com) carries a complete line of  FAME standards of high 

purity.  

Methyl myristate [124-10-7], Fisher Scientific catalog # 06-802-537, Restek catalog #35045  

Methyl palmitate [112-39-0], Fisher Scientific catalog # AC41468-1000, Restek catalog #35048  

Methyl palmitoleate [1120-25-8], Restek catalog #35049  

Methyl stearate [112-61-8], Fisher Scientific catalog # 06-802-543, Restek catalog #35051  

Methyl oleate [112-62-9], Fisher Scientific catalog # 06-802-544, Restek catalog #35052  

Methyl linoleate [112-63-0], Fisher Scientific catalog # 06-802-545, Restek catalog #35053 

Methyl arachidonate [2566-89-4], Fisher Scientific catalog # 06-802-552, Restek catalog #35060  

Plastic egg separators are inexpensive and can be purchased at Walmart.  

GC/MS Equipment and Settings:  

http://www.restek.com/
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GC/MS:  Hewlett Packard 5890 Series gas chromatograph interfaced with a 5971A Series mass 

selective detector, equipped with the ChemStation software package and the nbs54k library.   GC 

Column:  Supelco SP-2380 capillary column (poly(90% biscyanopropyl/10% cyanopropylphenyl 

siloxane) phase, length × I.D. is 100 m x 0.25 mm, df  is 0.20 μm), purchased from Fisher 

Scientific.   

Chromatographic conditions: detector temperature 280oC; injector temperature 250oC; initial 

column temperature 100oC, programmed to increase at a rate of 15oC/min up to 190oC, and then 

at 5oC/ min to the final temperature of 235oC, maintained for 20 min (35 min total).  The carrier 

gas is helium at 1 mL/min; the injection is splitless; the injection volume is 1 μL.  The solvent 

delay is 15 min, after which the MS detector is turned on.  

  

Other Notes:  

Students must be able to independently operate a GC mass spectrometer.   Students must know 

how to interpret MS data, so that they can determine which peaks represent FAMEs, as our 

samples had a few peaks that were not FAMEs.  Prior to entering this course, students have 

learned about mass spectral fragmentation.  If your students have not, students will need 

additional information so that they can identify their GC peaks correctly as FAMEs.  
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Introduction to GC/MS 

This is an updated version of a tutorial provided by Dr. Richter.  Instead of doing a tutorial run, 

this guide will help you run your FAMES sample.  Please read carefully and note if there are 

errors, omissions or items that need clarification. 

GC/MS is a powerful analytical technique used in modern analytical laboratories.  This 

technique uses gas chromatography to separate samples into its component parts, and then uses a 

mass spectrometer to obtain structural and quantitative information on the analytes.    

In this experiment, you will 

• Analyze a mixture of fatty acid methyl esters and determine their identity using the mass 
spectrum database. 

• Use an internal standard to quantify the amount of fatty acids in your sample.  

PROCEDURE 

1. When you sit down in front of the GC/MS you will see the following screen. 

 
 

2. The system will be in idle mode to conserve gas and to keep water out of the column.  To 

prepare the instrument for this lab, you need to load in the default method named 

4365tst.M.  To do this select Load Method under the method tab. 
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3. You should see the following menu appear. Click on 4365tst.M to highlight it and click OK to exit. 

 
 

4. You should see the main screen again with the method loaded. 
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5. While the system is adjusting to the default analysis parameters you will examine the 

mass spectrometer acquisition parameters.  To do this click on the  then highlight 

Edit MS SIM/SCAN and click. 

 

 
6. You should see the following menu appear.  Make sure Solvent Delay is set to 4.00 min 

and Acq. Mode is set to Scan.  The solvent delay prevents damage to the filament by 

keeping it turned off until the solvent has exited the system. DO NOT CHANGE ANY 

OTHER SETTINGS.  Click on the Edit Scan Params button to continue.   
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7. You should see the following window.  Make sure the Start at Mass is set to 50 and the 

End at Mass is set to 550. Setting the starting mass to 50 eliminates interferences from 

water, oxygen and nitrogen.  Click on Closed when finished. 
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8. You should see the following window.  Click on the OK button to return to Main Screen 

 
 

9. You need to examine and edit the GC parameters for the first run.  Click on the  icon 

then highlight and click on Edit GC Parameters. 

 
 

10. You should see the following.  If you don’t Click on the  icon.  The system will rinse 

the needle 5 times with a solvent, then 3 times with the sample, followed by 4 pumps to 

remove air bubbles prior to injection.  After the injection is complete it will rinse needle 5 

times with solvent. 
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11. Click on the  icon.  You will see the following screen.  For this lab you will be 

using split injection mode.  The split ratio is set to 20 to 1.  This means that only one part 

in twenty enters the column.  The rest is swept out the vent.  The split ratio may need to 

be changed in this experiment.  If you are the first to run this experiment, please show Dr. 

LeSuer the results of the first run before continuing. 
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12. Click on the  icon.  You should see the following screen. For this lab we will be 

using a constant flow rate of 1.0 ml/min.  This means system will adjust the He gas 

pressure during the sample run to maintain the desired 1.0 mL/min flow rate. 
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13. Click on the oven icon .  You should see the following screen.  You need to set the GC 
heating profile for you run.  Set the program as shown below.  When you are finished click on 
the OK button. The oven parameters you use are not shown in the screenshot. Instead, set the 
initial temperature to 100 °C with a hold time of 0 min.  Ramp 1 should  be 15 °C/min up to 190 
°C, again with a hold time of 0 min. Ramp 2 is 5 °C/min up to 235 °C with a hold time of 20 min.  
The total run time should be 35 minutes. 

 
 

14. You are now ready to run your sample.  Click on the  icon.  

The system will ask you to save any changes.  Save your method as 4356scan.m 

 

 
 

If the following dialog box appears click on yes to overwrite method. 
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15. The following screen will appear.  Make sure the data path is as shown below.  If the data 

path is different ask Dr. Richter for help.  Enter a data file name for the first sample run. 

If the name is already taken choose a new one.  Make sure the sample is in position 1 in 

the autosampler.  If it is not change the vial number to correspond to the correct 

autosampler position number. Click on Start Run button to start acquiring data.  

 
 

The system will process the sample is takes about 35 minutes for a run to complete.  A window 

appears asking if you want to override the solvent delay, you do not want to override the solvent 

delay.  

 
16. While your sample is running will begin learning how to use the data analysis software.   

17. The program is already open in the background.  Click on  at the bottom of 
the screen to bring the data analysis program to the foreground. 

18. You now need to load the Practice File.  Open the 4365 Intro folder by clicking on the 

expand button.  Right click on the Practice File and select Load from the menu. 
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19. You should see the GC chromatograph.  You need to zoom in on the region of interest.  

Select the area of interest starting at the upper left and dragging while holding down the 

left mouse button as shown below. 

 

 
 

20. You can now integrate the chromatograph to determine retention times and peak area of the 
analytes in your sample.  Select AutoIntegrate from the Chromatogram Menu. 
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21. When you are asked to save the parameters to the Method select NO. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

22. Place the cursor over the first peak as shown below and double right click. 

 
 

23. The mass spectrum for this peak should now be below the GC chromatograph. 
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24. Use you Pavia book to identify this compound.  It is one of the following bromobenzene, 

cyclohexyl chloride, 2-chlorophenol, cyclohexyl bromide, 2-chlorotoluene, 

chlorobenzene, or 1-octanol.  Write answer in lab notebook.  If you have loaded the 

spectral library, you can double right (left?) click on the mass spectrum to identify the 

spectrum. 

 

25. Repeat Steps 21-23 for all the compounds in the chromatograph. 

 

26. When you have identified all the peaks ask Dr. LeSuer to check your answers before 

you proceed to the next step. 

 

27. Switch back to the main instrument screen by clicking on .  If your sample 

is still running than wait until it is finished.   

  

28. Follow steps 16-20 to load your sample’s chromatograph and zoom in on area of interest.  

Record areas, retention times and identification for all peaks in the chromatogram. 
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Preparing for self-guided instrumental analysis lab 

Please have the following information on paper and ready to hand in at the beginning of lab. 

 

 

1. What is your guiding question? 

 

2. What is the evidence that you would like to obtain in order to answer the guiding 

question?  What instrumentation will you be using? 

 

3. What chemicals and equipment do you think you will need? 

 

4. What is the general strategy for making efficient use of your ~10 hours of lab time? 

 

5. What are the first three steps of your experiment today? 
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